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INTRODUCTION 

Only to a limited degree do the letters of George 

(3roly to William Blackwood and his sons deserve the obloquy 

cast upon them by Mrs. Oliphant's assertion that "Croly's 

epistles, of which there are many, are defended from the 

curiosity of the public by an armour almost as effectual 

[as if they had been destroyed]. They are dull—^mere records 

of articles, records of payments, of cheques. . . •" While 

it is true that much of Croly's voluminous correspondence 

2 

addressed to the publishers of Blackwood's Magazine is de

voted to strictly business matters, the fact is that the 

letters provide the only sustained record to date of the 

mind of a man who in his day was a power in the circles of 

the Tory press; who knew intimately~and depending upon their 

affiliations—attacked and defended the literary and polit

ical great and near great• 

In addition, the letters provide a fascinating in

troduction to the important issues of the times—Catholic 

emancipation, the Irish question, universal suffrage, post-

Napoleonic foreign policy—all of v/hich evoked passionate re

sponse from Croly, staunch supporter of the status quo. 

Margaret Oliphant, Annals of a Publishinp; House; 
Williem Blackwood and His Sons CEdinburgh^ 1897;* I^ v. 480. 

2 
Hereafter cited as B«M. in annotations. 

iii 
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Moreover^ the correspondence is not without literary inter

est: in the exchange of ideas between publisher and veteran 

periodical contributor, one becomes familiar with the liter

ary tastes and pre^judices of the day; with contemporary es

timates of authors whose reputations, now fixed, were once 

in the making; with books once considered important and now 

known only to the specialist and antiquarian. 

Today Croly's is, indeed, and perhaps deservedly, a 

lost literary reputation. One cannot accept criticism of 

the sort expressed by Frederick E. Pierce who, in remarking 

that "the blaziiig star of Byron himself is receding from its 

place of pride," added that "We need say nothing of Milman, 

and Croly, and Atherstone, and Hood, and a legion of others, 

who, with no ordinary gifts of taste and fancy, have not so 

properly survived their fame, as been excluded, by some hard 

fatality, from what seemed their o^st inheritance." Neither 

can one agree with George Gilfillan's comments that Croly, 

" . . . more than most of his contemporaries . . . was sub

jected to the disadvantage, which in a measure pressed on 

all. All were stars seeking to shine ere yet the sxm (that 

woful blood-spattered sun of 'Childe Harold') had fairly set. 

Dr. Croly suffered more from this than others, just because 
2 

he bore in some points a strong resemblance to Byron. . . . " 

Frederick E. Pierce. Currents and Eddies in the 
English Romantic Generation (New Haven, 1918), p. 261. 

2 
George Gilfillan^ A Second Gallery of Literary 

Portraits (Edinbiirgh, 1850), p. 261. 



Obviously5 observations such as these cited above 

reflect panegyric rather than perceptive criticism; and no 

attempt should be made to exhume Croly's literary remains 

with the idea that such a resurrection will insure reanima-

tion. But to a pronoianced degree Croly is more than the sum 

of his literary productions, and he deserves to be presented 

(as introduction to his letters) in all of the ramifications 

which contributed to making him the sturdy and somewhat con

troversial figure he appeared to his contemporaries. In the 

following essay^ he will be discussed as a personality seen 

thro%Lgh his own revelations and the statements of his con

temporaries; as a preacher and theologian; as a man of let

ters; and as a critic and contributor to Blackwood's Magazine% 

one of the great periodicals which had its origin in the 

period. 

The Man 

George Croly (1780-1860) played many parts (some of 

them simultaneously) during his long and incredibly active 

life. He was a novelist, poet, and dramatist; a newspaper

man, critic, and contributor to periodicals; a popular London 

preacher, theologian, and man of affairs. Theoretically, he 

is of the second generation of the Romantic writers, and his 

poetry clearly reflects the influence of the school of Byron 

1 
I do not intend the essay to be regarded as a de

finitive study; much research remains to be done before 
anything conclusive can be predicated of Croly. 
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and Moore* And yet he was but ten years younger than 

Wordsworth, eight years older than Byron. 

Croly's first major i>oem, Paris in 1813> appeared in 

1817• the year which witnessed also the publication of 

(Joleridge's Biographia Literaria. the first issue of Keats' 

Poems, Moore's Lalla Rookh^ and Scott's Harold the Daimtless. 

His last major poem. The Modern Orlando^ appeared in 1846, 

the year in which Robert Browning eloped with Elizabeth 

Barrett. A year later Tennyson's The Princess was published, 

and two serial novels—Vanity Fair and Dombe.y and Son—were 

vying for public favor. Croly's fate it was to match a high 

talent against the genius of an age which spawned at least 

three generations of literary Titans. Had he lived a cen-

tu3py earlier, he might have enjoyed a somewhat higher con

temporary reputation than his own day permitted him. But in 

terms of literary immortality the net result would be the 

same. What little fame he enjoys today he owes, not to his 

own prodigious efforts, but to the master satirist of his 

times, who lampooned him as follows: 

Sir Walter reigned before me; Moore and Campbell 
Before and after; but now grown more holy. 
The muses upon Sion's hill must ramble 
With poets almost clergymen, or wholly; 
And Pegasus hath a psalmodic amble 
Beneath the very Reverend Rowley Powley, 
Who shoes the glorious animal with stilts 
A modem Ancient Pistol—by the hilts I 

(Don Juan. XI, Iviii) 

Many of Croly's contemporaries, men of no greater 

stature, kept journals, diaries, and files of correspondence 

with the result that today their jottin ;s have transcended 
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the ephemeral and are regarded as imDortant sources of his

torical information. Croly, imfortunately, kept nothing of 

this sort, and posterity has sustained a loss in what must 

be assumed the destruction of all correspondence addressed 

to him. "I take it for granted," he wrote V/illiam Blackwood 

in a letter of December 26, 1825, "that you scrupulously 

bum all letters. . . . it would not do well that a collector 

of Mss—should lay hold of your Porte feuille—for the bene

fit of the reading world." When it is realized that Croly 

corresponded on terms of intimacy with such figures as John 

Ruskin, the loss becomes painfully obvious; 

A quarter of a century later, a letter of December 51» 

1852, addressed to John Blackwood, indicates that Croly had 

not changed his mind on the subject of preserving correspondent 

But I wish that the custom of printing letters 
was altogether prohibited, (except with the declared 
permission of their writers). Nothing can be so 
vexatious as to find one's careless thoughts facing 
us at the end of a dozen years—when one's opinions 
of men & things may be totally changed. All let
ters—but on business, ought to be flung into the 
fire on perusal. 

Croly's pride, his innate dignity and sense of his own worth, 

did not permit hjm to consider his own epistles as being of 

the business variety. He was a gentleman writer who wrote 

for a gentleman publisher. "I should regret to find our 

intercourse," he advised in a letter of July 1, 1840, 

"leveled into the ordinary one of writer and publisher—• 

Of course, the substantial part of things must be looked 

to,—but all this may be done in a way to escape the more 
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business like transaction—" And, indeed, Croly did have 

little in common with the hireling hack writers of the 

Grub Street variety. An Anglican clergyman, and therefore 

ipso facto a gentleman, he—although he did not decline 

whatever emolument happened to be involved—^wrote for the 

Tory press secure in his conviction that the salvation of 

England rested with the Tory party. 

During his lifetime, Croly was the subject of an es

say by the notoriously inaccurate George Gilfillan. After 
2 

his death, he was the subject of two memoirs, both of which 

are eulogistic in strain and deficient in factual content. 

To these sources may be added a considerable amount of in

formation gleaned from the pages of such periodicals as the 

Gentleman's Magazine and the Annual Register, for Croly's 

connection with the Royal Society of Literature, his member

ship in the Literary Fund Society, his political activities, 

and his growing reputation as a preacher after he had once 

Gilfillan, A Second Galler.Y of Literary Portraits, 
pp. 145-160. It seems likely that Gilfillan is responsible 
for erroneously attributing "Colonna the Painter, a Tale of 
Italy" (B*M.. September, 1829) to Croly. Dr. A. L. Strout, 
in his as yet unpublished Bibliography of Contributions to 
"Blackwood's Magazine*" 1817-1825% has proved J. Frederick 
Hardman to iiave baen the author. 

2 
The first memoir was written by Richard Herring, 

a personal friend and parishioner of Croly's: A Few 
Personal Recollections of the Late George Ojpoly. LL. P., 
Sector of St. Stephen's, Walbrook (London* 1861). The 
second memoir is a "Biographical Sketch" written by Frederick 
W. Croly as a preface to his father's posthumoiisly published 
The Book of Job (Edinburgh, 1865). Hereafter the latter 
will be cited simply as "Biographical Sketch." 
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obtained preferment all contributed to making him a public 

figure. The most accurate sketch of his life is Kichard 

Gamett's highly compressed acco\mt in the Dictionary of 

National Biography, although even this is not completely 

free from eri»or. 

Of Croly's foimative years almost nothing is known. 

He was born in Dublin, the son of a physician, on August 17, 

1780, and received his education at Trinity College, at 

which institution he distinguished himself as a classical 

scholar and as an extempore speaker. In 1804, having re

ceived an M.A., he v/as ordained and sent to a curacy in the 

north of Ireland. Like Samuel Johnson, to whom he has been 

likened, he found the obscurity of his situation not to his 

taste, and in 1810, accompanied by his widowed mother and 

sisters, he migrated to London. There he seems to have de

voted himself altogether to literary pursuits, becoming 

dramatic critic to the New Times and a prolific contributor 

to both the Literary Gazette and Blackwood's Magazine. His 

connection with the Gazette led to his meeting and subse

quent marriage in 1819 to Margaret Helen Begbie, a fellow 

contributor to that publication and a distant relative of 

Lord Brougham. 

Richard Gamett, "George Croly," Dictionary of 
National Biography [hereafter cited as D.N.B.3, ed. by Sir 
Leslie Stephen and Sir Sidney Lee (London, reprint of 1921-
1922), V, pp. 155-136. Gamett errs, for example, in his 
assertion that Salathiel: A Story of the Past, the Present, 
and the Future was published in 1829. It was brought out ty 
Henry Colbum (London) in late 1827, bearing 1828 as its 
year of publication. 
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IhirlBig these early years, William Jerdan, capable 

editor of the Literary Gazette, attempted to procure a liv

ing for Croly but failed. In 1832 Croly finally obtained a 

temporary post as rector of Romford Parish, a position which 

he held until 1835, at which time Lord Lyndhxirst offered him 

the combined parishes of St. Benet's and St. Stephen's, 

Walbrook. This living, Croly retained until his death in 

I860* To this sequence of bare facts may be added many 

other scattered bits of information which at this time defy 

a coherent fitting into the pattern of Croly's life as it 

is known. There is, for example, Croly's short-lived edi

torship of the Constitution* later known as the Guardian, a 

weekly paper described by Professor Alan Lang Strout as a 

"rickety bantling which died slowly" between December 12, 

1819, and June, 1820 (p. 152). Equally interesting are the 

Beginning one paragraph back, all of the foregoing 
facts, with the lone exception of that pertaining to Croly's 
father, may he found in D.N.B. The excluded item was found 
in Croly's obituary notice appearing in the Annual Register 
of 1860. 

2 
Alan Lang Strout, "Some Unpublished Letters of John 

Gibson Lockhart to John Wilson Croker, 1819-1837," Notes and 
Queries, CLXZXV (September, 1943), pp. 152-157. V.'ith regard 
zo the Guardian, Professor Strout quotes both Croker's let
ter to jLfOCkhart on the subject and Lockhart's answer. On 
November 18, 1819, Croker wrote as follows: "'The Rev. Mr. 
Crolly [Croly], author of "Paris," and some other works, is 
the editor and joint proprietor; the son of Mr. Street, of 
^^® Oourisr* is the other proprietor, and though I cannot at 
all answer for the talents they may exhibit, I think I can 
venture to promise that their principles will be such as you 
can approve. . . • I have a confident hope that Mr. Crolly 
may be enabled to accomplish this desirable object [that of 
publishing a strong Tory paper] which he proposes to himself" 
(p* 152). In a letter of November 21, 1819, Lockhart replied: 
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obituary notices which provide the information that Croly's 

mother died in Paris in 1832, his sister Suzette in Paris 
2 

of cholera in 1849. From a letter among the Blackwood 

papers we know that Croly had a daughter, Helen Croly 

Webster, who apparently also resided in Paris (See Letter 

of October 9, 1846). And, indeed, there is an excellent pos

sibility that Croly himself spent some time in France.^ But 

details concerning the precise time of such a move and the 

reasons for the Croly family's remaining in Paris are wholly 

unknown. 

Such tantalizing bits of information lead to still 

other problems. An obituary notice in the Annual Review re-

N4 veals Croly to have had five sons (one deceased) and one 

"•I congratulate you heartily on yr luck in finding such an 
editor as the author of Paris• The rigour and chaste vigour 
of his style will surely give the leading articles . . . [a] 
reputation over any we are at present accustomed to and wt 
the assistance of the lighter wit that has at times sparkled 
so beautifully on this Courier he cannot fail to drive every
thing before him'" (p. 153). ^ith reference to the fate of 
t̂ s Guardian under Croly's guidance, see Croker's letter of 
February 5f 1835 to Lord Lyndhurst, which is quoted in part 
on p, xvi. 

Gentleman's Magazine* August, 1832, p. 190. 
2 
Gentleman's Magazine, October, 1849, p. 447. 

^ Henry Crabb Robinson, On Books and Their V/riters, 
ed. by Edith Morley (London, 1938), II, p. 745. Robinson 
speaks of Croly's taking his [Robinson's] old job as "The 
Times correspondent at Paris." But Croly was still in 
ISgland when Robinson recorded this business in his joiimal, 
and there is no definite proof that he ever left for the 
Continent. 

Lt. George Alfred Croly, who later fell at 
Ferozeshaw during the second Cabul campaign. 
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daughter (deceased), the latter a little girl of nine who 

died in 1851. VJhat, then, has become of the married 

daughter vlao at one time resided in Paris and who while 

there contributed a story to Blackwood's Magazine? Certainly, 

the scope of this paper precludes any extensive investigation 

of such matters, but the very limits which it imposes indi

cate clearly the problems confronting the would-be biographer 

and delineate areas in which future research would be most 

profitable. 

But if there exists a dearth of sequential material 

relative to Croly's life, there is as counterpoise a vast 

body of opinions and impressions of the man and his work re

corded by his contemporaries. Gamett, in remarking of Croly 

that "as a man he seems to have been contentious and super-

cilious," may have found some substantiation for his as

sertion in Byron's observation to John Murray (in a letter of 

September 9* 1820): "Croly is superior to many, but seems 

to think himself inferior to Nobody."-^ An even earlier record 

This means that Croly was seventy-one years old at 
the time of his little daughter's death. The facts, how
ever, are straight, and there is no confusion of daughter 
with possible granddaughter* John Ruskin in a letter of 
November 25, 1851» addressed to his father, commented that 
"I am very glad to hear that Dr. Croly appeared in health 
and spirits. Poor thing—he probably suffered more from 
seeing the child's illness than he will from her actual loss" 
(John Ruskin, Letters From Venice: 1831-1832, ed. by John 
Lewis Bradley [Hew Haven, 1955], PP. 70-71). 

^ Garnett, "George Croly," D.N.B., p, 136. 

^ George Gordon, Lord Byron, Byron, a Self-Portrait: 
Letters and Diaries 1798 to 1824, ed. by Peter Quenne11 
(»ew York, 1^^)711/p. $36* 
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of an impression which Croly made on a contemporary, and one 

worth quoting at length, may be found in Henry Crabb Robinson's 

revised journal entry of April 5, 1813: 

I was introduced by Walter to a fir. Croly, his 
dramatic critic, a "fierce-looking Irishman," who 
was going to Hamburg to discharge the duty I per
formed six years before. His appearance was then 
repulsive—^a bulky figure, a large face, deeply 
marked with the smallpox, and a vehement tone of 
conversation which brought to my mind a bandit of 
the Radcliff school. My journal says: "He was 
personally civil to me, I suspect dishonestly so." 
Why should I suspect this? I suppose that, being 
conscious of antipathy, I thought that he must feel 
antipathetically towards me. Croly's career has 
been a singular one. He tried his hand as a con
tributor to the daily press in various ways. He 
wrote tragedies, comedies, and novels, at least 
one of each, and at last settled down as a preacher 
with the rank of Doctor, but of what faculty I do 
not know. I last met him not many years since 
[i.e. in 1849] in cordial intercourse with William 
Tooke. We did not recognize each other. . . .-̂  

Apparently Robinson was a man whose antipathies the 

years did little to allay, for in an entry of September 12-

23, 1854, he wrote that 

On the day of my arrival MasqueriiM? gave a din
ner, for which he fixed me to come. It was to Dr. 
Croly chiefly. He was the star. Sartain, a sort 
of antithesis, and Ricardo. iTeither of whom could 
relish him. • . . The Doctor is a character. I 
met him at Walter's some thirty years ago or more, 
when I was requested to give him some hints about 
being the Times correspondent at Paris. Walter 
asking what I thought of his friend, I said: "Had 
I met him in the evening in a retired spot I should 
have fallen on my knees and said: 'Take my money 
and spare my life*'" He has a large person and a 
fierce physiogomy pitted with smallpox, and a loud 

122. 
^ Robinson, On Books and Tlieir Writers, I , pp. 121-
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voice* He has made his v/ay in the world at last 
in the Chiirch, and is a popular preacher at the 
city church of St. Stephen's, V/aibrook, where he 
took an active and laudable part in the legal dis
putes with Gibbs. He attempted novel-writing and 
'̂̂ ote Salathiel (the Wandering Jew), and he wrote 
a tragedy, Catiline, and a comedy. Pride will have 
a fall, at least I think so. In fact he has been a 
literary adventurer. He and I sparred and talked 
freely. . . . He is growing deaf and is a dis
contented man—a general fault-finder. He was a 
Tory, but he spoke now against all parties. He 
speaks on religious subjects like one whose duty 
it is to take a part; but he has not the air of a 
religious man, and I suspect he has no zeal but 
what proceeds from party spirit.I 

Biased though Robinson is by his admitted antipathy 

for Croly, much of what he perceived is substantiated by 

other sources. Croly's good friend and parishioner, Richard 

Herring, for example, remarked that "It has often been men

tioned as a circumstance to be deplored, 'that Croly was a 

disappointed man, and that his feelings in this respect were 

frequently manifested in his writings.'" Herring's view, 

like Croly's own, was that he had reason to be discontented, 

for he had received little recognition from the party to 

which he remained faithful throughout his lifetime. Sir 

Archibald Alison similarly observed of Croly that "Had he 

been on the Liberal side he would have been lauded to the 

skies, but being a steady and conscientioiis Tory, he was 

put under the ban by the opposite side, and by no means 

^ Ibid., II, p. 136. 

2 
Herring, A Few Personal Recollections of the Late George CgoLy* p. 5 
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attained the celebrity to which his writings entitled him.""̂  

All of these observations contain elements of truth regard

ing Croly*s failure to rise higher. Peî iaps John Gibson 

Lockhart (himself no liberal), in a letter of Jime 12, 1835, 

addressed to John Wilson Croker, provides imwittingly the 

true key to Croly's frustration: 

As to biography—you have rather misapprehended 
me. I think the first such subject was the life 
of George IV. Sir W. Knighton [(1776-1836) Keeper 
of privy purse to George IV]2 said to me "there 
are lives of George IV by Croly & Cobbett the one 
a respectable clergyman the other we know what— 
Why is his memory to be thus blackened by Ultra 
Tory Ss Radical & not a word 5>er contra."3 

Croly was an "Ultra Tory," or as Alison put it some

what more sympathetically, "a living type of the Protestant 

and Orange party in the north of Ireland," and "deeply im

bued with the feelings and prejudices of the Irish protes-

tants, and on that account • . . by no means a safe guide 

4 
to follow in political opinion." The truth is that the 

Sir Archibald Alison, Some Account of My Life and 
Writings; An Autobiography (Edinburgh, 1885), II, p. 273. 

2 
Lett's brackets. 

^ Woodrow Wilson Lott, "Volume I of the Lockhart-
Croker Correspondence" (Unpublished Master's Thesis, Texas 
Technological College, Lubbock, 1940), p. 124. 

4 Alison, Some Account of My Life and V/ritings* II, 
pp. 272-273. 
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hidebound conservatism of the type of theological mind man-

ifected by Croly was passe in an age which ultimately proved 

itself pre-eminently secular; wherever lay and clerical mind 

collided, it was the clerical which had to modify, compromise, 

and adjust. 

Croker's letter of February 3, 1835 to Lord Lyndhurst 

presents Croly in a still different light. And reading be

tween the lines, one is able to perceive certain quirks of 

personality which may have impeded Croly's attempts to emerge 

from obscurity: 

If by "Croley" you mean George Croly, D.D., I 
know him longer and less than anybody, V/e v/ere at 
college together, but very little acquainted, as 
he was rather my senior, and not in the same 
society. He was also there what he has been 
throu^ life, and what I suppose he still is, a 
shy reserved man. About twenty years ago he pub-
listed some poems, which I looked over, and I be
lieve touched here and there previous to publication. 
They possessed great power, but were "like the 
father who begot them," somewhat stiff and ungainly. 
Soon after. Lord Liverpool resolved to set up a 
weekly paper, and knowing Croly's talents and 
principles, and having a kindness for him, I recom
mended him for the editorship, at about 300£ a year; 
but his talents did not lie that way, and eventually 
the thing failed. Even this did not make me bet
ter acqiiainted with this strange, shy, awkward man. 
I should have suspected that I, in some over frank
ness, had offended him, or that I had not handled 
with sufficient delicacy that over-nice instru
ment, a poor, proud scholar; but I am told that this 
was not the case, and that his temper was the same 
to all men. . . . on the whole he has a literary 
reputation and a character as a clergyman that will 
justify anything that you can do for him, and I 
heartily entreat you to do something.! 

John Wilson Croker, The Correspondence and Diaries, 
ed. by Louis J. Jennings (London, 1884), II, pp. 259-260. 
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Tet Croker, as kindly towards Croly as was any other one man 

in an official position to render him favor, seems not al

together to have fathomed his man. Nowhere else is Croly 

characterized as shy and reserved, stiff and ungainly, 

strange and awkward. But Croker's impressions are valuable 

nevertheless, for taken into consideration with what others 

have remarked of Croly and with what Croly reveals of him

self in his letters to the Blackwoods, they suggest the 

pride of an independent man resolved to attain recognition 

on the basis of sheer merit. Croly, vitally interested in 

politics, was himself no politician, and doubtless much of 

the disappointment attributed to him in old age stemmed from 

a belated realization that life's plums fall more often than 

not to the conniving rather than to the meritorious. 

Sir Archibald Alison, whose monumental History of 

Europe During the French Revolution v;as reviewed in B.M. by 

Croly as it fell from the press volume by volume, knew Croly 

socially and hence more intimately than many others of his 

contemporaries who committed to paper and thus to posterity 

the snap judgments vdiich they had made of the clergyman-

writer* Consequently, his perspective serves as a necessary 

counterbalance to the views set forth by Robinson and Croker. 

Alison in speaking of the Literary Club, which he character

ized as "the successor or continuation of that which Johnson 

and Boswell have rendered immortal" and "long. . . . dis

tinguished as one of the most select and recherche in 
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London," went on to observe that 

Dr. Croly was another eminent man whom I met 
frequently, and v/as twice seated next at dinner, 
at this club. . . . He had considerable abili
ties, and great ardour of imagination, as well 
as decision of character* He was quick with a 
ready flow of oratory, as well in society as on 
the platform or in the pulpit, and was entirely 
without fear in delivering his opinions either in 
public or private. . . . even when differing from 
him on many points, you could not help admiring 
the energy of his expressions and the independence 
of his thought. His figure was large and heavy, 
but the fire of genius was in his eye, which shone 
forth with uncommon lustre beneath the shadow of 
shaggy eyebrows.^ 

Important as corroborative evidence to Robinson's testimony 

regarding Croly*s physical appearance is Alison's apparent 

need to qualify his description of the physical man: "but 

the fire of genius was in his eye," Seemingly, Croly was 

one of those imfortunate men whose external appearance was 

not such as to inspire confidence on a first encounter. 

But to those who knew him, men of the caliber of Alison, 

Croly wore well and commanded respect. 

Croly's literary relationships were formed by the 

same forces which contributed to the formation of his per

sonal relationships. Indeed, in many cases they seem so 

inextricably intertwined that any attempt to separate them 

must be acknowledged arbitrary. How, for example, is one to 

Alison, Some Accoimt of My Life and Writings, II, 
p. 56. 

^ Ibid., II, pp. 272-273. 
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ognizing that the criticism, although ostensibly directed 

at Croly's writing, partakes liberally of bias dictated by 

political—and perhaps also by personal—animosity? 

Mr. Croly set out with high pretensions, and 
had some idea of rivalling Lord Byron in a certain 
lofty, imposing style of versification: but he is 
probably by this time convinced that mere con
stitutional haute\ir as ill supplies the place of 
elevation of genius, as of the pride of birth; and 
that the public know how to distinguish between a 
string of gaixdy, painted, tiirgid phrases, and the 
vivid creations of fancy, or touching delineations 
of the human heart*I 

Similarly, one must discount Croker's criticism of 
2 

Paris in 1815* John Wilson's puffing of The Apocalypse of 

St* John,^ and Jordan's roseate recollections of Croly and 

things as they were in the early years of the existence of 

the Literary Gazette: 

But as I have observed, the period of which I am 
treating was a poetical era. * . . and even from 
this early date it is the proud boast of the 
"Literary Gazette" that it cherished and brought 
forward much of that genius which has given, and 
will long continue to sive, infinite delight to 
millions. In 1818, that periodical was enriched 

^ William Hazlitt, The Complete Works, ed. by F. P. 
Howe (London, 1931), XII, p. 104.' 

p 
John Wilson Croker, "Paris: A Poem," Quarterly 

Review* April, 1817, pp. 218-229* 

^ John Wilson, "Noctes Ambrosianae. No. XXXIV," 
B*M,, July, 1827. See Letter 81 for an extract from this 
article• 
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by a number of fine compositions by the author 
of the admired poem of "Paris in 1815*"^ 

It was an age in which the critic all too frequently indulged 

his penchant for the violent polemic and the most absurd 

panegyric. But the personalities involved, the prejudices, 

friendships, hates—all of the factors which invalidate such 

critiques qua critiques—only serve to heighten their value 

to the collector of litterae humanlores. 

Although such doc\imentary evidence is interesting and 

valuable to the specialist, it does not of itself provide 

sufficient warrant for drawing conclusions relative to the 

character of its subject. If it serves to prove any one 

thing, it is that contemporary criticism—^notoriously faulty 

when applied to literature—is equally unreliable when applied 

to biography. It is at this point of the present study that 

one begins to appreciate fully the value of the Croly-

Blackwood Correspondence. Over a period of forty years Croly 

William Jerdan, The Autobiography (London, 1852), 
II, p. 235. Of interest in this connection is Thomas Hood's 
sneering reference to Croly and the help which Jerdan and 
John Warren extended to him during the early years in which 
he was just beginning to make his way in London: 

How,—like you Croly's verse indeed— 
In heaven—where one cannot read 
The "Warren" on a wall? 

What think you here of that man's 
fame? 

Tho' Jerdan magnified his name, 
to me 'tis very small I 

(Thomas Hood, "Ode to Mr. Graham, the Aeronaut," The Poetical 
Works, ed* by Walter Jerrold [London, 1911], p. 3TJ 
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established an intimacy with the proprietors of Blackwood's 

Magazine of which the principal fruits, as far as the stu

dent is concerned, are manifested in an xmstudied ease of 

expression, revealing facets of the.writer's personality 

wholly unremarked—and perhaps wholly unperceived—^by those 

of his contemporaries who saw fit to record chance meetings 

with, and random impressions of, him* 

Croly was not a mere "literary adventurer," or oi>-

portunist as that term implies. His letters show him to 

have been motivated throughout his career as a man of let

ters by a desire to achieve ultimate distinction in the pro

fession for which he was originally trained—that of the 

cleric. Almost everything that he worked at—even much of 

the hack work which he was forced to turn out by the neces

sity of providing for a large and growing family—^was aimed 

at procuring preferment. Consequently, his constantly re

iterated adjuration to the Blackwoods to maintain his ano

nymity is to be regarded not as stemming from affectation 

but rather, as he advised in a letter of December 6, 1831, 

from a fervid desire "to avoid being known to write anything, 

but Divinity." In the nineteenth century, as in the twentieth, 

clergymen had to contend with elements of canting parishioners 

whose love for the outward Church necessitated their cutting 

expenses elsewhere—hence their feeling that ministerial 

piety and virtue were best preserved in a domestic atmo8X)here 

of shabby gentility. 

Only in his letters is there a hint of Croly's having 

possessed a sense of humor* For example, in his letter of 
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July 31 f 1822, a part of which is devoted to absurd sugges

tions as to the kind of reception which should be accorded 

George IV on his anticipated trip to Scotland, and which 

concludes with the advice to "Stun hiii(> to death with pipes— 

& to revive him set the Castle on fire," Croly reveals in 

abundance the rollicking humor which was his Hibernian her

itage. Again, on a somewhat quieter note he adds as post

script to a "diill" letter of September 4, 1835 (a letter, 

incidentally, typical of those characterized by Mrs. 

Oliphant as being "mere records of articles, records of pay

ments, checks. . . .") the following: "I have some old odd 
* 

collections of unknown epitaphs—They might diversify your 

graver matter, grave as epitaphs may themselves be—" Then, 

too, and typical of the male reaction to situations such as 

described, is the unconscious humor revealed in Croly's some

what harried letter of June 12, 1822: "Mrs. C. has had a 

little boy—& I have been unable to write anything." 

Croly may have been, as Garnett suggests, a contentious 

individual* It is no doubt true, judging from what others 

have had to say of him, that he normally maintained obdurately 

a position in any matter involving what he deemed to be prin

ciple* But it is significant that in the 582 letters com

prising the heart of this study he does not appear so. 

Naturally, he disagreed at times with the editors of Blackwood' 

Magazine over matters relating to articles. But when he did 

Oliphant, Annals of a Publishing House* I, p. 480. 
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so, he set forth his own views in manly, forthright fashion, 

rarely referring to them again regardless of whether or not 

they received consideration, and went on to other business. 

Only twice in the forty years spanned by the correspondence 

does he reveal himself as being thoroughly put out, and on 

both occasions the target of his ire was Alexander Blackwood 

Soon after assuming the editorship of Blackwood's Magazine, 

the latter returned a manuscript which William Blackwood, 

the late founder of Maga (as the magazine was affectionately 

termed) had commissioned him to write* In a letter of 

October 30, 1834, Croly, reminding Alexander in no imcertain 

terms that he (Alexander) had known of the commission at the 

time it had been issued, concluded as follows: 

As to the article itself—it can be of no further 
use to me. I have go correspondence with any 
other periodical publication. I therefore con
sign it to your hands. You may find room for it 
at your leisure in the Magazine—. I must have 
some right by this time to judge whether a paper 
is interesting or not—& it certainly does appear 
to me quite as interesting in its material as 
things of this temporary kind of writing 
[areJ* « • * I have only to add that your late 
excellent father never returned any paper to me 
under similar or indeed almost any circumstances. 

Eleven years later (January 8, 1845) and just a few 

months before his death, Alexander again drew fire from 

Croly over a matter similar to that outlined above: 

As to the article on Maxwell—^your brother 
sent me the book for the purpose—at the same 
time—saying that if I did not think that it had 
substance enough for a good article—I might 
throw it aside. I read it & thought "that it 
had substance enough to make a good article". . . . 
this is the kind of thing to which the readers of 
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Monthly publications ciiiefly look—* I em not 
quite a novice in literature—& may be considered 
entitled to a judgement as well as others—. I 
say no more— 

But in the main Croly's relations with the Blackwoods were 

most equable. More characteristic of these relations than 

those cited above is Croly's quiet notation at the end of a 

letter of December 8, 1823: "You lately wrote me an angry 

letter. However that we shall not discuss until I see you 

here at dinne2>—when we may settle our opinions at our 

ease*" 

To the charge levelled against Croly that he was 

supercilious, one must admit that he was not a modest man 

in the conventional sense in which that word is used. Su

premely self-confident, he accepted what he felt to be his 

due without any trace of a self-effacement which he did not 

feel. But it seems only fair to observe that in his corre

spondence with the Blackwoods he nowhere appears a man prone 

to boast ad infinitiim over what he managed to gamer in the 

way of recognition* Illustrative of this facet of the man's 

character is his brief notation in a letter of May 20, 1821 

to the effect that "I have been lately appointed one of the 

^̂ ^̂ S*s associates of the Royal Society of Literature—there 

are but ten—& the whole matter is meant as an honor. But 

I don't wish this to be mentioned for a while." 

By the time the Society was fully organized in 1823, 

Croly's status was that of councilor; he therefore had a 

hand in the selection of the first ten Royal Associates, 

among whom were Samuel Taylor Coleridge and Thomas Maithus. 



Throughout the years the pages of the Gentleman's Magazine 

reveal Croly to have played an exceedingly active part in 

the activities of that organization, holding different of

fices and making frequent addresses to its members. Yet 

there is not again a single reference to the Society in the 

correspondence available to us. With absolutely no intention 

of permitting this phase of the current study to degenerate 

into "an apology for the life of George Croly," I feel that 

the singular reticience displayed by Croly in this and sim

ilar matters should serve to mitigate somewhat the harsh 

aspersions cast upon him by men who quite frankly neither 

knew him well nor liked the little they knew of him. 

Another characteristic of Croly revealed in his cor

respondence to the Blackwoods is his inherent sense of fair 

play* Nowhere is this better exemplified than in his con

cern for the treatment which he desired Maga to mete out to 

Bryan Waller Procter (Barry Cornwall) in the spring of 1822. 

As Dr. Alan Lang Strout has observed, Croly's "kindness to 

Procter * . . will serve, perhaps, to offset his attack on 

Shelley's 'Adonais.'" Although Croly had more than once 

during the preceding winter carped at Procter's tragedy, 

Mirandola—a play which v/as successfully staged at about the 

same time that his own Catiline, rejected by Covent Garden, 

Alan Lang Strout, "George Croly and Blackwood's 
Magazine," The Times Literary Supplement, Friday, October 6, 
1950, p* 63ST Croly's "Remarks on Shelley's Adonais" (B*M., 
December, 1821) will be discussed in the section devoted 
to Croly's criticism* 
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earned for its author the opprobrious appellation of 

"Ranting Croly"—he wrote William Blackwood on March 29, 

1822 as follows: 

I like your last No received this day (extremely). 
But let me make it, as a personal request—that 
you allow Procter to be molested no more—at 
least till he is able to bsar it. He is a miser
able invalid nervously sensitive at all times—& 
I believe dangerously so now. I have not seen 
him for a vast length of time. But when I last 
heard of him he was prohibited by the playsicians 
from writing—& I am afraid the poor fellow (& he 
is a clever & gentle fellow after all) is in a 
declining state. It would gratify me greatly if 
you could find some opportunity to say, gaily or 
gravely, some civil thing about him. I do not 
press this upon you however. But I hoi>e there 
will be no more ridicule—at least till he re
covers* There are a dozen literary ruffians, who 
deserve your lash & can bear it thro mere cal
lousness—mean, malignant low lived & low 
tongu[ed]. To expose such men, to cut them close 
by the root, is a public service. But Barry 
Cornwall must be let alone—till I give you intel
ligence that he has rode out hunting* 

A year later, on March 1, 1823, he again wrote: 

Barry Cornwall is about to publish. May I beg 
of you, if you are not inclined to praise him— 
not to notice him at all. He is the most sensi
tive creature imaginable on those points. Censure 
would do to him I believe actual misery* He is 
besides they say going to be married into a 
boojcish family—& Censure from so formidable a 
quarter as yours—would thus come with double force. 
Let him alone for my sake. 

But Procter was a good Tory* Croly was never so 

generous with his Whig rivals, and Thomas Moore—^not only 

a Whig but a Catholic—may serve as a case in point. Both 

of Croly's articles dealing with Moore ("Thomas Moore," 

Blackwood's Magazine, May, 1852 and "Thomas Moore," 
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Blackwood's Map;azine, January, 1853) occasioned a consider

able amount of correspondence between Robert Blackwood and 

his correspondent, considerable editing upon the part of 

Blackwood, considerable rewriting (done somewhat grudgingly) 

upon the part of Croly. On March 15, 1852 Croly wrote: 

"This concludes the article on Moore—you will perceive that 

I have said nothing harsh on the subject—even of his prin

ciples—though they were as mischievous as [he] had powers 

to make them. To his poetry I have given its due praise." 

But Croly must have exceeded the bounds of literary propriety 

even in an age when such bounds possessed almost limitless 

flexibility, for on April 2, 1852, he wrote again, 

st In answer to your Note of the 1 —if you 
think proper to have the Article altered— 
omitting the politics & referring more to the 
poet—I have no objection to make [tp] the al
teration— But, as a friend to you & to the 
usefulness Se, credit of your work—T beseech you 
to think of no man^s opinions as to that fearless 
path of what in fate—. As to Moore— 
I have spoken of his poetry with the praise it 
deserves, but Moore was even more of a politician, 
than a poet, or rather almost all his poetry was 
political & to the full extent of his powers, 
mischievous— Perhaps many a fool has lost his 
life, with a scrap of Moore in his mouth. This 
I did not say—thotigh I might. 

Prior to the publication of the second article, on 

December 31, 1852, Croly wrote a letter to John Blackwood 

which reveals the tenacity with which, at the age of 72, he 

clung to the lights by which he had lived: 

I think Moore's is an interesting compilation. I 
know what any man of ability has been actually 
doing, thinking or saying always has an interest— 
& Moore was a remarkable little man. His bigotry 
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& his politics are vanished & his better part, 
his poetry, alone remains for the vindication 
of his name. I wish he had been [a] Tory—but 
if so he probably would have done nothing—he 
woiild have been visited with the neglect which 
Toryism always makes a part of its political 
tactique, have thrown by his pen in disĵ ust & 
have been sullen & silent for the rest of his days. 

One nay, of course, place whatever interpretation he prefers 

on Croly's reference to Moore as a "remarkable little man," 

but to me the patronizing tone seems unmistakable. And, 

incidentally, the last sentence of the passage tends to 

justify Robinson's observation made in 1854 that Croly ap

peared a "discontented man." 

One last notation relative to what the letters re

veal of the man may be mentioned, one having to do with 

Croly's family relations* Pertinent is A. S. Collins' 

listing of the names of Croly, Gillies, and Laman Blanchard 

as illustrations of his point that the literary profession 
2 

in those days was lucrative "for the man of good talent." 

Croly's temperament was not that of the gentle Vicar of 

Wakefield; his family did not live in an aura of "shabby 

gentility," and the letters are full of casual references 

indicating otherwise. In a letter of August 6, 1836, Croly 

wrote that "Mrs Croly and I will be mnining back & forth 

with the children to keep them from the heats of August— 

^ Robinson, On Books and Their Writers, II, p. 745. 

2 
A. S. Collins, The Profession of Letters: A Study 

of the Relation of Author to Patron, Publisher, and PublicT 
19S6-ia?g (London* l928), p. l33. 
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which are hazardous to young health." The Croly family 

spent a considerable portion of their summers in Brighton, 

and occasionally enjoyed a jaimt across the channel. "Notes 

of Travel" (Black̂ /zood's Magazine. October, 1841) is an ar

ticle based on a little journal which Croly kept on one such 

trip** Quite possibly his open and unabashed enjoyment of 

good living contributed much to the frequent criticisr. of 

him that he was non-clerical* 

Observations such as the above by no means exhaust 

the resources and value of the correspondence to which this 

essay is but introduction. Many more extracts could be 

cited if space peimitted, not only to corroborate what has 

already been predicated of Croly's personality, but also to 

bring to light characteristics heretofore unremarked. Cer

tainly, the letters contribute much to breathing life into 

a man who for too many generations has existed as little 

more than a name of limited antiquarian interest to scholarly 

specialists. 

Preacher and Theologian 

"I am much indebted for your congratulations," wrote 

Croly on March 23, 1835* "The living of St. Stephens is 

With regard to such criticism. Herring remarked 
that "For the whole time during which I had the privilege to 
enjoy an intimate acquaintance with Dr. Croly, nothing sur
prised me more than his affectionate kindness in private life. 
The outer world knew nothing of this, and were even prone 
to censure him for some supposed inconsistency with his sacred 
profassion" (Herring, A Few Personal Recollections of the 
Late George Croly, p. ̂ TI 
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likely to improve—and will probably turn out of some con

siderable value, in a couple of years. The Church is pro

verbially handsome, the finest work of ren & greatly 

admired by Artists & Architects*" Thus it was that thirty-

one years after his ordination, Croly at the age of fifty-

five began a ministry which did not terminate until his 

death in 1860. 

Interesting with relation to his preferment is the 

manner in which it was obtained. In 1834 Lord Brougham, 

then Chancellor, offered Croly a living at Bondleigh on the 

outskirts of Dartmoor. But the location proved so desolate 

and forbidding that Croly declined the offer. A year later 

Lord Lyndhurst, Brougham's successor, supposedly as the 

Of interest with regard to Croly's church and his 
own comments concerning it is the following notice extracted 
from the Gentleman's Magazine of January, I85I (p. 86): 
"The fine Church of St. Stephen's, V/albrook, after having 
fallen into a state of lamentable degradation, has at length 
undergone considerable repair. The Committee, considering 
that the structure was justly deemed the .70st beautiful of 
its celebrated architect. Sir Christopher V/ren, as a pre
liminary step visited most of the metropolitan churches 
erected by him, and found many which had undergone consider
able alterations from their original design. In most in
stances, however, no improvement was visible; at the same 
time the style of adornment strangely differed from the 
style of the great architect. The result of such examination 
led to the unanimous determination to restore St. Stephen's 
to the state in which it was left by Sir Christopher. . . . 
In the course of the repairs it was deemed highly necessary 
to cover all the graves under the body of the church. In
credible as it may appear, upwards of 4,000 coffins were 
found, and in many places they were piled up to the very 
pavement* For the due preservation of the congregation, the 
whole of the graves and vaults were arched over with brick
work, covered with a thick layer of concrete." By special 
permission of the Home Secretary, Croly's body was interred 
within the walls of St. Stephen's (F. W. Croly, "Biographical 
Sketch," p. xviii). 
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result of Brougham's recommendation, presented the living of 

St. Stephen's to Croly. Certainly, the recipient never 

doubted that the preferment Y/as the result of Brougham's in

fluence, for in 1855 he remarked during the course of a speech 

in which he accepted from his parishioners a marble bust of 

himself that "'I have never received any ecclesiastical 

service from ecclesiastical hands. My present benefice was 

given by lay hands, but hands which would make any gift an 

honour, by two of the first men of the age—Lord Lyndhurst, 

on the recommendation of Lord Brougham.*" But the irony 

implicit in the situation which had him accepting favor from 

Whig hands did not escape him, and his son notes wryly "The 

only preferment he ever obtained came from non-ecclesiastical 

hands, and was due to the kindness of one of that political 

party whose principles he so vigorously and consistently op-
2 

posed throughout the whole of his career." 

Although historians have been content to follow Croly's 

lead in attributing the living of St. Stephen's to the good 

offices of Brougham, a letter from Croker to Lyndhurst 

throws the matter in somewhat of a different light. Croker, 

neither fool nor idle gossip, presents a view of Brougham's 

part in the affair which seems not inconsistent with the 

Herring, A lew Personal Recollections of the Late 
George Crol.y, p. 677 

2 F* W. Croly, "Biographical Sketch," pp. vii-viii* 
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onetime chancellor's general reputation. In the letter of 

February 5, 1835, previously cited, Croker wrote as follows: 

Indeed I should have mentioned his name both to 
Peel and you as deserving of recollection in the 
distribution of literary favours, if I had not 
heard and believed that Brougham had given him a 
living [that offered Croly at Bondleigh]. Nay, 
in writing to Peel on a similar subject, I in
stanced as an example to be followed Brougham's 
patronage of Tory Croly. It turns out now that, 
like all the rest of Brougham's merits, all was 
false and hollow. But I believe the whole literary 
world is now under an impression that Dr. Croly is 
enjoying a comfortable preferment ex dono Brougham; 
and if anything about that man could surprise me, 
your letter would have done so. At all events, I 
do most strongly urge you to do the thing. It 
is rigjit in itself, and I should have pressed it 
had I dreamed of Brougham's roguery; but it is now 
on every accoujat desirable that the disappointment 
should be repaired.^ 

When Croly assumed his post at St. Stephen's, it was 

no sinecure. The church both with regard to its physical 

appurtenances and to its congregation was in a run-down 

condition* Actually, Croly took over a combination of two 

parishes, St. Stephen's and St. Benet's, both of which had 

been objects of neglect for many years. Matters were fur

ther complicated for Croly by an officious parishioner. 

Alderman Gibbs, a dictatorial individual who in the years 

prior to Croly's occupsuacy of the rectory had assumed un

heard of power in the management of church affairs. In 1843, 

after Croly for eight years had contrived to avoid a direct 

1 

Croker, The Correspondence and Diaries* ed, by 
Louis J* Jennings, II, pp* 259-260. 
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collision with the man, Gibbs brought the altercation to a 

head by appointing a closed vestry to pass on his accounts 

of nineteen and a half years* 

Behind locked doors and with police guarding the out

side entrances, Gibbs and his henchmen went to work while 

irate parishioners, iinable to gain entrance, muttered angrily 

outside. Croly, whose position was such that he could not 

be kept from entering, in later describing to his congrega

tion what took place, commented that "'the police eyed me 

with a professional glance • . . and after the station-

hotise scrutiny—this pick-pocket probation—I presianed I was 

at liberty to pass on.'" Of Gibbs* son, a yoimg man intended 

for the law, who played the part of door-keeper at the vestry 

room, Croly remarked tartly that "'Whatever he may be fit 

for, I can assure you he has the talent for a turnkey.'" 

Gibbs himself "'would make a capital governor of Newgate; 

with the wards as a provision for the minor branches of his 

family, and perlxaps the treasurership of the Sheriff*s Fund 

to complete the recreations of his cell*'" 

Although Croly was clearly in the right and had pub

lic opinion on his side in the affair, the ensuing litiga

tion, which lasted for a number of years, so tied up parish 

funds that he received little of the stipend to which he was 

entitled. Consequently, he was forced once more to rely upon 

1 
Herring, A Few Personal Recollections of the Late 

Geox*ge Croly* pp* 12-13. 
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extensive writing to provide for his family. Croly, in the 

past so cavalier about monetary matters—"I see that the two 

papers • * • amount to something more than two sheets—* 

Observe—I speak of this merely because you have desired m e — 

& I leave the whole affair to your disposal—" (Letter of 

July 3, 1837)—was obliged to drop all pretense: "This is 

merely to say—that I am going out of town at the end of 

this month—& therefore—if you intend to send anything in 

the way of finance—I shall be obliged by your sending it a 

day or two before your usxxal time as I do not wish your let

ters to be left to the chances of accident" (Letter of July 23, 

1844). Of significance is the fact that in 1843 (the church 

battle erupted in December of that year) only seven items 

from Croly's pen appeared in the pages of Blackwood's Magazine. 

In 1844, the magazine contained twenty-three pieces of Croly's 

work. 

How much writing Croly performed for other publica

tions during these years there seems now no way of ascertain

ing* But he appears never to have divorced himself completely 

from literary and semi-literary work—^not even during the 

early years of his incumbency at St. Stephen's, at which time 

he was occupied with revitalizing that institution. Lockhart's 

uncomplimentary reference to him in a letter of October 31, 

1843 addressed to Crokez>—"Do you know that the arrogant & 

hypocritical coxcomb who Edits the Britannia calls himself 

Dr George CrolyI Was he one of your contemporaries at Trin* 
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Coll. Dub? I shd suppose he was—"^ reveals one phase of 

Croly's activity at this time and serves also to substantiate 

Gaimett's assertation that for many years he was the "prin

cipal leader writer for the Britannia,"^ 

As a preacher Croly appears to have been eminently 

successful, in spite of George Gilfillan's assertion that 

"It seemed to us a shame to see the most accomplished 

clergyman in London preaching to so thin an audience; but 

perhaps it is accounted for partly by the strictness of his 

Conservative principles, and partly by the stupid prejudice 

which exists against all literary divines*"^ But Gilfillan 

in this instance, as in so many others, is not to be relied 

on—if for no other reason than that his statement with re

spect to the size of Croly's congregation is at wide variance 

with other reports available. In flat contradiction to 

Gilfillan*s comment is Herring's remark that " . . . although 

his [Croly's] sermons were delivered with great rapidity, they 

were remarkably clear, and brought together one of the largest 
4 

congregations in the city of London." 

1 

Quanah Lewis, "The Lockhart-Croker Correspondence: 
Vol. II" (Unpublished Master's Thesis, Texas Technological 
College, Lubbock, 1940), p* 180. 

^ B^.B,^ V, p. 136. 

^ Gilfillan, A Second Gallery of Literary Portraits, 
p. 159. 

it 
Herring, A Few Personal Recollections of the Late 

George Croly*. p* 71. 
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Naturally, not all of Croly's auditors were as en

thusiastic as Herring on the subject of his rector's pulpit 

perfoimance* John Ruskin, for example, although he respected 

Croly as a theologian, confided in a letter addressed to 

W. H* Harrison that "Croly may be very profane, but I am 

afraid he is very true; however, I don't like him as a 

clergyman, and I should like to hear you preach much better.""^ 

On the other hand, it is a fact that on at least one occa

sion the Brontes, Charlotte and Anne, visited Ct. Stephen's, 

Charlotte having stipulated beforehand that rather than meet 
2 

celebrities, she would prefer to hear Dr. Croly* 

To the above may be added Gamett's somewhat more ex

tended and objective analysis of Croly's accomplishments and 

delivery: 

As a preacher he was rather impressive than per
suasive. "He had," says S. C. Hall, "a sort of 
rude and indeed angry eloquence that would have 
stood him in better stead at the bar than in the 
pulpit." James Grant says that his appearance in 
the pulpit was commanding, his delivery earnest 
and animated, his voice stentorian, yet not un
pleasant. He usually preached extempore*5 

In this same passage Gamett also remarked the intellectual 

congregation which Croly's sermons attracted to St. Stephen's. 

^ John Ruskin, The Works, ed. by E. T. Cook and 
Alexander Wedderbum (London, lyl2), I, p. 409* 

2 
Margaret Crompton, Passionate Search: A Life of 

Charlotte Bronte (London, 1955), p. 160* 

^ D*N.B*, V, p. 136. 
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But the best proof of the success of Croly's ministry has 

nothing to do with the size, personnel, and intellectual 

calibre of %he congregation to which he ministered, uliat 

seems more to the point is the respect and esteem in which 

his parishioners held him. In 1855 they paid him public 

honor in the presence of the Lord Mayor of London and other 

dignitaries* His rugged stands on matters involving what 

he deemed principle, his sturdy refusal to compromise that 

principle—as illiistrated in his struggle with Alderman Gibbs, 

comprise factors which counted much with the people of whom 

he was the spiritual leader* 

But if Croly were a successful preacher—and of this 

there seems little doubt—his flights into the abstruse 

realms of religion were not such as to procure for him a 

comparable reputation as a theologian* Of those of his con

temporaries who ree:istered their opinions on the subject, 

Ruskin alone appears to have appreciated the clergyman's 

dialectical abilities. In a letter of 1839 Ruskin commented 

that 

There is much that is new to me in Dr. Croly's 
letter, especially the latter part of it, where 
he observes that the "unclean spirits" of Scripture 
are not devils, but demons, spirits of dead men* 
I don't quite see where he has sufficient proof of 
this, though I do not see much to the contrary; 
but there seems to me less contradiction in a fal
len angel's entering into a man, and working upon 
the human soul, than in two human souls—one of a 
dead person without memory of its former living 

Herring, A Few Personal Recollections of the Late 
George Croly* p* 677 
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state, nor of the periods of time during which it 
was released from body—inhabiting the same body. 
I should like to ask him about this—there is 
certainly no mention in Scripture of more than one 
Diabolus. The other parts of the argument are 
very good^ . . .1 . . . 

Ruskin's reactions, however, in view of his own pronounced 

lack of mental equilibrium—^nowhere better illustrated than 

in his febrile approaches to religion—cannot be assiimed to 

reflect the temper of general public reaction to Croly's 

speculations. Croker*s views provide a truer touchstone. 

In the letter of February 3, 1835, in which he recommended 

Croly to Lyndhurst, Croker had to admit that 

He [Croly] has latterly been writing a very bad 
class of books (by bad I only mean visionary and 
useless) on the Prophecies, and mixing politics 
and theology. I have not read any ox them, but 
hear that the^ are ingenious, eloquent, and 
absurd* . . . 

Croly's theological works are "bad;" as a result they 

have long since been consigned to limbo. And in his own day 

they may have had more to do with his not achieving the ec

clesiastical rank he thought his due than the Irish ante

cedents which he held responsible for iiis failure. The son 

quite possibly expresses his father's views in the following: 

So far as his worldly prospects were concerned, 
the result was what might have been expected. The 

^ Ruskin, The Works. XXXVI, p. 18. 

2 
Croker, The Correspondence and Diaries, II, p. 

259. > '^ 
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English Ch-orch offers little encouragement to 
talent, and still less to independence of char
acter* The clergyman who ventures "to speak 
boldly as he ought to speak," interposes an im
passable gulf between himself and the prizes of 
his profession. But besides the "bold tmcompromis-
ing mind" which disinclined him to pass through 
life with a gag upon his lips, my father had to con
tend against an obstacle v/hich experience has shown 
to be almost insurmountable in the English Church. 
As Grattan said of Kirwan, the curse of Swift was , 
upon him—"he was an Irishman and a man of genius." 

But Frederick W. Croly's rationalizations cannot stand up 

under the scrutiny which the perspective induced by the pas

sage of a century permits. Now that the controversies in 

which George Croly involved himself are long forgotten, one 

fact stands out: the neglect visited upon him, in his day 

and this, is the direct outgrowth of his absorption in and 

exposition of an unsound theology. Because his theological 

views permeate the very core of his literary endeavors and 

political beliefs, it is necessary that they be discussed 

to some extent. 

Whatever is repellent in Croly's personality—what

ever strikes as harsh, grim, and forbidding—stems from the 

fanaticism and intolerance of the religious fundamentalist 

whose views, paralleling those of the Most High, are there

fore incontrovertible. In the ordinary affairs of life a 

sensible and matter-of-fact individual, Croly in all that 

pertains to religion assumed the frenetic zeal and feverish 

wrath of an old Hebrew prophet righteously calling down the 

^ F. W. Croly, "Biographical Sketch," p. xiii. 
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havo^ of a vengeful tribal deity upon a waywa3:Ni people. In 

spite of his having distinguished himself as a classical 

scholar while at Trinity, Croly had no true affinity for 

the Greek spirit. He lacked the tentativeness, the ability 

to suspend judgment, that would have enabled him to deal 

with universals in terms hypothetical rather than final. 

As a theologian Croly belonged not to the nineteenth 

century world in which political considerations had come to 

outweigh those of theological import. It seems never to 

have occurred to him, for example, while violently condemn

ing the moderates of his own party, that the natural ally of 

English Conservatism against Jacobinism on the Continent was 

Roman Catholicism. In a bitter letter of December 27, 1832, 

addressed to William Blackwood, he observed of "the fatal 

Catholic Emancipation" that 

This was the doing of Wellington 8c that recreant 
Peel, & England will pay the forfeit of that most 
pernicious treachery by Revolution. This is the 
inevitable coxirse of things—unless it shall be 
averted by miracle. I believe the ministry are 
as much terrified at the future—as any Tory of 
us all—8c they will probably have before long, 
the hopeless task of throwing themselves between 
Rebellion & the remnant of the Constitution. 

Croly was fond of making such dire predictions, but one is 

never quite s\xre of the constituency of the revolutionary 

forces. In view of his many strictures relative to French 

Jacobinism, it is difficult to conceive of Croly enrolling 

xmder the red flag. Gilfillan noted that 
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• ^ . whenever he hears the French Revolution he 
loses temper, and speaks of it in a tone of 
tiTueulence, as if it were a virulent ulcer and not 
a salutary bloodletting to the social system—the 
stir of a dunghill and not the explosion of a 
volcano—a few earthworms crawling out of their 
lair, and producing a transient agitation in their 
native mud,̂  and not a vast Vesuvius moved by in
ternal torments to cast out the central demon and 
with open mouth to appeal to Heaven. 1 

Spiritually, Croly would have flourished and waxed 

powerful in a theocracy. Given a set of postulates other 

than Anglican, he would have fitted well into the ranks of 

the Inquisitors. Provided with a still different order of 

tenets, he would have made his mark in the Puritan Common

wealth of New England. It is not difficult to conceive of 

his peering soberly over the shoulder of Judge Hathome 

while that worthy interrogated the trembling wretches brought 

before him as witches. In brief, there is that about Croly— 

a violence and an intolerance—which even today is capable 

of striking sparks of scorn and horror from the liberal mind. 

And if all of this seems overdrawn, one has but to refer to 

certain of his letters to the Blackwoods. 

In one passage remarkable both for its incoherence 

and virulence, Croly advised Alexander Blackwood (July 30, 

1835) that 

• • * it is Jacobinism which the conspiracy of 
papists. Dissenters Infidels & rebels here, (for 
to the infinite shame of Dissenterism, with all 

p. 151. 
^ Gilfillan, A Second Galler.y of Literary Portraits* 
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its religious pretense, it joins with the Atheist 
& the rebel in its mere envy of the Church) are 
turning every stone to fix as the sole power of 
the land—and they will succeed, tho perhaps not 
immediately—^but the tide is flowing &"will flow—. 

Doubtless it was just such an outburst as this that prompted 

the following entry of September 30, 1847 in the diary of 

Charles Macready: "Looked at the Morning Herald, a paper 

that I cannot read without disgust at its bigotry and il-

liberality. 'Oh! father Abraham! what these Christians 

are'—if Dr* Croly is one of them." In fairness to Croly, 

however, one must acknowledge that actor Macready may have 

been indulging an old animosity dating back to the days when 

the rector of St. Stephen's was dramatic critic of the Times. 

On December 26, 1825, Croly wrote of his later detractor 

that "He is notoriously a most petulant Sc exigeant [sic] 

creature—tiiinking immeasurably of himself—& living in a 

State of constant irritation with everything & everybody." 

But all speculation concerning Macready aside, Croly's de

scription of the cabal aimed at destroying the Anglican 

Church reveals his total lack of balance in matters involv

ing both theology and politics. 

From first to last, from his theological magniim opus— 

the commentary on the Apocalypse—through his poetry and 

fiction down to his last casual expressions on matters per

taining to religion, Croly's thought never varied. Obsessed 

1 
William Charles Macready, The Diaries, ed. by 

William Toynbee (London, 1912), II, p. 583. 
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with the idea that the events of his day ^ere .forecast in 

the Revelations of St. John, he lived in the firm assurance 

that the millenium was nigh and that he would live to witness 

it. Sincerely beli ;ving that he had true insight into that 

portion of the Scriptures which had baffled Christian 

scholars from the beginning, and completely oblivious of the 

ludicrous implication involved—^namely, that God in the full

ness of his wisdom had,, after mystifying humanity for eighteen 

hundred years, deigned to vouchsafe the unriddling of his 

enigmas to a staid middleclass British clergyman, Croly laid 

himself open to the shafts of his critics. 

Five years before the publication of the commentary, 

Hazlitt in an article entitled "Pulpit Oratory—Dr. Chalmers 

and Mr. Irving" (The Examiner, July, 1823), managed to work 

Croly's name into the text in such a way as to provide the 

future rector of St. Stephen's with a foretaste of what was 

to come: 

Religion is no new experiment now first making 
on mankind; we live in the nineteenth centiiry of 
the Christian aera; it is not as if we lived in 
the age of apostles, when we might (from novelty 
and inexperience of the intended dispensation of 
Providence) expect the earth to wear a new face, 
and darkness suddenly to flee away before the light 
of the gospel; nor do we apprehend that Mr. Irving 
is one of those who believe with Mr. Croly, that 
the milleniiim actually commenced with the battle of 
Waterloo.1 

^ Hazlitt, The Complete Works* XX, p. 120. 
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Even Croly's apologist, George Gilfillan, had gently to dis

avow credence in the intei»pretations of Scripture upon which 

his subject had spent the better part of a lifetime expound

ing. Of the work on the Apocalypse Gilfillan remarked 

merely that "Under the shadov/ of that inscrutable pyramid it 

stands, one of the loftiest attempts to scale its summit and 

explain its construction; but to us all such attempts are 

ineffectual. "-*• 

Croly's interpretation of the Apocalypse was many years 

in the making. In his very first letter to William Blackwood, 

that of November 7, 1820, Croly observed that he wotild be 

happy to submit prose contributions to Blackwood's Magazine, 

but added that "I am for the moment busy about a work in 

Divinity of which I shall shortly trouble you to insert a 

notice. It is a Commentary on the Apocalypse." Nearly seven 

years later, on March 19, 1827, the work finally brought to 

a close and published by Rivington, Croly was at last able to 

promise Blackwood a copy "by the first parcel." To this 

promise he appended the notation, the naivete of which has 

been remarked by Mrs. Oliphant, that "You may rely on it 

that the Interpretation is new & true Sb that the prophecy is 

at this time of the most important nature." A short time 

after, on June 29» 1827, still imbued with all of the mis

placed enthusiasm and confidence of a mediaeval alchemist, 

p. 158. 

2 

^ Gilfillan, A Second Gallery of Literary Portraits, 

Oliphant, Annals of a Publishing House* I, p. 482. 
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he confided to Blackwood that 

I have I think also discovered the true solution 
of the famous 70 weeks of Daniel (C. 9.) which has 
been a bone of contention among all the writers on 
the Old Testament. It is very curious—& I think 
complete as it is certainly original. 

With few exceptions, John Wilson's somewhat strained 

eulogistic notice in the "Noctes Ambrosianae. No. XXXIV" 

(Blackwood's Magazine, July, 1827) being one such, the re

ception accorded Croly's maiden effort was cold, most of the 

critics, as it turned out, having reserved their fire for 

the seeond work. Protestantism the Pole Star of England. 

Upon this last, the author of a critique appearing in the 

Edinburgh Review romped unmercifully, commenting that 

Men that can see in the Apocalypse the present 
state of Europe, and who tell a British Statesman 
to burn his Burke, and adopt the Book of Revelations 
for a political manual are carrying on madness upon 
too sublime a scale for our interference. . . . 
But to use them as this year's almanac—to put the 
milleni\im backwards and forwards . « . is to turn 
the Apocalyptic eagle into the cuckoo of spring.1 

Broadening his attack to include clergymen in general, he 

went on to observe, quoting Clarendon, that "'Ever since the 

Reformation, they [the clergy] have generally withdrawn 

themselves from a free and comprehensive contemplation of 

public questions, and have been foimd trying every great 

^ "The Last of the Catholic Question—Its Principle, 
History, and Effects," Edinburgh Review, XCVII (March, 1829), 
pp. 228-229. I am unable to identify the author of this 
review at this time. 
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domestic issue in a small monastic spirit, and with a narrow 

reference to themselves.'"•*• Continuing in the same vein, 

the author of the critique noted that "Europe has passed 

the period when religion could be propagated—ay, or kept 

alive in it—by force," then concluded on a personal note: 

"It has made our blood run cold, to see the recklessness 

with which the winning of souls, and the union of hearts, 

have been sacrificed for the sake of a polemical syllogism, 
2 

or a profitable sneer." 

The passage of time did nothing to modify the polemi

cal tone of Croly's theological works or the mordant criti

cal reaction which those works evoked. One feels justified 

in citing at some length one other critique which stresses 

not only the weaknesses involved in Croly's too extensive 

reliance upon the device of the argument by analogy, but 

also reveals his imacknowledged—though implicit—^belief in 

his own infallibility in natters relating to Scriptural in

terpretation. That he should have achieved a contemporary 

reputation for arrogance is not surprising when one considers 

the assumptions upon which his religious theorizing is based. 

The author of a review of Croly's Divine Providence appear

ing in the Gentleman's Magazine (January, 1835) w3X)te as 

follows: 

^ Ibid., p. 233. 

^ Ibid., p. 257. 
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To discover, in these late days, a new evidence 
of our holy religion, an evidence unsuspected and 
undiscovered by all former theologians and scholars, 
must lead to the belief of the superior erudition 
and acuteness of the Author. The labours of our 
modem divines are chiefly occupied in strengthen
ing and remoulding the form of the evidences al
ready discovered, in presenting them in more striking 
shapes, and adorning them with more graceful il
lustrations. To, Dr. Croly, however, belongs a 
higher and more lasting praise, if he has fulfilled 
the promise which he has made, of lending new force 
to the defenders of religion, and adding a new wing 
to the temple of the Christian faith. 

It is evident that such a work as this woiild re
quire little less than encyclopedic knowledge, an 
extensive acquaintance with, ancient languages, a 
profound knowledge of all branches of theology, 
both ancient and modem, as well as Rabbinical and 
Jewish learning, and many of the sciences. How 
far Dr. Croly is such a scholar and polymathist 
we know not; but having studied the subject with 
some attention, we feel at liberty to say, that his 
observations on Geology are extremely superfi
cial. . . . we think all Dr. Croly has done beyond 
his predecessors is in pushing this argument [that 
of the connection existing between all of the great 
religions] to an extreme and erroneous extent.I 

After demolishing Croly's arguments by a reductio ad 

absurdum. and dwelling sarcastically and at length on the 

argument involving parallels between Alexander and Napoleon, 

the critic concluded: "Such is the brief specimen of this 

parallel, which forms the latter part of the new evidence of 

religion. We think another column containing the biography 

Croly's Divine Providence, or the Three Cycles of 
Revelation (London, 1834) was the first item listed in 
"Heview of New Publications," Gentleman*s Magazine, January, 
1855, pp. 57-58. I am unable to identify the author of 
this review. 
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of *Jack the Giant Killer' shoiad be appended to the second 

edition of this work." 

Like Henry Grattan, to whom Croly was frequently com

pared in his lifetime, Croly's gift of eloquence was some

times forced to adorn a specious reasoning. Unlike Grattan, 

however, Croly was able to sustain a train of reason, but he 

ruined his credit in his attempts to build a monolithic 

system of Scriptural interpretation on premises too flimsy 

to support such a structure. There is tremendous irony in 

the fact that all that remains known of Croly's religious 

work are two hymns, the authorship of which is of no concern 

to the people who sing them. And for all of the gorgeous-

ness of Croly's writing—the oriental splendor of his imagery 

coupled with the terse epigrammatic force which he was capa

ble of exerting—that writing today may be likened to a 

wasteland, almost uiiknown and wholly unread. 

^ Ibid., p* 59. 

2 
Croly's hymn writing is discussed briefly in Albert 

Edward Bailey*s The (xospel in Hymns (New York, 1950), pp. 
152, 397. The only hymn mentioned by Bailey, however, is 
"Spirit of God, Descend Upon My Heart." The other hymn 
which still appears in many hymnals is "Death and Resurrection." 
Caroline Miles Hill includes it in her The v̂orld's Great 
Religious Poetry (New York, 1942), p. 7377" Of interest, too. 
Is the fact that Nathaniel Hawthorne mentioned the hymn on 
page 436 of The American Magazine of Useful and Entertaining 
Knowledg^in one of the six issues which he edited with his 
Sister* The file of this periodical, however, was not 
available to me* 
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Man of Letters 

Versatile, competent, prolific—Croly achieved some 

degree of distinction in every purely literary genre to 

which he put his hand* Most critics are agreed, however, 

that his best work is the novel, Salathiel: A Story of the 

Past* the Present, and the Future* It seems logical there

fore to discuss his career in the realm of belles lettres in 

terms of rank and genre rather than in those of chronology. 

Salathiel created a minor furor when first published. 

Young Thackeray* s reaction to the work may be assiamed typi

cal of that which swept London literary circles. Lionel 

Stevenson, whose source is Mrs. Whitwell Orwin's notation of 

May, 1857, reports that 

One of his [Thackeray's] fellow-passengers on 
top of the coach, as it clattered through the 
London streets on the way to Cambridge, called 
his attention to a clergyman among the passers-by. 
"That's Croly," he said; "everybody's talking 
about Salathiel* the book he's just written." 
It was Thackeray's first glimpse of an author, 
and as he had been entranced by the fantastic 
novel he craned his neck to watch the great man, 
until he nearly fell off the coach. The traveller 
who had pointed him out chuckled at such a display 
of enthusiasm over a mere literary man. "I see 
that lad is fated," was his cryptic comment*2 

^ George Croly, Salathiel: A Story of the Past, the 
Present* and the Future (London* 1828). 

^ Lionel Stevenson, The Showman of Vanity Fair (New 
York, 1947)» p. 19. 
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Thackeray was enthusiastic about Salathiel. What he actually 

said was that "I had read Salathiel at sixteen, and thought 

«1 

it divine*" And in a letter of March 29-April 8, 1829, ad

dressed to Mrs* Carmichael-Smyth, he confided, "I have read 

one of the St. Bernard Tales—it is good, but nothing equal 

to Salathiel."^ 

The success of Salathiel. like that of Lewis V/allace's 

Ben Hur and Lloyd C. Douglas's The Robe, was, of course 

limited; and, again like the later books mentioned, has 

undergone periods of dormancy and revival. But it was most 

assuredly more widely read than Gilfillan's utterly mislead

ing remark on the subject would lead one to believe: " . . . 

it is verily a disgrace to our age . . . that Salathiel has 

not yet, we fear, more than reached a second edition."* The 

British Museum Catalogue, although it does not list the first 

edition, records three subsequent editions of the novel be

fore the publication of Gilfillan's volume of essays, and 

there may have been more. The last edition to appear came 
4 

out in 1901, and it seems not improbable that someday still 

William Makepeace Thackeray, The Letters and Private 
Papers, ed. by Gordon N. Ray (Cambridge, 1946), IV, p. 378. 

2 
Ibid., I, p. 52. Thackeray refers to Croly's Tales 

of the GreaF"Saint Bemard (London, 1829). 

^ Gilfillan, A Second Gallery of Literary Portraits, 
p. 155. 

Pimk and Wagnalls Co. published the book as Tarry 
Thou Till I Come; or Salathiel* the Wandering Jew (New York, 
1901) probably at the suggestion of Lewis Wallace who wrote 
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another edition will be published. Worthy of note is the 

fact that the few scholars of the twentieth century who have 

had occasion to comment on Salathiel have been reluctant to 

dismiss it out of hand. Oliver Elton grudgingly acknowledged 

that it has "a kind of bastard splendor in its rhythms and 

its descriptions." He remarked in another passage that 

His Salathiel is the wandering Jew (Ahasueras)— 
whose figure, as we know, long dwelt in the 
fancy of Shelley. But Salathiel might almost as 
well be any other Jew. He does not wander much; 
and he turns patriot and warrior under the early 
empire, and at last witnesses the fall of 
Jerusalem. At times there is a kind of likeness 
to the gorgeous rhythms of De Quincey, as in the 
picture of the cloud and fire that are magically 
poised over the Roman host.2 

Interesting with regard to Elton's mention of De 

Quincey is the fact that a portion of Croly's "Traditions 

of the Rabbins"-^ has long been erroneously attributed to De 

Quincey and still appears in the collected edition of his 

works. Of further interest is the fact that the master 

stylist himself thought highly of Salathiel. In his "The 

the "Introductory Letter" as preface to the work. CJhrist 
at Calvary had uttered "Tarry thou till I come!" Salathiel, 
hearing the words, knew that they we3?e intended for him and 
that he had been sentenced to "Immortality on earthI" 

Oliver Elton, A Survey of English Literature: 1720-
182g^(London, 1824), I, p. 56^. 

^ Ibid., p. 451. 

^ George Croly, "Traditions of the Rabbins," B*M., 
November, 1832 (pp. 727-750) and April, 1833 (pp. 62S^ 
650). 
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GasTiistry of Roman Meals," although he took occasion to dis

agree with Croly's contention that the Roman meal siirpassed 

that of the English in "intellectuality," he also took oc

casion to quote extensively passages of "beautiful descrip

tion" from "Î Ir. Croly's eloquent Salathiel."-^ 

Croly in a letter of November 3, 1827, offered the 

novel, or as he preferred to term it— the "romance," for 

he felt the element of the supernatural to overshadow that 

of the historical, to 'Villiam Blackwood: 

I have been offered—five himdred pounds for 
the first Edition of any Novel or Romance that I 
write. If you think that you conveniently can 
give this—^I should be gratified by having the 
present work in hands on whose honor and pimc-
tuality I so 5>erfectly rely. But I by no means 
wish to urge you to what may be inconsistent with 
your purposes. Your offer was only a contingent 
one, tho by it I was much obliged. 

The work is conceived on the idea of a Man, 
undying, and driven in succession thro all ages— 
& all coimtries—pressed by violent passions, St 
enciaibered with bitter calamities of successive 
kinds. Such a subject would give room for all 
that the human pen is capable of. Of course no 
one should speak of his own work. But I am 
satisfied that I have done as well as I could. 
And what this measure may be, yoiir experience of 
my scribbling can ascertain perhaps better than 
I can myself. 

But Blackwood, relying heavily on the judgment of 

David Macbeth Moir, declined to publish the work. And here 

it may be well to remark that Moir, a critic by avocation 

^ Thomas De Quincey, "The Casuistry of Roman Meals." 
The Collected Writings, ed. by David Masson (London, 1897), 
Vll, p. 42. This essay first appeared in B.M* of December, 
1839 as "Dinner: Real and Reputed" (pp. 815-831). 
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rather than by profession, perceived more acutely the 

strengths and weaknesses of Croly's writings than has any 

professional critic since his time. He was only partially 

wrong in his estimate of Salathiel: certainly, he misgauged 

the probable commercial success of the work. Henry Colbum, 

who accepted the manuscript after Blackwood had rejected it, 

lost no money in the ventiire; a few months after the book 

was first published, a second edition was rolling from the 

presses. But this error on Moir's part need not affect our 

opinion of his critical acumen as such, for the technical 

deficiencies observed by Moir have since been remarked by 

every critic worthy of the name who has had occasion to com

ment on Salathiel. A portion of the report which he made to 

Blackwood in a letter of 1827 is worth citing in some detail: 

Beyond all cavil the work is the production of 
a very superior pen—it is an effort of great power 
and eloquence. I do not know that I have anywhere 
lately met with such vivid painting of natui»al 
scenery, or so much beauty and magnificence of de
scription; but I am sorry to add, that with very 
little hesitation I give over the work to any great 
chance of popularity; and fear that however ac
ceptable it might prove to readers of imagination, 
it would be reckoned little better than a tissue 
of extravagance by the profanum vulgus. 

As a story this of Salathiel is very meagre and 
disjointed. From the Mount to which he is follow
ing our Saviour, he returns heartstricken to the 
tempie wherein he officiates as the Priest, till 
driven by the terrors of the Earthquake which 
followed the crucifixion, he flies from the city 
with his wife and daughter—lives among the moun
tains—has an interview with the accursed spirit 
Spiphanes by the Dead Sea—returns to defend 
Jerusalem from the Romans—lies for a while in the 
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valley of the Shadow of Death—sails to the isle 
of Cyprus—finds his most intimate friends one by 
one, deserting Judaism, and turning to Christianity 
&c. &c. &c. 

In all this there is wonderful power, and great 
beauty of writing, but a woful lack of human in
terest; so much so that I think the chances are 
ten to one against the book ever attracting popu
larity. . . . I regret sincerely to see ao much 
sterling pov/er and genius squandered on unprofit
able themes; and when I consider the immense exer
tion of thought which it must have cost the writer, 
it is pitiful to think how little chance he has of 
obtaining public approbation.—^Now in all this I 
may be quite wrong—for the work is an extra
ordinary one in every aspect, and I wish you would 
shew it to some friend before you return it.l 

Moir accurately put his finger on the structural flaw of 

Salathiel* although he gave no evidence of having perceived 

the cause of it-»-i.e. the parallel flaw in conception. 

Before leaving Salathiel* we may remark the extremely 

high rating accorded the work by Lewis Wallace: 

In my judgement, the six greatest English novels 
are "Ivanhoe," "The Last of the Barons,^ "The Tale 
of Two Cities," "Jane Eyre," "Hypatia," and this 
iromance of Croly's. If Shakespeare had never been 
bom; if Milton, Byron, and Tennyson were singers 
to be, and Bacon, Darwin, and Ruskin unknown; if 
there had been no British dramatists, no British 
historians, no works in British libraries signif
icant of British science and philosophy, no alcoves 
glutted with bookish remains of British moralists 
and preachers, still the six works named would of 2 
themselves suffice to constitute a British literature. 

Eugene A. Nolte, "The Letters of David Macbeth Moir 
to William Blackwood and His Sons" (Unpublished Doctoral 
Dissertation, Texas Technological College, Lubbock, 1955), 
If PP» 385-386. Hereafter cited as "The Moir-Blackwood 
Correspondence." 

^ From the "Introductory Letter" to the 1901 edition 
of Salathiel previously cited vp. v). 
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Had Wallace been content to omit the names of Shakespeare 

and his successors, he still would have had difficulty in 

defending his selection of the "six greatest iinglish novels"; 

for to not one of the six mentioned can there be attributed 

a supremacy beyond challenge, least of all Salathiel. But 

Wallace's reasons for placing Croly's work in so exalted a 

position are worth examining. First, he countered the ob

jection to the novel on the basis of its being a religious 

work by citing Pilgrim's Progress as having once been sub

ject to the same cavil. To the charge that the style is too 

exalted, Wallace reminded that "the sublime always imposes 

its own laws. Imagine, if you can, the commonplace used by 

a narrator struggling to convey an idea of the tremendous 

in a hurricane at sea." But Wallace was a fellow writer 

with similar religious interests, not a critic. And the fact 

remains that Salathiel fell short of its potentiality because 

of Croly's inability to bring his conception into sharp focus; 

the idea of Salathiel's ultimately finding release at the 

coming of the miillenium was too elusive, cumbersome, and 

vaguely grand for the medium designed to express it. 

Croly wrote but one other novel and a myriad of shorter 

tales, the exact number of which it seems likely will never 

be definitely determined. In addition to those stories com

prised in Tales of the Great Saint Bemard, the work which 

^^ckeray mentioned in connection with Salathiel, many others 

Ibid», -pjy* v-vi. 
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appeared in Blackwood's Magazine. Christmas annuals, and 

other publications. Most of them are of high calibre and 

superior to the mass produced, formula-ridden effusions 

which fill the pages of the majority of present-day "slick 

paper" magazines. Marston; or the Soldier and Statesman* 

Croly's other novel, suffers from having been serialized in 

Blackwood's Magazine before being brought out in book form 

in 1846. As some critics have observed, however, it is 

noteworthy in its depiction of public figiires, the majority 

of whom Croly could remember from his younger days. 

Chronologically, Croly's experiments in dramaturgy 

antedate his major efforts in fiction by several years. It 

is not of course sxirprising, when one considers his long 

apprenticeship as dramatic critic for the Times, that he 

should have eventually tried his hand at drama. Croly wrote 

but two plays—Oatiline» a tragedy and Pride Shall Have a 

Fall,^ a comedy. But his short-lived career as a dramatist 

does not signify that he foxmd the genre too restrictive for 

his talents or that he found success too difficult to 

achieve. Indeed, quite the reverse is true, for he effected 

a triumph in his one attempt to exploit the vein of comedy. 

But so far as is known, he never tried his hand at it a 

George Croly, Marston; or the Soldier and Statesman 
(London, 1846;. 

^ George Croly, Catiline^ a Tragedy (London, 1822). 

^ George Croly, Pride Shall Have a Fall (London, 
1824). 
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second time, and on the subject of Pride Shall Have a Fall 

he was extremely reticient for reasons which may be sur

mised but not definitely ascertained. 

Only once did Croly refer to his comedy in his cor

respondence vrith the Blackwoods; the reference was occasioned 

by an allusion made to him in the pages of Maga by John 

Wilson. All that Wilson said, speaking of plays, was that 

"Coleridge*s, Byron's, Scott's, Croley'e [sic], Mitford's— 

on the stage how heavy all.""̂  This rather innocent allusion, 

however, was sufficient to evoke a stiff protest (January 29, 

1836) from Croly: 

I . . . regret to find [that] the writer . . . 
very carelessly s^d^ improperly mentioned my 
name as among his awkward squad of dramatists.— 
This is wrong in all senses—wrong to me, as 
bringing me forward offensively, when I had no 
desire of being brought forward at all,—having 
not written a line of the kind for years, & 
being engaged in graver pursuits—& wrong in 
point of criticism—. The only play that I 
ever gave to the stage happened to be remarkably 
fortunate, being played nearly 30 nights in one 
Season^-which had not occurred in any comedy 
since George Colmans celebrated John Bull 30 
years ago—. The only tragedy I wrote was 
Catiline—merely a Dramatic Poem—. I care 
nothing for matters past long since, as those 
are, but I certainly object to be dragged into 
grumbling criticism gratuitously. 

In view of Croly's austere personality, it is strange 

that he should have written a successful comedy. But that 

the play enjoyed what was then considered an extraordinarily 

^ John Wilson, "Dramas by Joanna Baillie," B^LU, 
January, 1836. 
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long run cannot be gainsaid. '.Tlien one recalls that Procter's 

Mirandola was considered a smashing success for achieving 

a run of sixteen nights, Croly's achievement is seen in 

proper perspective. Mary Shelley's reference to the length 

of the "run" as being of twenty-four night's duration, al

though it differs somewhat from Croly's account and probably 

is more accurate owing to the date on which she recorded her 

caustic opinion of the play, does not detract from that 

achievement. In a letter of March 22, 1824, she tartly ad

vised Edward John Trelawney that 

Covent Garden was nearly deserted till they 
brought out a comedy by that ranter Croly—by 
which it would seem that the proverb is a true 
one, that says, that extremes meet—for this 
comedy is, they say, as broad vulgar, and far
cical, as his tragic vein is high flown and 
bombastic—it succeeds prodigiously.1 

In a somewhat more complimentary strain the unknown 

writer of the "Theatrical Register" of the Gentleman's 

Magazine remarked that 

As a dramatic production, it was calculated 
to excite a powerful interest, and was received 
with unbounded applause. As a specimen of 
literary talent, and sterling composition, it 
is in no way unworthy of its author; and we con
sider that the piece will afford as much grati
fication by perusal in the closet, as by 
representation on the stage.^ 

^ Mary Wollstonecraft Shelley, The Letters, ed. by 
Frederick L. Jones (Norman, 1944), 1, p* 206* 

^ The Gentleman's Magazine, March, 1824, p* 270. 
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Less eulogistic than the above, but not as scathing 

as one might expect in view of his comment to *7illiam 

Blackwood that Croly's comedy was "No Qreat affair entre 

nous. • * . C* deserves a little clawing. * . .""̂  was 

William Maginn*s review which appeared in Blackwood's 

Magazine. After reviewing the play cursorily and remark

ing pungently the low estate into which both the contem

porary theatre and the contemporary theatre-goer had fallen, 

Maginn concluded that "The denouement is too much hastened, 

and the dialogue too thickly set with pims and clenches of 

various descriptions* . . * But it is a play which acts 

well, and reads well, and we are sure our readers will agree 

with us . • * one that affords earnest of higher dramatic 
2 

excellence*" 

Unfortunately for the purpose of the current study, 

no copy of Croly's tour de force was available to me* One 

can only conjecture as to how "broad, vulgar, and farcical" 

a play had to be for Mary Shelley's informants to so casti

gate it; and one has the choice of either accepting or re

jecting the unknown writer's word that the play was as 

readable as it apparently was dramatic. There remains, then, 

only to speculate why Croly never wrote another comedy. 

Ann Kersey Cooke, "Maginn-Blackwood Correspondence" 
(Unpublished Master*s Thesis, Texas Technological College, 
I«bbock, 1955), II, p. 451. 

^ William Maginn, "Croly*s Comedy," BJ^, March, 
1824, p. 350. 
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The answer may be in Croly's desire to obtain church 

preferment, his fear that one more play such as Pride Shall 

Have a Fall would forever bar him from enjoying a clerical 

living; for drama, even in the nineteenth century, was con

sidered not quite respectable. The question remains, how

ever, why Croly should have felt prompted to write a comedy 

at all. Perhaps disgusted by the unusually bad run of plays 

at both Drury Lane and Covent Garden, he wrote the drama as 

an ei^eriment in which he endeavored to practice the criti

cal precepts which he was in the habit of invoking against 

the plays of others. If such were his intention—if Pride 

Shall Have a Fall v/ere intended to serve as a model for the 

practicing playwrights of the time—he succeeded admirably* 

All evidence indicates that Croly* s lone comedy was 

the only unqualified success to which he could lay claim. 

Conversely, Catiline represents his most galling failure* 

As A* L* Strout has observed, "The success of Procter's 

Mirandola and the rejection by (Movent Garden of his own 
2 

Catiline obviously rankled in Croly's bosom." For a play 

that was never staged (and Croly seems not to have had any 

responsibility for H. M. Milman's staging of the play in 

three acts in 1827) Catiline received a sxirprising amount 

^ See Letters 5 and 29 (pp. 8 and 43) for Croly's 
strictures on the contemporary stage. See also his article, 
"Drama" (B.M., August, 1825, pp. 240-246). 

^ Strout, "George Croly and Blackwood's Magazine," 
The Times Literary Supplement, Friday, October 6, 1950, 
p. 636. 
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of unfavorable attention from the critics. From no other 

work could they have derived the baneful adjective ranting 

which they delighted in placing before Croly's name. As the 

reader will recall, Mary Shelley alluded to him as "that 

ranter Croly" in 1824. Two years later, Hazlitt indirectly 

referred to Catiline in the following: 

The tears shed in silence by these untutored 
spectators, the breath held in, the eager gaze, 
the glance of delight, would afford better hints 
and lessons how to revive the spirit and the 
pathos of the primitive stage, than any instruc
tions derived from drivelling Jordan or from 
ranting Croly—^nay, than from our own columns, 
the only ones, as modest Mr. Blackwood would say, 
worthy of the least attention in such matters.l 

For reasons not altogether clear, Catiline served as 

a target for all of the gibes and thrusts thrown in Croly's 

direction. Even Lamb, who was rarely caustic, had his sly 

dig. In a letter of 1827 addressed to Bernard Barton and 

devoted primarily to a discussion of drama. Lamb remarked 

that "I think you told me your acquaintance with the Drama 

was confin*d to Shakspeare [sic] and r.̂iss Bailly: some read 

only Milton and Croly. The gap is from an ananas to a 

turnip." Any number of reasons could be cited to account 

for the general opprobrium in which Catiline was held, but 

the true reason is probably not to be found in the play at 

^ Hazlitt, The Complete .Vorks, XVIII, p. 385-

^ Charles Lamb, The Letters . . . to Which Are Added 
Those of His Sister, ed. by E. V. Lucus (.London, 1935^, 
lil, p. 84. 
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all* The attacks are too porsonal. One wonders how slash

ing a dramatic critic Croly actually was. If his brutal at

tack on "Adonais" provides a clue to the sort of dramatic 

criticism he was capable of turning out, then it seems pos

sible that a cabal of playwrights, actors, and producers 

may have regarded his maiden effort as an opportunity to even 

old scores. 

Almost the only favorable notice which Catiline re

ceived was written by John Wilson. And the review, if it 

may be called that, does its author no credit. After a bit 

of preliminary cavilling at Croly for violating the "truth 

of history," Wilson swung into his panegyric: 

•̂e can only tell him in return [Croly treated 
violations of historic fact as trifles] that such 
as they [violations] are, they have very materially 
diminished our satisfaction in the perusal of what 
we can have no hesitation in saying is the most 
brilliant effort of his genius, and to our mind by 
far the best acting tragedy • . . that has in our p 
time been added to the stock of the British drama. 

Catiline, of course, is far from being the fine 

dramatic work that Wilson woiild have had his readers believe. 

On the other hand, it is not nearly as bad as its detractors 

made it out to be. Certainly, it falls short, both as poetry 

and as drama, to Shelley's moving tragedy. The Cenci; and it 

George Croly, "Remarks on Shelley's Adonais," 
B.M.. December, 1821, pp. 696-700. 

^ John Wilson, "Catiline; A Tragedy," B.M., p. 698. 
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is markedly inferior to Byron's plays. Bat its flat pseudo-

Elizabethan scenes are relieved by a surprising number of 

truly poetic passages. In the not too distant past, when 

public school children were taught English rather than 

"language arts" and elocution rather than "speech," "Catiline's 

Defiance" was a standard item in textbooks.•*-

Although Croly achieved his most pronounced contem

porary triumph in the genre of drama (Pride Shall Have a 

Fall) and his most lasting success in the genre of fiction 

(Salathiel). it was in neither of these categories of lit

erature that he made his first bid for literary renown. In

stead, he appeared before the literary world of London in 

1817 in the guise of a poet, his drive for recognition spear

headed by the first part of Paris in 1813.^ In spite of that 

poem's obvious deficiencies, perhaps best remarked by Croker 

whose criticism of the piece will presently be discussed, 

Paris in 1815 v7on for its author immediate recognition and a 

temporary rank little inferior to that enjoyed by the Titans— 

Wordsworth, CJoleridge, Scott, and Byron—then not as securely 

ensconced in their niches of honor as, of course, they are 

today. Croly's initial effort was followed in 1820 by The 

This particular selection may be found in Austin 
B. Fletcher's Advanced Readings and Recitations (Boston, 
1881) on page 5 7 ^ 

2 
George Croly, Paris in 1815^ the First Part (London, 

1817)* 
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Angel of the World and in 1821 by the second part of Paris 

in 1815.^ 

Upon the three poems cited above was Croly's name as 

a poet based, and they were all of sufficient distinction to 

assure him of a respectable contemporary reputation. One 

wonders, however, what would have happened had The Modem 

Orlando*-̂  a wretched piece of versification, been published 

earlier. But as it worked out, Croly's fourth and last 

ambitious effort in poetry was not published until 1346, and 

by that time critical opinion had settled to the point at 

which little doubt remained regarding the individual rank of 

phe poets of the preceding generation. The .Modern Orlando, 

which most assuredly would have ruined its author's earlier 

reputation, had no effect on his permanent rank of very minor 

poet. 

The first part of Paris in 1813 was heralded as the 

brilliant beginning of a literary career, a poem betokening 

better things to come from the pen of the promising newcomer 

who had written it. And had Croly been ten or fifteen years 

younger than he actually was when he composed the poem, the 

expectations which it aroused would have been justified. But 

George Croly, The Anp̂ el of the /̂  or Id, an Arabian 
Tale; Sebastian* A Spanish Tale: vllth Other Poems (London 
155577 " 

2 
George Croly, Paris in 1813; the Second Part (London, 

1821). 

^ George Croly, The Modem Orlando (London, 1846). 
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Croly was no youthful Lord Byron; he was txiirty-seven yaars 

old. Byron, Keats, and Shelley had died before attaining 

that age; and Wordsworth and Coleridge by the time tliey were 

thirty-seven had written their best poetry. Indeed, Lockhart's 

reference to Croly as a "yoiing man" in his review of The Angel 

of the World may well reflect a general misconception of 

Croly's age. At any rate, what many took to be promise was 

in reality the best of which Croly vvas capable, and tlie level 

of poetic quality failed to rise in subsequent works. Never

theless, that level was of sufficient calibre to confusa the 

critics who sought to place the author in the contemporary 

hierarchy of poets. 

Illustrative of the confusion which seems ai.̂ 'ays to 

attend the criticism of one's contemporaries is an essay by 

Albert Pike in the American Monthly Magazine of January, 1831. 

Hyder Edward Rollins remarked of it that Pike "¥rrote an essay 

on 'The Philosophy of Bowling,' imagining that he saw Byron, 
2 

Coleridge, Croly, Crabbe, and r/ordswortii a^ong t'le bowlers." 

Keats and Shelley figured as a pair of supernumeraries. But 

at that Pike proved himself a rather perceptive critic, for 

the only name that has been forgotten is Croly's. In the 

same work Rollins discxissed Frederic S. Hill, a Boston editor, 

who 

^ John Gibson Lockhart, "Croly's Angel of the World, 
&c," B.M.. October, 1820, pp. 20-26. 

2 
Hyder Edward Rollins, Keats* Reputation in America 

to 1848 (Cambridge, 1946), p. 3ST 
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. . . had the clever idea of issuing a series of 
pamphlets to be called the Spirit of Contemporary 
Poetry. . . . His purpose \vas "to enable Americans 
to read Coleridge, Barry Cornwall, Keats, Shelley, 
Croly, Bowles, Lamb, Henry Neele, and other gifted 
spirits of the same rank, [who] are equally famil
iar on our lips, and their literary efforts equally 
unknown."1 

One can quote from any number of English critics who 

were as bemused as their American counterparts. And the point 

is that regardless of how Croly ranks now in the annals of 

English letters, he once was of respectable stature among 

his contemporaries. There are always, of course, the dis

cerning few who know their own greatness and from the pin

nacle of their own genius are able to look down, recognizee, 

and appraise accurately the worth of the losser lights of 

their times. Such a one was Shelley, who in speaking of 

the reception meted Keats' "Fhdymion" included Croly's "Paris 

in 1815" in his indignant renimciation of Keats' critics. 

Charles Hamilton Brown quotes Shelley as follows: 

"As to 'Bndymion,* was it a poem, whatever might 
be its defects, to be treated contemptuously by 
those who had celebrated with various degrees of 
complacency and panegyric, Paris, and Woman* and 
« Syrian Tale, and Mrs. Lafanu and Mr. Barrett, 
•and Mr. Howard Payne, and a long list of the 
illustrious obscure."2 

^ Ibid., p. 9. 

^ Charles Armitage Brown, Life of John Keats (Iiondon, 
1937), pp. 47, 101. 
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Perhaps great poets are exempt from having to engage 

in the tortuous and frequently treacherous processes in

volved in critical analysis. But the average critic is not 

a great poet; in lieu of instinct he must proceed by means 

of analysis. For him, Paris in 1813—a poem obviously 

modeled on Childe Harold's Pilgrimage—presents many prob

lems. Croker, a better critic than he is usually given 

credit for being, dealt with such problems in a letter of 

November 28, 1816, a letter which may have been occasioned 

by Croly's desire that he look over a draft of Paris in 1813 

prior to its submission for publication. Croker warned 

that 

Mr. Scott and Lord Byron are original in their own 
style, and their styles therefore become them, but 
those who imitate them only catch their faults. 
However we bear or even admire (as we often do) a 
fault which is original and natural, we have no 
such mercy upon faults which are affected and un-
appropriate to the wearer. 

I therefore intreat of you to remember that if 
you suffer yourself to be drawn on by what you 
conceive to be the taste of the day, you will write 
a poem which will probably be but little attended 
to even at the day, and more probably will not 
survive it. You will write in the same style, aye, 
and write as well as Scott and Byron, without shar
ing their success; they are original, and you will 
be only a copyist.1 

A few months later, Croker had an opportunity to 

Croker, The Correspondence and Diaries, I, p. 97. 
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review Paris in 1815 in the Quarterly Review."̂  His essay 

matches in candor the sound and honest advice which he gave 

Croly in the letter above cited. Although he acloiowledged 

that it was "the work of a powerful and poetic imagination," 

he remarked the unevenness of expression (p. 218), an oc

casional negligence in the "construction of Alexandrines" 

(p. 219), and the "mixture of metre" that "alternately re

minds the reader of Lord Byron and Mr. Crabbe, and excites 

in his mind an unjust and disparaging impression that the 

author is rather an imitator than an emulator" (p. 228). 

Croker concluded as follows: 

Nothing can be better than his natural style; 
while it flows from his heart it is full at once 
of force, feeling and simplicity; but sometimes 
in search of a strong impression, he stumbles 
upon a hard one, and in his anxiety for the sub
lime, he now and then falls into the obscure, ^e 
have thrown out, we hope not in vain, these few 
observations on the defects of an author in whose 
future success we feel interested who seems to 
exhibit a union unhappily too rare, of piety and 
poetry, of what is right in politics, respectable 
in morals, correct in taste, and splendid in 
imagination (p. 229). 

The same defects which Croker found' in Paris in 1815, 

Coventry Patmore—according to Josephine Bauer—perceived in 

The Angel of the World. Patiflore praised the "'delicacy and 

beauty of certain passages,'" acknowledged that still others 

exhibited "*powerful and splendid writing,*" but asserted 

that the poem was marred by an "'indistinctness of purpose. 

^ John Wilson Croker, "Paris: A Poem," Quarterly 
Review, April, 1817, PP. 218-219. 
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and what we could almost balieve to be a studied obscurity 

of manner and expression,'" which oifset to an \infortunate 

extent the poet's "'great affluence of thought and language, 

and vast force and facility both of execution and conception.'""^ 

Loc3chart in his review of the same poem excused its gaucherie 

on the grounds of the poet*s "youth." Of Croly, Procter, 

and Milman he observed that "in all of them the faults are 

of the right kind—faults, namely, of redundance, not of 

poverty—faults of careless execution, not of cold 

conception." 

It is doubtful, however, that Croly's was a studied 

obscurity in The Angel of the World. Certainly, the obscuri

ties which annoy the reader of The Modem Orlando are not 

premeditated. Written when Croly was far past his prime as 

a poet, this last long poem reveals none of the excellencies 

of his earlier poetry and all of its defects. It shows, too, 

that the author*s obsc\irity was not intended but was rather 

the result of a chronic inability to make smooth transitions. 

Indeed, there are times when he appears so overwhelmed by the 

difficulties involved in effecting a transition that he at

tempts none at all. 

1 

Josephine Bauer, The London Magazine, 1820-29* 
Anglistics (Copenhagen, 1953), 1, p. 225-

^ Lockhart, "Croly's Angel of the World, &c," B.M., 
October, 1820, p. 25. 

file:///infortunate
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As was true of many of Croly's works. The Modem 

Orlando was first offered to the Blackwood firm. There the 

manuscript was referred to ?aoir, who was charged with the 

chore of reading it for purposes of recomnendation. With his 

usual perspicacity, L!oir reported of the portion of the work 

which he had at hand that "It is too sketchy and topographi

cal, and wants some more distinct thread of interest in the 

shape of personal narrative, incident, and story, to connect 

the parts together." He added that although The Modem 

Orlando resembled somewhat both Childe Harold and Don Juan, 

it failed to achieve their distinction: 

But I would beg to demur to that [the equating of 
Croly's poem with those of Byron's above men
tioned]—as in the Childe you are from the very 
first made to feel a deep interest in his personal 
character, and you view the scenes he visits in the 
light of his own peculiar and gloomy mind, whereas 

fer contra in Don Juan you have besides the travel-er and the scenery plenty of gaiety, satire, and 
incident. In Croly there is the want of some con
necting link, and imless this be remedied his poem 
can at best be only a series of brilliant fragments— 
a poem for poets and not for the public.2 

Although Moir does not indicate that he recognizes 

the flaw in conception, the structural defect—that of the 

lack of a connecting link—obviously ireflects a conceptual 

flaw. Croly with a number of stories to relate seized upon 

the device of the digression which Byron employed so 

Holte, "The Moir-Blackwood Correspondence," Ii, 
p. 762. 

^ Ibid. 
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effectively in Dpn Juan. Like Byron, too, Croly created a 

framework of travel in which to weave his tales and impres

sions. But in Croly's hands the framework never becomes 

anything other than a convenient device; the traveler, in 

whom Croly was never too interested froiD the outset, is 

neglected. Consequently, The Modem Orlando lacks the 

strong central personality—and hence the unity—of Don Juan. 

In view of Croly's versatility, it is not surprising 

that he should also have attempted editing.^ But in this 

area he overreached himself; the edition of Pope's works 

(1835) designed to confirm him in the role of scholarly 

editor proved abortive. Of what was agreed to be a Eiserable 

piece of hack work, an anonymous reviewer thus delivered 

himself: 

We are pleased to see a new edition of a Poet 
unrivalled in our language for elegance and cor
rectness of thought and expression; but we could 
have wished one executed upon a more extended plan, 
and richer in materials, than the present. We can
not coBimend the new Life of Pope [which prefaced 
the edition], even as a compendium of facts col
lected from former works, for it omits some 
material circumstances, and we do not always join 
with Dr. Croly in the critical judgment he has 
passed on Warburton and other writers. . . .2 

The anthology edited by Croly, Beauties of the 
£kiglish Poets. is discussed in the immediately following sec-
tion which deals with Croly's critical endeavors. 

2 
Anonymous, "The Works of Alexander Pope," Gentleman's 

Magazine. October, 1836, p. 339. 
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Any one of Croly*s major works—Salathie 1, for ex-

iple—could justifiably be raade the subject of a full-scale 

critique on the basis of its having once been popular and 

widely read. It thus provides an index to the tastes of the 

times in which it was written. But Croly wrote many books, 

most of which are referred to in the letters comprised in the 

text. It has therefore seemed better to cite many of his 

works rather than a few, and to show those works in relation 

to the contemporary criticism which they evoked. Such crit

icism, much of it emanating from men and women whose names 

still figure prominently in the annals of literary history, 

it was felt, would contribute much to reconstructing George 

Croly's lost position in the great age in which he wrote, 

and hence make his letters to tho Blackwoods more meaningful 

to the general reader. 

Critic and Contributor to "Blackwood's Magazine" 

The decision to discuss Croly's critical work conjointly 

with the periodical writing which he did for the Blackwood 

firm was motivated in part by Professor A. L. Strout's dis

covery that Croly had authored the vicious review of Shelley's 

"Adonais" which appeared in Blackwood's MaK.azine in December, 

1821. As brutal a piece of blackguard writing as may be 

Strout, "George Croly and Blackwood's Magazine," The 
Times Literary Supplement, Friday, October 6, 1950, p. 636. 

2 
George Croly, "Remarks on Shelley's Adonais," B.M., 

December, 1821, pp. 696-700. 
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conceived, it may for some time to come harm Croly's reputa

tion in much the same manner that Croker's name has been 

anathematized through its association with his notorious 

attack on Keats in the Quarterly Review."̂  As will be shown 

further on, however, Croly performed little of a purely 

critical nature for Blackwood. Most of his articles, even 

those which are distinctly labeled as reviews, were designed 

to attract and to entertain the general reader, not the man 

of letters. 

But the above is not to intimate that Croly did lit

tle critical work. In fact, all evidence available indicates 

the contrary to be true. The reader may recall Robinson's 

reference to Croly*s taking his [Robinson's] position as 

drama critic on the Times. One also encounters numerous ref

erences to Croly's having written critical material for Jerdan 

on the Literary Gazette. And Josephine Bauer asserts as fol

lows with regard to a particular article by Croly which ap

peared in the London Magazine; 

. . . in August, 1820, the editor consigned the 
lead position in the London to a long and highly 
discerning article on "Goethe and His Faustus" 
(II, 125-142), in which, against a background of 
German literary and critical developments of the 
preceding half century, the author, Cieorge Croly, 
explained Goethe's pre-eminence not only in con
temporary GeiBian literature but in the whole 
literary world of his time. He gave his un
qualified support to the German people's idolatry 

John Wilson Croker, "Keats' Endymion," Quarterly 
Beview. XIX (April, 1818), pp. 473-478. 
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of their great compatriot whose versatility dis
tinguished him in so many realms.1 

There seems little doubt that Croly for many years 

served as a recognized critic on many major periodicals. Un

til such a time, however, as extensive research is performed 

in the area of his critical work—i.e. until his authorship 

of a considerable quantity of critical material can be es

tablished, and that material be evaluated—^nothing definitive 

can be asserted of his critical ability. About all that is 

available for study at present is an anthology. Beauties of 
2 

the British Poets, of which he was editor. In his first 

letter to William Blackwood, that of November 7, 1820, Croly, 

thanking the publisher for Lockhart*s critique of The Angel 

ef the World."^ observed that the writer of that review made 

. . . some mention of "Specimens of the Modem 
Poets." I have had for sometime no intention of 
attempting that work. The idea was accidentally 
thrown out by a projecting friend of mine—& I 
was urged by the strong inducements that pub
lishers have in their power—to adopt it. But on 
a slight consideration it appeared to me so 
likely to be productive of pique & personality if 
it was written in the spiritt of] truth—that I 
declined it altogether. 

^ Bauer, The London Magazine, 1820-29* p. 288. 

George Croly, ed., Beauties of the British Poets 
(London, 1828). 

^ Lockhart, "Croly*s Angel of the World, &c," B.M., 
October, 1820. 
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But the idea must nevertheless have appealed to him, for 

seven years later Beauties of the British Poets was pub

lished by R. B. Seeley, a friend of Croly's, and W. Bumside. 

Disconcerting to the critic of Croly's anthology is 

the editor*s comment in the "Introductory ObseiTvations" to 

the work that "I feel the more privileged to speak favour

ably of the following Selection, from the limited part which 

I have borne in it; a considerable portion of the materials 

having been collected before the work came into my hands." 

Croly's disavowal of responsibility, however, should prove 

no deterrent to an appraisal of the volume. Croly, after 

all, approved of the "Selection," and he wrote what little 

the work contains in the way of critical commentary. There 

appears to be no reason why he should not be held account

able as editor for whatever appears in the text. 

Interesting in view of Croly's criticism of Keats in 

his "Remarks on Shelley's Adonais," is the modification of 

his strictures in the anthology. Always a reactionary in 

politics, a fundamentalist in religion, it is interesting to 

note that in literary matters he was capable of change. In 

the critique, of which A. L. Strout has remarked that "Of 

all the attacks in contemporary criticism in the early nine

teenth century, I consider the review of 'Adonais' . . . the 

^ Croly, Beauties of the British Poets, p. xv, 
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most objectionable and the most dir.̂ icult to forget,"^ Croly 

asserted as follows: 

The present story is this:—A Mr. John Keats. 
a young man who had left a decent calling for 
the melancholy trade of Cockney-poetry, has lately 
died of a consumption, after having written two 
or three little books of verses, much neglected by 
the public. His vanity was probably wrimg not less 
than his purse; for he had it upon the authority of 
the Cockney Homers and Virgils, that he might be
come a light to their region at a future time.2 

Soberly, and with better judgment, he remarked in the 

anthology that 

Keats died at an early age, probably long be
fore his powers were matured; but not till he had 
given promise of excellence in his peculiar style. 
His versification was chiefly formed on the model 
of Spenser, and few as his poems are, they exhibit 
a rich and delicate conception of the beauty of 
our language.5 

This, of course, does not amount to a retraction of the cri

tique. Of the passage quoted above A. L. Stroiit has remarked 

ironically that Croly " . . . did Keats some honour in his 

Beauties of the British Poets (1828), where he quotes 13 

Strout, "George Croly and Blackwood's Magazine," 
The Times Literary Supplement* Friday, October 6, 1950, p 

2 
Croly "Remarks on Shelley's Adonais," B*M., 

December, 1821, pp. 696-697. 

^ Croly, Beauties of the British Poets, p. xii. 
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pages of his poetry (five more than he quotes of lire. 

Hemans'sl)"^ 

That Croly could in some degree revise his estimate 

of the subject of "Adonais" does not signify any change of 

heart or opinion regarding the author of the poem. Shelley 

receives no mention in the "Introductory Observations"—^not 

even a condemnatory notice—and none of his poems is in

cluded in the text. The same lack of treatment is accorded 

Coleridge. When one considers these major omissions in the 

light of mucn of what the volume does contain—^namely, selec

tions from the pens of such literary lightweights and non

entities as Bruce, Logan, Rogers, Milman, Wolfe, and i.'rs. 

Hemans—the anthology amounts to a sad commentary of Croly's 

critical abilities. It is, of course, natural that his 

critical perception of contemporary poetry should parallel 

his writing in that genre; and what Lloir wryly remarked of 

Croly's poetry might also be applied to his critical en

deavors in the same area: "He has rhetoric, but not the 
2 

divine afflatus." 

The only redeeming feature of Beauties of the British 

Poets, which like Croly's edition of Pope appears to have been 

a pxirely commercial venture on the part of both editor and 

Strout, "George Croly and Blackwood's Magazine," 
The Times Literary Supplement, Friday, October 6, 1950, p 
636. 

^ Nolte, "The Moir-Blackwood Correspondence," I, p 
298. 
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publisher, is the inclusion of a number of Byron's poems. 

In view of the lampooning which he received in Don Juan, 

Croly had good reason to even old scores if he so desired. 

But with a generosity not characteristic of him when dealing 

with personal and political foes—and Byron was both—and 

after remarking of that poet that "His moral system as a 

poet is founded on the double error, that great crimes im

ply great qualities; and, that virtue is slavery," he con

cluded rather handsomely that 

. . . on the grave of Byron there can be but one 
inscription—that living long enough for fame, 
he died too soon for his country. All hostility 
shoiild be sacrificed on the spot where the re
mains of the great poet sleep; and no man worthy 
to tread the ground, will approach it but v/ith 
homage for his genius, and sorrow that such genius 
should have been sent to darJmess, in the hour 
when it might have begun to fulfill its course, and, 
freed from the mists and obliquities of its ris
ing, run its high career among the enlighteners of 
mankind.1 

Although Croly included selections by most of the prom

inent poets of the day, Shelley and Coleridge being the major 

exceptions, his choice of poems is not especially commendable 

because they are not necessarily representative. For ex

ample, the anthology contains four poems by Wordsworth, one 

of which is "The Old Cumberland Beggar." Although this par-

ticiaar piece is not a bad poem, it suffers by comparison 

with a poem of the calibre of "Michael." In the first piece 

Wordsworth appears to have been in a moralizing frame of 

^ Croly, Beauties of the British Poets, pp. xiii-xiv. 
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mind; in the second the tone is moralistic. And Vordsworth 

the moralist is superior to v?ordsworth the moralizer. 

Squally revealing in their implications are those selections 

culled from the works of the poets of the preceding century; 

they reveal Croly's penchant for the pious rather than for 

the aesthetic. Cowper is allotted thirty-two pages. Burns 

but twelve. The older poets—Spenser, Shakespeare, Milton, 

Dryden, and Pope—are properly represented, as indeed they 

should be, the status of their individual works having long 

since been determined. But at best, the critical performance 

evinced in Beauties of the English X̂ oets must be acknowledged 

mediocre. 

Croly's critical acumen cannot be determined, of 

course, on the basis of one slashing review which does its 

author no credit, and an anthology which bears all evidence 

of being an affair inspired by commercial rather than criti

cal zeal. As previously mentioned, the definitive study of 

Croly's contributions to literary criticism has yet to be 

made and is contingent upon further research. But if this 

is one area of Croly's periodical work of which no more can 

be said at present, Blackwood's Magazine provides a fertile 

field for the study and appraisal of his accomplishment in 

other types of the periodical essay. To a greater extent 

than is true of the familiar essay, there is an element of 

the ephemeral in the sort of writing 'â ich, for the lack of 

a more precise nomenclature, may be termed the "periodical 

essay" or "article." In Croly's case, one or the other term 
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must be taken to incD̂ ude book reviews, political writings, 

articles on religious matters, and pieces which parallel 

closely in their varied subject matter the kind of thing 

written today by newspaper columnistsr 

Although Croly's correspondence wit.h the Blackwoods 

spans the period of forty years extending between 1820 and 

1860, his last contribution to Blackwood's iMagazine ap

peared in 1856. Altogether there are 288 items appearing 

in the pages of the magazine which may ĴS ascribed to him. 

In addition, there are seventeen other pieces which evidence 

indicates may be his; and it seems likely that he wrote 

still others, concerning the authorship of î icli there is 

now no certain evidence. Between the years 1820 and 1856 

are two two-year periods during which Croly apparently wrote 

nothing for the magazine. And there are ten other years 

(whicli do not follow one another consecutively) in which 

Blackwood printed but twenty—nine of his pieces. This means 

that in the twenty-two years remaining Croly had i>ublished 

259 articles, poems, tales, and serialized parts of Marston 

in the pages of the magazine. 

Figiires such as those cited above are useful in in

dicating the vast amount of work which Croly performed for 

Blackwood's Magazine. And it must be remembered that at the 

same time he was turning out all of this writing, he was 

also publishing many books, writing for other periodicals, 

writing leaders (for a period of seven years) for the 

Britannia* serving as rector of one of London's larger 

churches, and playing a prominent part in public affairs. 
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When one considers the prodigious energy which such activity 

entails, one is less impressed by its amount than by the high 

level of quality which in general distinguishes that work. 

Whether with more leisure and time to contemplate, Croly 

could have remedied some of the defects which mar his better 

works is a moot question—but one worth considering. 

In view of Croly's many contributions to Blackwood's 

Magazine, one is at a loss to account for the deprecatory at

titude taken towards him by those who have had occasion to 

comment on his work for the magazine. VThat, one wonders, 

could have prompted Malcolm El win, in speaking of John Wilson's 

bearing the brunt of Blackwood's Magazine for a dozen years, 

to refer thus to Croly: 

Coleridge, Croker, Be Quincey, and Gait were oc
casional contributors, but too irregular to be 
relied on as pei^nanent props. Others, like the 
Rev. George Croly, G. R. Gleig, and David Moir, 
were useful supernumeraries, but lacking the 
power to play more than secondary parts.1 

For a man who, as A. S. Collins put it, " . . . left the 

church, and turned to tragedy and comedy, and the novel, and 

was dramatic critic of the Times, and a reviewer who would 
p 

set to on any book on any subject at a moment's notice," 

twin's description of him as a supernumerary is inexplicable 

Malcolm El win, Victorian Wallflowers (London, 1934), 
p. 82. 

2 
Collins, The Profession of Letters: A Study of the 

Relation of Author to Patron, Publisher, and Public, 1780-
1832. p. 1447 
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and perfiaps can be understood only as the result of a lack 

of firsthand information on the part of the writer. What 

Elwin says of John Wilson is not to be denied, but Blackwood's 

Magazine was never a one-man magazine, and in its later years 

contributors on the order of Croly and Alison provided the 

staple of its content. 

Mrs. Oliphant, speaking of the magazine in terms of 

what it had become after William Blackwood's death in 1834, 

after noting that Wilson's work had slackened off, that 

Lockhart was too busy with the Quarterly Review to help 

Blackwood's Magazine maintain its even keel, and that Maginn 

(now far gone in dissipation) was rarely heard from, went on 

to add that "Such an old and sturdy henchman as Croly worked 

on, a constant prop and support, his sober flow of produc

tion always to be trusted to." Yet in an earlier passage 

she had observed that 

. . - . - the greatest and most faithful of the con
tributors in the secondary rank were, without 
doubt . • . the Rev. Dr. Croly, and the Rev. G. R. 
Gleig. . . . They were not perhaps of the spar
kling or brilliant order, like those whose perform
ances made the reputation and founded the fortimes 
of the Magazine . . . but they were most \iseful 
and able workmen, doing yeomen's service, always 
faithful, always ready, and gaining much 
applause. . . .2 

"̂  Oliphant, Annals of a Publishing House, II, p. 173 

^ Ibid., I, pp. 478-479. 

file:///iseful
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It would be foolish to deny that it was the brilliance 

and verve of the early writers—Wilson, Lockhart, Hogg and 

Maginn—which launched Blackwood's Magazine. And Croly most 

assuredly lacked the temperament to engage in the literary 

high jinks at which the early writers were most adept. But 

when the stars of the first magnitude receded and the maga

zine became more staid, did Mrs. Oliphant, one is tempted to 

ask, think of Blackwood's Magazine as having slipped to the 

status of a secondary power in the world of periodicals. 

If Croly, one of its major supports, was a writer of the 

secondary rank—a "supernumerary"—then it would logically 

follow that the magazine, too, had become an organ of sec

ondary rank. Of course, Mrs. Oliphant did not think of the 

magazine as having deteriorated. And the point, perhaps 

too much labored, is that Croly has been underrated. 

It is true that much of Blackwood's Magazine's glitter 

faded with the passing of those exciting early years and the 

transfer of the early contributors to other fields of en

deavor. But it is doubtful that William Blackwood could have 

coped indefinitely with the retributive libel suits which 

followed fast upon the heels of the "blackguard" writings of 

his daring yoimg men. As it turned out, the magazine evolved 

into a more responsible publication as it grew older and so 

less vulnerable to libel suits. To it Croly lent an ex

perienced and willing pen, and it is questionable that cir

culation suffered from his disinclination to engage in 

slanderous assaults on public figures. 
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Fellow contributors to Blackwood's Magazine thought 

more highly of Croly's work than have subsequent commenta

tors who, quite frankly, seem to be unfamiliar with both the 

quantity and the quality of his writing. Thomas Gillespie 

in a letter of October 2, 1822 wrote William Blackwood as 

follows: "Give me a tasting of literary gossip in your 

next. What of Lockhart, Wilson, Gait, Croly and the rest 

of the Die Majorum Gentium—the stars of the first magni

tude, the magnates, the overgrown potatoes of our literary 

husbandry." And even William Maginn, whose unlovely habit 

it was to comment scathingly on his friends behind their 

backs, remarked in a letter of September 22, 1823 that 

"Croly I suppose is doing the Tory—if so put him up to it. 

It should be done grandly. His sturdy independence in com

ing forward at the York mob meeting would be a good topic. 

2 
He is really sans humbug a most excellent man." 

Alaric Alexander Watts, with whom Croly had had a 

falling out, in a letter of August 15, 1824 grudgingly ad

mitted to Blackwood that "Croly is of course capable of 

making a good thing," to which admission he appended the 

^ Malcolm Orthell Usrey, "The Letters of Thomas 
Gillespie to William Blackwood in the National Library of 
Scotland" (Unpublished Master's Thesis, Texas Technological 
College, Lubbock, 1956), p. 76. 

^ Cooke, "Maginn-Blackwood Corespondence," II, p. 
389. Maginn is referring to Croly's "The Tory. Letter I" 
(B.M., July, 1823) and "The Tory. No. II" (B.M., August, 
155J7. 
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modification, "but is too idle."^ Considering the accom

plishments of both men, however, Blackwood could not—and, 

apparently, did not—take Watts too seriously. But with the 

exception of Watts, who contributed little to Blackwood's 

Magazine, and an occasional thrust from Maginn who once 

noted maliciously that "I knew Croly's hand in the Tertulla— 

the songs are good, & that carries off the lumbering prose"^— 

there is surprisingly little of a derogatory nature said 

about Croly by other contributors. 

The only man whose letters prove him consistently un

friendly to Croly is John Gait. On one occasion (December 1, 

1825) Gait asserted of a particular article in which he, 

Croly, and Wilson all had a hand that 

Croly's does not satisfy me, but I did not like 
to meddle with it, some of the extracts may be 
omitted from them—I think the omission would 
improve it as well as afford more room for the 
professor's [Wilson's] criticism, for I am sure 
that with me he will not think C's observations 
such as should come from Maga, at least alto
gether such.3 

Estus Cantrell Polk, "The Letters of Alaric Alexander 
Watts from the Blackwood Papers in the National Library of 
Scotland" (Unpublished Doctoral Dissertation, Texas 
Technological College, Lubbock, 1952), p. 268. 

2 
Cooke, "Maginn-Blackwood Correspondence," II, p. 

344. The article to which Maginn refers is Croly's "The 
Tertulla. A Spanish Conversazione" (B.M., April, 1823). 

^ George Spencer Beasley, "The Letters of John Gait 
from the Blackwood Papers in the National Library of 
Scotland" (Unpublished Master's Thesis, Texas Technological 
College, Lubbock, 1951), PP. 137-158. The article to which 
Gait refers is "Moore's Sheridan" (B.M., February, 1826). 
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But through the years Croly, although he was -probably 

unaware of it, had the constant support of Lloir, whose 

opinions bore considerable weight with the Blackwoods. 

Moir's occasional strictures upon individual compositions 

by Croly are in the main justified. His motives were al

ways above reproach. Moir, actuated by his loyalty to the 

publication of his old friend, William Blackwood, seems 

never to have sought personal advantage in the services 

which he performed as critic for the magazine. From his 

letters may be derived a running commentary on the merits 

and demerits of many of Croly's contributions. 

In a letter of late March, 1826, he observed that 

"Croly's Russia is magnifique, grand and imposing. Croly 

should never write rhyme. I never thought him anything but 

a secondary poet. In prose he is dashing, powerful and 

rhetoric."*'" With reference to the article of another con

tributor in a letter of late September, 1826, Moir remarked 

that " . . . tho perhaps a little more practical, yet it does 

not surpass either in eloquence or power of reasoning Croly's 

very beautiful paper on Greece." Of Croly's "Luther" he 

asserted in a letter of December 24, 1828 that it "is a 

^ Nolte, "The Moir-Blackwood Correspondence," I, p. 
277. The article to which Moir refers is Croly's "Russia" 
(B,M., April, 1826). 

^ Ibid., pp. 297-298. Apparently, Moir had read the 
manuscripFo? Croly's "Greece. No. I" which appeared the 
following month (October) in B.M. 
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splendid subject splendidly treated. . . . If it be Croly's 

it is completely worthy of him.""̂  

What makes Moir's comments particularly significant 

to the present study is his complete objectivity. Remaining 

anonymous to Croly in his capacity as critic, his estimates 

were intended for Blackwood's eyes alone; his words con

sequently have the greater weight. When Croly submitted 

anything which Moir found bad, or whenever Blackwood pub

lished a piece of Croly's work which Moir thought meretricious, 

he was not reticient in expressing his opinion. For example, 

he commented thus forthrightly upon Croly's "The Lady of the 

Greenwood Tree: A Legend of Transylvania": "The ballad 

which opens the number I do not at all like, and only marvel 

by what mistake it got into that place. It is most unequally 

and incorrectly written, and is quite a specimen of the Monk-
2 

Lewis' falsetto in poetry." Although it is doubtful that 

Moir knew who had written the poem, there is no reason to 

suppose that his verdict would have been any different had 

he known; he had nothing to gain by ciirrying favor of Croly. 

Like Moir, Croly's interest in Blackwood's Magazine 

did not end with the mere production of articles. He advised, 

criticized, and constantly advanced new ideas which he thought 

Ibid., II, pp. 449-450. The articles to which Moir 
refer are'"*^ther" (B*M,, January, 1829) and "Luther 
Concluded" (B.M., Fetouary, 1829). 

^ Ibid., II, pp. 6O5-6O6. Croly's poem appeared in 
B.M* of December, 1852. 
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would fixrther the influence of the magazine. With his finger 

on the pulse of metropolitan London and wise from the ex

perience he had gained through writing for prominent London 

publications, he was in a position to judge shrewdly of what 

was most likely to boost the prestige and circulation of 

William Blackwood's beloved Maga. More often than not his 

suggestions were heeded. Croly, however, was never on as 

familiar terms with the Blackwoods as was *'oir; consequently, 

he was careful to observe the proprieties in order that his 

suggestions would not be construed as an attempt upon his 

part to usurp the editorial prerogatives of the proprietors. 

Thus his letters contain many passages, the tenor of which 

is illustrated in the following letter of April 3, 1840: 

"You see my dear Sir—that I have advised, merely in conse

quence of bein;?; asked—& what I have said is merely in the 

way of suggestion to improve a valuable work—3; one in which 

I take an interest alike for the sake of its principles—& 

0^ .yourself & your family—" 

On another occasion Croly observed: "You were quite 

right—in omitting any thing you thought insecure—8c es

pecially any thing that might involve your work in any per

plexity—I regard that power as essential to Editorship, & 

as the responsibility of such matters of course falls upon 

his publication an Editor cannot be too circumspect—" 

[Letter of August 29, 1840]. But by this Croly did not mean 

that willy-nilly he would follow the editorial lead in mat

ters of opinion. This he made ab\mdantly clear in a letter 

of May 3, 1842: 
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As to your differing with me . . . I wish you 
to understand always, that I regard your opinions 
as the only ones to be attended to in a publica-
tion which is so entirely your own,—I feel no 
inclination at any time to differ with the opinions 
of the Magazine—& I fully agree with you that con
sistency is a matter for the Editor to consult on 
all suitable occasions—. Of course, where affairs 
of conscience are concerned, neither you nor I would 
relax our opinions—but in politics all is con
jectural & there may be all kinds of differences 
without disagreement, & all kinds of concessions 
without compromise—. 

Apart from matters of conscience, Croly might also 

have mentioned differences in critical opinions; for beyond 

the point at which he felt his professional integrity at 

stake he would not budge. Alexander Blackwood, with whom 

he had been at slight odds over the pace and manner at which 

Marston, the serialized novel, Y/as proceeding, he advised 

succinctly, in a letter of October 10, 1843, that ". . .to 

avoid a repetition of those explanations oblige me by giv

ing me your idea of what would form an interesting close. 

I am always willing to take advice—but whatever I write 

must be suitable to my ideas of the interest & dignity of 

literature—" 

Occasionally, Croly's suggestions had nothing to do 

with the magazine as such. To William Blackwood with his 

broad Scots accent the follov/ing passage, extracted from a 

letter of May 3, 1833 and having to do with the first two 

volumes of Alison's History of Europe During the French 

Revolution, may have appeared somewhat gratuitous: 

Archibald Alison, History of Europe During the 
French Revolution, Vols. I & II (Edinburgh, 1833). 
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—the volumes are very interesting Sc 1 hope Mr. 
A. will be encouraged to complete the war. He 
should give a map at least of the European cam
paigns of Napoleons & one of Wellington. He 
should also endeavor to have some Tnglish writer 
to look over his Mss—it abounds in Scotticisms. 
I marked a few slightly—but abstained—soon— 
to avoid invidiousness— 

With similar tactlessness, in a letter of June 29, 1827, 

acknowledging the receipt of Charlotte Eaton's Vittoria 

Colonna* Croly wrote, "Thanks for Vittoria Colonna which 

I lately received. It is a remarkably interesting 

work. * . . There are some Scottish idioms & words in it." 

To Croly, Irish only by accident of birth, London was the 

hub of the universe and English the language of languages. 

Although Croly had a personal motive in desiring 

Blackwood's Magazine to soften its tone towards Lord 

Brougham, his advice to the Blackwoods to use discretion 

in attacks on public figures was sound. In view of the 

squalls through which Blackwood's Magazine had sometimes 

made heavy weather as the î esult of irresponsible and many 

times wholly unwarranted attacks by Wilson, Lockhart, and 

Maginn on men in public life, Croly's words were not mis

directed. Concerning Brougham, Croly remarked in a letter 

of July 8, 1834 that 

I see some of your correspondents attack him 
angrily—,— I wish this could be avoided. . . . 
In another point of view—the attack may not 

^ Charlotte A. Eaton, Vittoria Colonna: A Tale of 
Rome (Edinburgh, 1826). 
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be so secure as heretofore—. The Morning Post 
has been brought into a scrape on the subject 
of personality, right or wrong. I know your 
intrepidity—& that your principle is steady— 
but let us endeavor to treat those men as 
public characters alone—if we can 

As I have earlier observed, much of Croly's writing 

for Blackwood's Magazine foreshadows the informal and varied 

reflections of the twentieth centiiry newspaper columnist. 

In a letter of December 3, 1827, Croly suggested that 

. . . I think that it [B.M,] might be varied from 
the Severer matter of politics & political 
oeconomy . . . by introducing something of London. 
There are a multitude of trifling matters passing 
here from day to day—which thrown together in 
any rambling form of Journal or Hebdomadary might 
be amusing at a distance—as a moving picture of 
the Stirring & Showy part of the most Stirring 
place of mankind. I should throw all kinds of 
topics together—Theatres, picture galleries. 
Anecdotes—public irumors, politics, odd books— 
&o the quicquid against homines. 

Many of Croly's articles provide just such a kaleidoscopic 

view of people, places, things, and events. 

Other articles are marked by the polemical tone still 

to be found in the columns of today's political commentators. 
2 

Croly's "Ten Years of the Whigs," both in title and content, 

resembles the epithet—"Twenty Years of Treason"—and the 

^ Typical of this sort of article are those in the 
series entitled "The World We Live In," the first of which 
appeared in B.M. of November, 1836; the sixteenth and last 
of the series appeared in B.M. of April, 1833. 

^ The three articles of this title appeared in B^. 
Of July, 1841; January, 1842; and Febmary, 1842. 
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campaign oratory which one of America's major political 

parties recently hurled at its great rival. It was in the 

area of politics that Croly wrote some of his most effective 

articles. Trenchant, lucid, unyielding—they represent the 

view of extreme reaction. "I cannot write but upon compul

sion," he wrote William Blackwood in a letter of August 11, 

1824. "The subject must force me—& not I the Subject. But 

thanks to human absurdity we cannot be long without some

thing to make a man angry & then you shall hear from me—" 

In those years before 1848, when the forces of liberalism 

rolled a resistless tide over Eiii-ope, Croly was frequently 

angry, and it required little compulsion to set him off on 

a slashing political diatribe. The Blackwoods, always con

servative, were nevertheless able to accept change in the 

face of a fait accompli. Croly, on the other hand, refused 

to regard any defeat as permanent. Finding divine sanction 

in the Apocalypse for his political views, he regarded every 

liberal victory as bringing nearer the day when the legions 

of Satan would be banished and the Kingdom of Heaven would 

prevail on earth. Consequently, as time wore on Croly's 

political contributions became ever more subject to editorial 

revision. 

Croly's articles concerned with the religious prob

lems of the day were equally sharp and hard-hitting. Every 

contribution of this natiire—and there were many—he con

sidered another stake driven into the heart of Roman 

Catholicism. Most of his attacks, inspired by the question 
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of Catholic Emancipation, were direct—bitter, accusing, 

grimly prophetic. In a letter of July 3, 1837 a note of 

hysteria may be detected: 

I see you are active about the Elections—This 
is the critical moment—under God we have, one 
chance more^—. if we neglect this our prospect is 
dreadful—the worst vengeance of the worst enemy 
of England will be our judicial fate—& we shall 
see the scaffold & the fiery piles of Smithfield, 
again. It is all nonsense to talk of English 
character, if it will not break like glass—it 
will melt like glass—The rabble are always 
fickle—& they are now our masters— 

. 

Other articles indicted Roman Catholicism by impli

cation. Illustrative is "The Hugenot Captain,""'• the story 

of Theodore Agrippa d'Aubigne. Croly, ransacking history 

and the Bible impartially for ammunition, wasted nothing 

which he thought might advance the cause of "true Protes

tantism." In this area, as in the political, the passage 

of time fo\ind the editorial pencil bein^ wielded with ever-

increasing frequency. Although Croly carefully submitted 

to his own dicttun regarding attacks on personalities, in the 

war of ideas he was an implacable foe whose overrun positions 

might signify defeat but never surrender. As the bastions 

of conservatism toppled one by one during his lifetime, he 

became increasingly bitter. 

It was not Croly's polemical work, hov/ever, which 

captivated Moir, a stout Tory in his own right. As the 

"The Hugenot Captain" ran through three numbers 
of B*M*i those of December, 1835J January, 1836; and 
February, 1836, 
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reader may recall, Moir's accolades were reserved for bio

graphical and historical essays on the order of "Russia," 

"Greece," and "Luther." So familiar was he with this par-

ticular type of article that he was able to guess correctly 

at Croly's authorship. In a letter of July 21, 1827, he 

observed that "'Napoleon' I take to be another of Croly's 

beautiful historical and biographical essays, and probably 

'Wellington' is from the same pen, although it wants the 

classical precision of the other, and may perhaps be 

Robinsons." In Croly's day, a time in which the British 

Empire was still expanding, periodical readers were inter

ested in far-off places and in the historical events which 

had made British domination of those places possible. Con

sequently, Croly's biographical and historical essays form 

an important part of the work which he performed for 

Blackwood's Magazine. 

Croly contributed many tales and poems to the magazine, 

but his staple—the staple of the periodical itself—was the 

article. Although the foregoing discussion of Croly's ar

ticles has been general, it is hoped that enough has been 

said to indicate both the versatility of the author and the 

calibre of his work. Croly was no mere journeyman writer 

Nolte. "The Moir-Blackwood Correspondence," I, p. 
362. Croly's ''Napoleon Bonapart" appeared in B.i.:. of 
August, 1827. This article is one of Croly's few which 
prior to the current study was unascribed. Croly confirmed 
Moir's guess in an undated letter, the internal evidence 
of which proved it to have been written in July of 1827. 
The article on Wellington was written by G. R. Gleig. 
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but a master craftsman into whose hands the Blackwoods en

trusted some of their more important assignments. For ex

ample, it was Croly who wrote the long series of reviews on 

Alison's monumental History of Europe During; the French 

Revolution, a work in which the Blackwood firm had invested 

heavily and from which ultimately they reaped a handsome 

profit. The problem involved in the reviews, namely that 

of avoiding anything which would remotely resemble "puffing," 

demanded upon the part of the writer the very keenest of 

judgment and sense of propriety. Croly was fully conscious 

of what was expected of him. In a letter of October 10, 

1842, he remarked as follows: "I am glad you liked the 

paper on Alison. I differ in opinions from him on some 

points—but I should perhaps not have mentioned them—except 

to show that the Article was not neant as a mere panegyric—." 

Possibly, Croly's versatility worked against him in 

the realm of belles lettres; possibly, too, he would have 

left posterity a more enduring monument than Salathiel had 

he written less rapidly and concentrated on work in a single 

genre. But to speculate on such matters is fruitless, for 

the verdict of posterity, long since awarded, is beyond the 

power of recall. There remains, then, only the genre of 

the periodical essay in which to assign Croly rank, and even 

here such ranking must be tentative, pending inquiry into 

his contributions to periodicals other than Blackwood's 

^ The first review appeared in B.M* of June, 1833; 
the last in B.M. of October, 1842. 
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Magazine. But in the world of journalism, where there is 

nothing disgraceful in being able to leap agilely from one 

category of human knowledge to another—where, indeed, suc

cess depends upon an individual's ability to do just that— 

Croly's versatility may posthumously, as it did in life, 

stand him in good stead. On the basis of his work for 

Blackwood's Magazine, of his having been a major prop for a 

major periodical, it seems not unlikely that in the field 

of the periodical essay he may yet attain the rank denied 

him in other genres. 

The Letters 

Since 1942 the National Library of Scotland has 

served as repository for the Blackwood archives, among 

which are the 582 letters written by George Croly to William 

Blackwood and his sons of which the present text is com

prised. Only 202 of these letters were dated by Croly. Of 

the remaining 380 letters, 305 ^^ dates assigned them by a 

person or persons unknown to me in either the offices of 

the Blackwood firm or in the NLS. Inasmuch as the M£ has 

had most recent charge of the letters, I have, imless other

wise specified, for convenience assigned the responsibility 

for tentative dating to the catalogue librarian of the NLS. 

Of the 505 letters bearing dates not placed on them 

by Croly himself, sixty-four are distinguished by clearly 

^ Hereafter cited as NLS. 
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legible postmarks. Ostensibly, the remainder were dated on 

what appeared to be internal evidence. One of the results 

of the present inquiry has been to confirm the positive 

dating of 153 letters in this group, and to date positively 

132 other letters which had been assigned tentative dates. 

I have been able to correct the dates on eighteen more of 

these letters; twenty-one have retained their tentative 

dates. 

Fifty-seven of the seventy-five letters bearing no 

date at all have been dated positively; four have been dated 

tentatively. The remaining fourteen letters of this group 

(the letters which make up the text of Appendix A) remain 

undated. Because it has been necessary to place brackets 

around so many dates, notations with regard to such brackets 

have not been made save in those instances in which it seemed 

necessary to assign responsibility for tentative dates. All 

brackets in the text of the letters are mine unless other

wise specified. 

No editorial liberties, other than those concerned 

with spacing, have been taken with the text of Croly's let

ters. They are intended to appear as nearly in the form in 

which he wrote them as the judgment of the editor could de

termine that form. Unfortiinately, and as attested to by his 

chronic troubles with Blackwood's compositors, Croly wrote 

a wretched hand which was not improved by the haste with 

which he generally penned his epistles. Although very few 

words in the letters r«nain undeciphered, the problems in

volving punctuation were manifold. When, for example, Croly 
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enclosed parenthetical elements in both dashes and paren

theses, and when one or both of the dashes bisected the 

parentheses, the editorial decision regarding their appear

ance in the text was arrived at arbitrarily and is, of 

course, subject to question. 

Croly's end marks are particularly erratic. Occasion

ally, he employed a period, more often a dash, sometimes a 

dash followed by a period, and now and then a dash, a 

period, and a dash. More rarely a semicolon is used as an 

end mark, and frequently no end mark appears at all. His 

internal punctuation follows the same unpremeditated pattern. 

Now and then one is able to perceive the stresses and nuances 

he desired, but more often than not the punctuation conveys 

no meaning to the reader whatsoever. Croly's neglect of 

piinctuation is as bizarre as his employment of it. It is 

not \mcommon to find an exceedingly long and complex sentence 

totally lacking the commas ordinarily used to mark off sub

ordinate and parenthetical elements from independent ele

ments. The apostrophe is generally omitted. Frequently, 

quoted matter will be set off by the apT^ropriate marks at one 

end only. Notwithstanding all these inconsistencies and 

eccentricities in punctuation, no attempt has been made here 

to regularize Croly's punctuation. To have done so would 

have entailed a complete modernization of the text, which, 

while rendering it more readable, would have removed much 

that makes it peculiarly Croly's. 

file:///mcommon
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Similarly, Croly's occasional spelling lapses have 

gone unremarked except in those instances in which I feared 

the reader might suspect a typographical error. Essential 

words which Croly, writing in haste, sometimes omitted through 

recognizable oversight, have been inserted in brackets. But 

[sic] and the bracket have been used as sparingly as pos

sible. Croly was poor at spelling proper names. The name 

of O'Connell, for instance, appears in several varied forms. 

Sometimes it is spelled with one 1, sometimes with two; some

times with an apostrophe, sometimes with none. But in no 

instance has the editor seen fit to call attention to the 

variations. 

Words such as honor are usually spelled with a u, but 

not always. O'clock is generally run together without an 

apostrophe, but not invariably so. Words such as every

where , today, someone, and meantime are ordinarily spelled 

as two words. But here, as in the other instances remarked, 

Croly's practice is subject to variation. Words such as 

town, article, number (no.), and magazine are capitalized in 

most cases. In no one thing, however, does Croly observe a 

perfect consistency. 

The photostats from which this text was transcribed 

reveal many of the letters to have suffered the ravages of 

time. Some are mildewed; some are faded from what appears 

to have been immersion in water at one time or another. 

Others, apparently, have been victims of autograph hunters; 

for a number of signatures, according to Thomas I. Rae, 

Assistant Keeper in the Department of Manuscripts, NLS, have 
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been neatly cut away. More often than not, minor vandalism 

of this nature has resulted in a mutilated text, owing to 

the two or three lines of written matter appearing on the 

reverse side of the page from which the signature has been 

cut away. 

Where such mutilation has affected only a few words, 

the editor has sought to fill them in, setting off much 

interpolations in brackets. Where mutilation has been ex

tensive and nothing could be hazarded as to the import of 

the missing matter, a hiatus lias been indicated as follows: 

A few of the letters are fragmentary, and a few con

tain internal evidence which points unmistakably to letters 

missing from the file. In every case involving mutilated, 

fragmentary, and missing letters, Mr. Rae of the NLS has 

been consulted for information. In no instance, however, 

was he able to supply missing material. 

The letters are accompanied by four enclosures, all 

of which are small and three of which can be linked definitely 

to the specific letters which they accompanied. The fourth 

enclosure, an addition to an article which Croly wrote and 

which was never published, could have been enclosed with 

any one of several letters. All four enclosures have been 

incoi^orated into the text with notations as to what they 

are and why they appear in the positions assigned to them. 

Documentation of the letters has required investiga

tion in several related fields. The most important of these 
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inquiries had to do with the identification of articles and 

their authorship in Blackwood's I^agazine. Such identifica

tion was rendered possible by my having access to Professor 

A. L. Strout's as yet unpublished Bibliography of 

Contributions to "Blackwood's Magazine*" 1817-182^ and the 

"Blackwood's Contributors Book," which, with emendations and 

additions, forms the major portion of Lois Baber Vimberley's 

unpublished master's thesis. For the relatively few ar

ticles from the Quarterly Review requiring identification, 

I had recourse to The Quarterly Review Under Gifford: 

Identification of Contributors, 1809-1824, by Hill Shine and 

Helen Chadwick Shine, and Myron F. Brightfield's "Lockhart's 

Quarterly Contributors," Publications of the Modern Language 

Association, LIX (June, 1944), pp. 491-512. Professor 

Elizabeth Schneider of Temple University lent her aid in 

deteiwining the authorship of a few articles in the Edinburgh 

Review. 

Another extensive area of research had to do with the 

identification of the many long-forgotten books mentioned by 

Croly in his letters to the Blackwoods. In addition to the 

Catalogue of the British Museum, the Library of Congress 

Catalog of Printed Cards, the D.N.B., Sabin's A Dictionary 

of Books Relating to America* Allibone's A Critical Dictionary 

^ Lois Baber Wimberley, "Miscellaneous Letters of 
Murray to Croker in Iowa State Library and Bibliography of 
Known Contributors to Blackwood' s Magazine from 1826 
Through 1870" (Unpublished Master's Thesis, Texas 
Technological College, Lubbock, 1948). 
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of English Literature and British and American Authors, 

and the Dictionary of Anonymous and Pseudonymous English 

Literature, the lists of new publications found in 

Blackwood's Magazine* the Gentleman's Magazine, and the 

Edinburgh and Quarterly Reviews v;ere found most useful. 

Information relative to British men and v;omen con

temporary v/ith Croly has been derived from D.N.B. unless 

otherwise specified; information concerning the many 

Continental historical figures to whom Croly alluded has 

been derived from Rose's New General Biographical Dictionary 

in most instances. The most frequently employed sources of 

information pertaining to conteirporary political and histori

cal events are Hansard's Parliamentary Debates, the Annual 

Register, and that section of the Gentleman's Magazine de

voted to "Domestic Occurrences." The key to the identifica

tion of newspapers ?/as supplied by the Tercentenary Handlist 

of English ana Welsh Newspapers; 1620-1920, and the Union 

List of Serials. Information relative to periodicals has 

come from many sources, the most important of which was 

Walter Graham's English Literary Periodicals. 

Extremely useful in supplying leads to sources of in

formation have been the many luipublished theses and disserta

tions dealing with Blackwood material which have been written 

at Texas Technological College under the supervision of 

Professor A. L. Strout. Chief among these were the volu

minous master's thesis of Ann Kersey Cooke (''Maginn-Blackwood 

Correspondence"), and the doctoral dissertations of Sstus 
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Cantrell Polk ("The Letters of Alaric Alexander V/stts from 

the Blackwood Papers in the National Library of Scotland") 

and Eugene A. Nolte ("The Letters of David Macbeth Nloir to 

William Blackwood and His Sons in the national Library of 

Scotland"). 



THE LETTERS OF GEORGE CROLY TO WILLIAM 

BLACKWOOD AND HIS SONS 



LETTER 1 

London Novr 7 1820 

8 Michael's Place 

Brampton 

Sir 

I have received no 43 of the Magazine & am much ob

liged for it & the very graceful 8t very lenient criticism on 

the Angel of the World.-̂  As to prose Contributions—it will 

give me pleasure to take any share in assisting the principles 

which your valuable work supports—if it were no more than to 

give the testimony of an individual to the fitness cc impor

tance of making a general literary stand against the sickening 

& insolent charlatanism that is making the name of patriotism 

synonimous [sic] with that of profligate imposture. But I am 

for the moment busy about a work in Divinity of which I shall 

shortly trouble you to insert a notice. It is a Commentary 
2 

on the Apocalypse. 

I hope however to send you in time for this months 

Magazine—a sketch of the state of affairs here.'̂  The pub

lic mind on the Queen's trial—etc. I am one of those who 

perfectly believe her guilty. 

•̂  "The Angel of the World, &c" (B.M., October, 1820), 
by J. G. Lockhart, was a review of Croly's volume of poetry 
of the same name. 

The Apocal.ypse of St. John (London, 1827). 

^ Probably "On Domestic Politics" or "The Queen's 
Trial," both of which appeared in B.M. of November, 1820. 
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In the critique on the Angel of the World, for which 

I wish again to thank the eloquent writer—there was some 

mention of "Specimens of the Modern Poets""^—I have had for 

sometime no intention of attempting that work. The idea v/as 

accidentally thrown out by a projecting friend of mine—s& I 

was urged by the strong inducements that publishers have in 

their power—to adopt it. But on a slight consideration it 

appeared to me so likely to be productive of pique & per

sonality if it was written in the spiri[t of] truth—that I 

declined it altogether. On your next visit to London I 

hope to have the pleasure of meeting you. May I beg that 

my name may not be mentioned as among your contributors. 

This is merely for convenience. 

[George Croly] 

LETTER 2 

8 îichaels Place 

Brampton 

Nov. 17—D.820] 

Dear Sir 

I regret that I did not know at an earlier time—the 

period of your making up the Magazine. I have written the 

^ Lockhart had written, "We observe that he has in 
the press, 'Specimens of the living English Poets,' on the 
plan of Mr. Campbell's work; and from the pov̂ er of thought 
and the acciiracy of taste displayed in the present volume, 
we are inclined to augur very highly of his success in this 
bold attempt" ("The Angel of the World," B.M., October, 1820, 
p. 26). Oroly later brought out Beauties of the English 
R>ets (London, 1828). 



enclosed in a great hurry to take the chance of its being 

in time. If it should not—let me have it again, &. 1 will 

make a better thing of it—for it is merely scribbled. It 

would be well of course that something of the kind should be 

inserted if it could be done so close on the end of the in

vestigation. But I repeat—if this article is too late let 

me have it^—it may be much enlarged—& revised. 

I am much obliged by what you offer for the publicity 

of "The Apocalypse"^—^which will be ready I think about 

Feby—^next. 

I am truly yrs 

G Croly 

LETTER 5 

London Deer 5.—[1820] 

8 Michaels Place— 

Branpton 

Dear Sir 

I am glad the article on the Queen reached you in 

time^—& obliged by your polite expressions on it 8c by the 

Magazine & by the order—which was more than punctual. I 

see the article has been quoted in the New Times ^ Morning 

^ "The Queen's Trial," B.M.* November, 1820. 

2 
The Apocal.ypse of St. John (London, 1827). 

^ "The Queen's Trial," B<JI., November, 1820. 
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Post of today. This has been without my knowing any thine of 

the matter. Your period of receiving those articles, niuLt 

as I conceive, be deferred in general till about the 

fifteenth—(as the latest titie you can allow)—as the later 

the article the more likely it is to contain available in

telligence. A friend of mine here, a Mr. Gent"^—a very 

amiable Sb pleasant man has lately published some poems—of 

which—v/ill you have the goodness to let me send a slight 

critique (within a few days). 

You see Barr;̂  Cornwall has presented a tragedy. I 

have, two days since, sent in one—on a fine subject—& I 

think the best thing of any kind that I have dcne."̂  Of 

this—if it is accepted—you shall hear all that I have to 

tell. But, for the present, I wish the matter to be a pro

found secret—as my Toryism is more known among the smaller 

politicians than I could desire or expect, & the play would 

be hissed for the sake of the party. 

Your Editor's addition to the article cn the Queen, 

was what I could have wished to have added to it myself. It 

was extremely well done—at once strong & delicate. But 

there is no doubt of her harlotry—& the pilgrimage to St 

Paul's leaves no doubt of her determining to outface all 

Croly probably wrote the review, "Thomas Gent's 
Poems" (B.M., January, 1821). 

^ Croly must be referring to Mirandola; A Tragedy, 
although this play was not staged \mtil the following month, 
January of 1821. Barry Cornwall was the pseudonym of Bryan 
Waller Procter. 

5 Catiline; A Tragedy in Five Acts (London, 1822). 

file:///mtil
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decency & lend herself to every fierce (x desperate purpose 

of the Rabble. 

In futtire—perhaps it will be more convenient—for 

the proper purpose of distinguishing the Editors peculiar 

remarks from those [of] the Correspondent—to let some 

signature remain, & affix the remarks below the signature. 

This saves us both from mingling opinions, which tho' they 

agree perfectly in the present instance—might, by possi

bility, differ at another time. Let me know what is your 

latest time for receiving communications (or rather on what 

day of the month—I should send to you—I am not sure that 

I shall write this month—tho it is rather probable that I 

shall. 

Believe me dear Sir 

Truly Yrs 

G Croly 

LETTER 4 

London—Jany 2—[1821] 

8 Michael's Place 

Brampton 

My dear Sir 

I have to acknowledge your letter of the 29th—ult— 

with its enclosure & the Magazine for all which I am much 

indebted. The Magazine seems (with the exception of the 

Domestic Politics of course, very clever). But as you 

Croly refers to his own "On Domestic Politics," 
which appeared in B.M. of December, 1820. 
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observe, too much attention cannot be paid to it at this 

moment for there is certainly a great struggle on the part 

of the Rivals to whom your success has shown the way. 

I am not much in the Secret of those publications— 

but they express themselves determined to beat the top of 

the wheel—if labotir & expenditure can do it. Colbum, as 

the latest in the field—is resolute as to sweeping all be

fore him by money—& the expense of his Magazine for this 

Month has been boundless. I am glad you think well of the 

article on Domestic Politics—^but there is a great deal of 

good nature in your so thinking—for, many other deficiencies 

that strike myself as forcibly as any one else—I find that 

(probably from the hiirry of the Mss)—a multitude of errors 

have made their way into the printing, 8c if you have no ob

jection I shall send an erratijua for the next No. I hope to 

be able to send you an article on Domestic Politics not of 

th 
much length (to reach you by the 15 ). The subject ought 

to be sustained—^but I am full of preparation for publishing 

The Second Part of Paris which m[ay] I trouble you to put 

in your Monthly Annoimcement. I think it will be ready in 

about three weeks—Sc less fierce & more picturesque than the 

former part—^which nearly died—^by 1 think bad nursing, & I 

^ Henry Colbum (d. 1855) brought out the first copy 
of the New Monthly Magazine in 1814, the Literary Gazette in 
1817. The reference, however, is probably to the former 
with which he was more intimately connected. 

^ Paris in 1813* Part II (London, 1821). Paris in 
1813, Part i was published in London in 1817. 
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must try to bring it round again. I know your work cannot 

be in high odor with the Whigs. But I wish to have some 

notice of "The Angel of the World etc" in the Edinburgh 

Review. I do not—of course know on what terms you may 

personally be with its writers—or how far you may be able 

to make them do what you want—& very seriously request that 

you may not put yourself to any inconvenience on the subject. 

But the Review still holds an important influence with the 

public. Barry Cornwall has already with his usual adroitness 

found his way into it—& it certainly ought to be made serv

iceable provided that can be done without compromising one's 

personal propriety, & honorable feeling. 

I wish you the compliments of the season & am 

Truly yrs 

G Croly 

LETTER 5 

Jany 14—[1821] 

8 Michaels Place 

Brampton 

My dear Sir— 

I send this to the mail tonight—& hope it may reach 

you in time. The association to which it alludes has been 

^ See Letters 5 and 6 for the basis of Croly's some
what ill-natured remark concerning Procter. See also 
Lockhart's "The Angel of the World" (cited in Letter 1) for 
the shrewd criticism of the literary abilities of Croly and 
Procter respectively. 
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but just formed & is likely to be extremely important. The 

lists of members are, I am told, strong, & I know that there 

are more members than will have their names published—from 

reluctance to undergo popular offence. I believe its dis

cussion may be of some service to your work—as nothing on 

the subject has yet appeared but the Declaration."^ 

I presume you have seen the panegyrics on Procter's 
2 

tragedy in the papers. Between ourselves, co I beg that the 

opinion may go no farther, they are all grossly exaggerated. 

On the stage it seemed to me among the heaviest performances 

imaginable—totally without incident, & altogether languid. 

The actors laboured diligently, but it hung upon them, & its 

further performance, beyond a few nights, depends upon the 

exigencies of the Stage. As a poem you can judge for your

self—but it seems to have the characters of his usual style, 

it is pretty but without power. I must soon try whether I 

cannot be accepted. If not I publish at once—& you shall of 

course have an early copy. I am not dissatisfied with 

Procter's comparative failure, for we have had some trivial 

discontents with each other about our plays—& so you must 

take my opinion of his with the due allowances for malevo

lence .^ Say nothing of my tragedy—which is on the subject 

•̂  See Croly's "On Domestic Politics" in B.M. of 
January, 1821. 

^ Mirandola; A Tragedy, which enjoyed a sixteen-night 
run. 

^ But see Letter 26 for proof of Croly's generosity to 
a rival unable to defend himself. 
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of "Catiline, I may yet trouble you for a previous notice of 

it. But the puffing that preceded & has followed Procter's 

play has set half the Town laughing. May I beg of you to 

mention among your notices of books coming out "Paris in 

1815. 8 poem by the Revd. G Croly—the 2^ part."̂  It will be 

out in about 3 weeks. 

Truly yrs 

G Croly 

LETTER 6 ' 

[January 15 or later, 1821] 

Uy dear Sir 

On second thought—about the Tragedy, of which you had 

the kindness to mention that you would announce. I wish it 

to [be] done—in this Month if you can—& something in the 

style of the enclosed. Your politeness might lead you to say 

something laudatory of the writer—but may I beg particularly 

that this may be avoided. The praise of the Subject—& cer

tainly nothing in history affords a finer one—^must be kept 

entirely clear of the name of the author. It will (I am not 

sure be played—for Managers are not to be relied on) but if 
2 

not i)layed it will be published speedily. 

[George Croly] 

^ Paris in 1815, Part II (London, 1821). 

p 
Catiline (London, 1822) was not played at this time 

(See Letters 27 and 28). 
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LETTER 7 

Feby 5—[1821] 

8 Michaels Place 

Brampton, London 

My dear Sir 

I am glad you Sc your friends think those essays 

siiitable to your work & the Time. I hope to be able to 

send, (by the 12—) another on the general subjects of the 

session. 

I am much indebted for your polite offers relative 

to the "poems etc that I am about to publish —but I beg, 

once for all, tViat you may not put yourself to any incon

venience relative to them. I by no means consider that our 

intercourse in matters of Politics should warrant any claim 

on your pages in other matters. 

The notice of Catiline was just what was desirable."^ 

The puffing to which you allude, is as you observe, un-
4 

worthy of a gentleman. Apropos, the individual in question 

has I am afraid been a little too free in disclosing his 

knowledge of your arrangements, for his coterie already know 

by whom the "articles on Domestic Politics" are written. 

^ "Meeting of Parliament," B.M., February, 1821. 

^ Paris in 1813, Part II (London, 1821). 

^ B.M., VIII (January, 1821), p. 468. Catiline is the 
first item listed in "Works Preparing for Publication." 

4 
Barry Cornwall. 
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They could have known it only thro him. There may be some 

excuse for this, as he could know it only from his acquaint

ance with my writing—for I did not mention it to him. 

Still, the matter is ungenerous & unfaithful, as he had pre

viously been informed of our intercourse. But the fact is, 

that he appears (to me) ready to sacrifice everything to the 

paltry object of getting his poems puffed in all & any di

rections. This has partially succeeded for the mere force 

of newspaper panegyric first brought his play on the stage— 

& still keeps it up. Yet nothing can be feebler than 

Mirandola. It plays with a resistless heaviness. As author

ship, it is looked on here as extremely meagre. Observe the 

plot. The Duke's sister plots to have the throne by succes

sion for her son—& her first object is to break off the 

marriage of G[uido] the Duke's bastard son—who could not 

inh[erit] &. she is to further her object by making the Duke 

marry his son's fair one—by whom the Duke a man in the vigor 

of life might of course have a dozen children. Throughout 

the play, the father speaks under the constant impression of 

an incestuous love between his wife 8c son—& shoots the son 

under the declarations of his belief that the act has been 

committed* a very disgusting ^ frightful conception for the 

stage. The letters which are to clear up the son's innocence— 

merely relate to his attachments before the marriage—3c if 

their discovery could have any effect, it ought to be that 

of enflaming the father's suspicions. The poetry is made up 

of oh's & indeeds, & all kinds of baby language—interjections 
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serve for everything. Catiline will probably be published 

in the beginning of March—& if so, Paris will not appear 

till April—that they might not come too close on each other. 

This is the publisher's wisdom. I wish Warren^ was among 

your agents. He is diligent, civil, attentive >. will be 

prosperous. 

Truly yrs G Croly 

Thanks for the Magazine. I find but one misprint—page 446— 

line 12 for raiments—read remnants. 

LETTER 8 

London April 2—[1821] 

8 Michael's Place 

Brampton 

dear Sir— 

I have to thank you for the early arrival of the 

;azine, which appears to me a very interesting perfonnance, 

very various & full of matter of immediate application. The 

fault of the Magazines here—seems to be their v/andering into 

subjects that have nothing in common with the feelings or ob

jects of the day. I am of course gratified by your polite 

language relative to the paper on the King^—which, if it 

John Warren, publisher, failed in late 1821 (P. P. 
Howe, The Life of William Hazlitt [London, 1928], pp. 555-336) 

^ "On Domestic Politics," B.M., January, 1821. 

^ "The Warder. No. VIII. The King," B.M., March, 
1821. 
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should seem expedient for particular p\irposes of mine here, 

to throw into the shape of a pamphlet with an acknowledgment 

of the work from which it was adapted. I beg your permis

sion to publish. It must have some alterations & additions. 

I hope to be able to continue those letters —8c you may 

give them any head you please. My eyes have been lately 

feeble, & if I should be obliged to let them rest for a 

month you shall hear from me before the 12^. 
2 

Paris will be sent to you in a few days. It will be 

published on Monday next. The new editor of Baldwin's 

Magazine"^—^an old University friend of mine—asked me to give 

him a few lines of it—^which I did—on the presumption that 

it would have been published time enough before the end of 

the month to send it to you. The printers—however have de

lays of their own not easily anticipated. 

Believe me dear Sir 

Truly yrs 

G Croly 

Possibly a reference to "A Letter From the Man in 
the Moon" (B.M., March, 1821) and "A Second Letter From the 
Man in the loon" (B.M., April, 1821). Authorship, however, 
cannot be definitely attributed to Croly. 

^ Paris in 1813, Part II (London, 1821). 

Baldwin's Magazine was a short-lived publication 
which for a time was edited by A. A. Watts. But Watts is 
not the new editor to whom Croly refers, and I am unable to 
identify the editor in question. This periodical, in
cidentally, does not appear to be that better known organ, 
the London Magazine, which was printed for Baldwin, Cradock, 
and Jay. 
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The Apocal.ypse will not appear I think before June. 

Do not trouble yourself to send drafts till they amount to 

ten pounds. 

LETTER 9 

London 8 Michaels Place 

Brampton 

April 9—[1821] 

My dear Sir 

I regret that I shall not be able to send you any 

contribution this month. I have had two troubles weak eyes, 

& the Catholic Question on which I have been forced to draw 

up some observations—which shall be sent to you as soon as 

they are published. I am a strong Anti Catholic. The prog-

ress of the Bill has surprised every one & tho it will prob

ably be thrown out tomorrow in the Lords—1 understand from 

sufficient authority that there is more than usual doubt 

upon the subject. The measure is altogether of the most 

menacing & perilous nature of any thing that has tried 

2 English wisdom since the Revolution. 

The Apocal.ypse of St. John (London, 1827). 

p 
The "Catholic Question" at this time revolved about 

two proposed measures of Catholic emancipation. The first 
bill opened all offices in the United Kingdom except those 
of Lord-Chancellor and Lord-Lieutenant of Ireland to Catholics 
and also exempted the latter from making a declaration against 
transubstantiation. The second bill exacted a number of 
guarantees from the Catholic clergy. Although Rome approved 
the two bills when combined in one, the Irish clergy declared 
them unacceptable, and the House of Lords threw the bill out. 
(Elie halevy, A History of the .̂ iglish People in the Nineteenth 
Century, II, The Liberal Awakening 1813-1830 [New York, 1949], 
150-1^5.) 
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Paris is not yet ready to go to you. I pres\2me it 

will be by tomorrow or Wednesday. The account in the 
2 

Literary Gazette was from the proofs. 

Believe me truly yrs 

G Croly 

Excuse my wafer. I write this at Warrens. 

LETTER 10 

Warren's—Bond St— 

11 April [1821] 

Hy dear Sir 

I send you this poem*̂  rough as it is. By tomorrow 

it would have had the additional comeliness of hot pressing, 

& a drab colored cover. But you will dispense with those 

things for a day—& for the sake of a day. 

I received Valerius on the evening of sending off 

my last letter (9-=== April). I have merely glanced over the 

first voltame-it struck me as a charming work, very new, 

picturesque & various. The time chosen—is happy—certainly 

the moment when the mere magnificence of power had reached 

1821). 

•^ Paris in 1813, Part II (London, 1821). 

^ Edited by the capable William Jerdan (1782-1869). 

^ Paris in 1813. Part II (London, 1821). 

^ J. G. Lockhart, Valerius. A Roman Story (Edinburgh, 
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it[s] highest exaltation. The earth has seen nothing like 

the proud & swelling glory of Rome imder Trajan. It looked 

like the triumph of the world marshaled in its consummate 

exaltation and stateliness to be placed in contrast with the 

lowliness of Christianity, & to be crushed & hidden by that 

truer & more essential glory. The moon wheeling on to the 

full, only to be thrown into eclipse. Nothing can be happier 

than this mixture of the picturesque Sc the probable by which 

the writer leads us thro the public and private habitudes of 

Rome. He has brought her stem & splendid profligates back 

into the number & rank of human beings. Valerius has re

claimed a great waste in the history of the human mind. The 

work must succeed. 

Yrs truly 

G Croly 

LETTER 11 

8 Michaels Place 

Brampton 

April 19~[1821] 

My dear Sir 

I received a few days since your letter with the order 

on Cadell & Co"̂  & am much obliged, but I beg of you always to 

observe your own convenience in those transactions. 

^ In 1816 William Blackwood became the Edinburgh agent 
of Cadell & Davies; in later years, Davies having died, 
Cadell and Company represented the Blackwoods in London. 
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Mr. Warren has no objection to your taking a part in 

the publication of the pamphlet on the King,"̂  & I think that 

your name must be of great service to the popular or rather 

the respectable acceptance of any such work. It will be 

published as soon as possible after the pamphlet on the 
2 

Catholic Question —which will be written in I suppose about 

a week. I am entirely against the further concession that 

would make the papists judges or, particularly, members of 

Parliament. The latter step I look on as infinitely formid

able to civil liberty—for Popery has been always a Tyrant— 

and its labor has been always to make freemen slaves. The 

protection of the English Church Establishment I consider as 

comparatively luiimportant—tho the institution seems to me 

admirably devised for its purpose as referred either to the 

maintenance of regular government, or a pure stock of reli

gion in so large a community as England—but the great point 

is the maintenance of protestantism—which strikes me as 

greatly essential to civil freedom &, religious truth. It 

might not however be politic in your valuable work to de

clare in the first instance too ardently for either side—& 

there is of course something to be alleged on the side of the 

"The Coronation. Observations on the Public Life 
of King George" (London, 1821). 

2 
Although Croly's works contain many fulminations 

against Catholicism, there is none extant published in 1821. 
The nearest would be Popery and the Popish Question which 
appeared in 1825. 
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Romanist*s desire for authority. I have to thank you for 

your offer of making some exertion on the subject of the 

trifles I have written with your friends in influence here. 

What I have done hitherto has been with but little view of 

the kind—but I can have no objection to a mitre more than 

those who have done as little. I was not aware that a set 

of the Magazine must be had. I beg of you not to put your

self to any trouble about it. I may find one here. I have 

heard Valerius very highly spoken of. It is an honorable 

evidence of research & talent. 

Believe me dear Sir 

Truly yrs G Croly 

LETTER 12 

8 Michaels r-l ace 

Brampton 

London May 7 [1821] 

My dear Sir— 

I intend sending to you on or before the 1 2 — (sent 

from this, it will arrive about the 15^)—an article, 

probably not very long. Public events have been unimpor

tant lately—but something may be said on Mr Lambtons 
^ 2 

motion of Reform—an absurd experiment of a saucy boy. 

^ Lockhart, Valerius. A Roman Story (Edinburgh, 1821). 

^ John George Lambton (1792-1840), first Earl of 
Durham, on April 17, 1821 brought forward his motion of par
liamentary reform. It was defeated by a majority of 12 in 
a small house on the day following. Lambton favored electoral 
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In a day or two the letter on the King^ will be given 

to the printers. It strikes me that it woiad be better not 

to mention anything of its fragment having been published 

in your work—as on looking over some of the previous articles 

the similitude of thought is so palpable that I should he set 

down for every article relating to the topic in the ..Magazine, 

& thus get more credit for authorship than I deserve. The 

Catholic pamphlet must wait. I had collected a great quan

tity of interesting materials—::: written a large portion of 

it—when the question suddenly sank, Zi is now z'^^^ down 

among the multitude of light & heavy thinss that whirl ?; are 

lost daily before the public here. But it will come up age in, 

early in the next year—unless the Catholics raise it before 

its time by a tumult. In all cases I am prepared for its 

rising. The idea of total emancipation is a desperate 8c head

long delusion. Catholicism in politics is despotism, [&] in 

religion, profanation. Your na[me] will be on the title page 

of the pamphlet on the King—a matter which must be much to 

its advantage. 

Believe me truly yrs G Croly 

districts, household suffrage, and triennial parliaments. 
The refoim aimed at was the representation of people, rather 
than that of interests, in parliament. See Croly's "On 
Parliamentary Reform" in B.M., May, 1821. 

^ "The Coronation. Observations on the Public Life 
of Kins George" (London, 1821). 

^ "The Warder. No. VIII. The King," B.i.:., ilarch, 
1821. 
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There is in "Paris in 1815) a brief poem in allusion to 3ir 

W. Scott —it was with some others published in the "Guardian." 

I wish that circumstance & connexion not to be mentioned for 

obvious reasons—but on the other hand—I wish the civility 

not to be thrown away if it can be delicately noticed. I 

have a high respect for Sir Walter, not more for his eminent 

abilities than for all that I hear of his benevolent & hon

orable principles public & private. 

LETTER 13 

London— May 20 [1821] 

8 Michaels Place 

Brampton 

My dear Sir— 

This letter goes with I believe a packet of the pam

phlet on the King.^ The time could not be more appropriate. 

I have inserted a line relative to your work—8c should have 

had no original hesitation about it, excepting that the let-

ter in the Magazine was under the head of the Warder — & as 

that head had been used for some time I was of course 

Paris in 1813 was published with a number of shorter 
poems. Croly*s reference is to the volume, not to the poem 
proper. Croly's Poetical Works, published in 1830, contains 
Paris in 1813 but not the poem to which Croly is here 
alludingi 

^ "The Coronation. Observations on the Public Life 
of King George" (London, 1821). 

^ "The Warder. No. VIII. The King," B.M., March, 
1821. 
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reluctant to take either the credit or the hostility which 

might have belonged to a stranger. This however I leave to 

your arrangement & discretion. Your knowledge of parties in 

Edinburgh allows of personal remarks, which at my remoteness 

I am not entitled, nor of course inclined to make. As to 

showing the poem on Sir W. Scott to him, I did not exactly 

mean to trouble you with any direct address to the individ

ual. It might look like soliciting a degree of notice from 

him, which cannot be necessary to me. My only meaning vjas, 

that when a civility had been paid—it might as well not be 

thrown away—& the most impersonal mode of making it known, 

seemed to be some allusion in your pages—at your leisure—. 
2 

As to criticisms I beg of you not to put yourself out of 

your way about them. I am of course obliged—& they are no 

doubt extremely serviceable to writers. But I by no means 

consider our intercourse as implying any kind of claim on 

your critical friends. I have been lately appointed one of 

King's associates of the Royal Society of Literature—there 

are but ten—& the whole matter is meant as an honor.^ But 

^ See Letter 12. 

^ Criticisms of Paris in 1813. Part II (London, 1821). 

^ The Royal Society of Literature was founded in 1823 
at the suggestion of Thomas Burgess, bishop of St. David's, 
under the pattonage of George IV. Pensions of 100 guineas 
were paid to each of the ten Royal Associates. Among the first 
ten Associates selected were Samuel Taylor Coleridge and 
Thomas Robert Malthus (Sir Paul Harvey, comp. and ed.. The 
Oxford Companion to English Literature [2nd ed.; Oxford, 
1937], p. 46fi). By the time the society was organized, plans 
had changed somewhat and Croly was a member of the Council 
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I don't wish this to be mentioned for a while. I am also 

one of the secretaries. Your connexion may be a powerful 

means of urging the pamphlet thro the Empire. 

Believe me truly 

Yrs 

G Croly 

LETTER 14 

8 Michael's Place 

Brampton— 

June 12—[1821] 

My dear Sir 

I send you a sketch of the only thing that interests 

anyone here at present. If the Coronation should tempt you 

to London, I hope you will find time to let me see you here. 

I should have written some observations on Valerius* 

for the New Times* ̂  tho those are things which I have very 

("Literary Intelligence," The Gentleman's Magazine, Jime, 
1823, p. 543). He therefore had a hand in tne nomination and 
election of Coleridge and Malthus ("Literary Intelligence," 
The Gentleman's Magazine, April, 1824, p. 356). 

1821). 

^ "The Coronation," B^M., June, 1821. 
2 
J* G* Lockhart, Valerius. A Roman Story (Edinburgh, 

^ Sir John Stoddart, William Hazlitt's brother-in-law, 
quarreled with Walters of the Times for whom he had worked 
in an editorial capacity* He started up the New Times, which 
was soon amalgamated with the Day (February 15, 1817), and the 
paper became known as the Day ana New Times. In 1818 the paper 
reverted to its original name, the New Times, and struggled 
along until 1828* During Stoddart's period of editorship, he 
was known as Dr* Slop. He probably severed connections with 
the paper in 1826 when he became a chief justice and justice 
of the vice-admiralty court in Malta* 
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rarely done—but I understood that a critique on it was al

ready in the printer*s hands, tho deferred by the crowd of 

advertisements &c which press at this season. 

Believe me truly yrs 

Croly G 

LETTER 15 

London 

8 Michael's Place 

Brampton 

July 9—[1821] 

My dear Sir 

There has been hitherto no public event of any impor

tance in the month, St I send you some observations on the 

King —They may seem rather highflown, but they are sincere. 

It has been the habit to talk of him carelessly, but he has 

made no public mistakes since his being in possession of 

authority—he has had a hard card to play, & while all the 

world has been suffering under the weakness or obstinacy of 

its kings. Here we are at leisure to think & act as we 

please—. There is something in all this, & we have a right 

to be grateful or at least not to abuse while matters go on 

as well as they do. 

Believe me truly yrs 

G Croly 

Apparently these observations did not receive edi
torial approbation; they did not appear in any subsequent 
issue. 
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The Queen*s acceptance of the pension shows of what paltry 

materials her advisers are made, & it is certainly to be 

regretted that so large a sum should be thrown away on a 

personage like her. But I did not wish to mix the circum

stance with observations exclusively directed to the King. 

Paris in 1815'̂  will be published about Tuesday next but 

this wj.ll not be I am afraid in time for you. It shall be 

sent however as soon as it appears. 

LETTER 16 

London July 15—1821 

8 Michaels Place 

Brampton 

My dear Sir 

This goes a day later than I had intended but my 

messenger missed the mail yesterday by five minutes which 

are as fatal as so many hours to those accurate men of whips 

& highways. I have given a passing sketch of the latter 
2 

part of the session of parlt. If I should be able to write 

to you diirmng the hot weather-^for it is possible that I may 

go into the country for a while I will probably send you 

some slight tales—or trifles of that kind. Pl)litics have 

perished for the season—& I am buried in theology. You 

^ Paris in 1813* Part II (London, 1821). 

^ "Parliament," B.M.. July, 1821. 

http://wj.ll
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shall have an early announcement of the work on the 

Revelations which will appear about October as I think & 

in which I conceive myself to have completely cleared up 

the difficulties. The whole will be in all probability a 

curious work. London is now all dust & dryness, & placards 

of the Coronation. 

Yrs truly 

G Croly 

LETTER 17 

8 Michael's Place 

Brampton 

London 

July 27—[1821] 

My dear Sir 

I have to acknowledge your letter of the 20 int & 

its enclosiire. The delay of the packet seems to have been 

the fault of the mail people. I had mentioned that it would 

th be sent off on the 12"=-. It was sent on that day to the 

Receiving Office in Piccadilly for the Mail office is in the 

heart of the city. It ought to have been with you by the 

16 at farthest. This shall be obviated next time. I have 

th 
understood from you that the 15^^ will be in good time. If 

it goes from the city on the 12 it will reach you on that 

The Apocalypse of St. John (London, 1827). 
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day. I am much indebted by your inquiries as to Catiline. 
2 I have been advised to keep it till Keen returns in 

November. The present Drury Lane Company are miserable in 

Tragedy• * All this matter is however to be aiî ong the secrets 

of authorship. The second part of ("Paris in 1815") is at 

press—but it will not be ready, I am afraid till the mid

dle of March. London printers are tardy. 

Believe me truly yrs 

G Croly 

LETTER 18 

London Augt 3—1821 

8 Michael's Place 

Brampton 

My dear Sir 
4 

I have many thanks to return for the "Legatees," & 

the "Annals"^ both very agreeable books, & from their natural 

1 Catiline; A Tragedy in Five Acts (London, 1822). 

^ Edmund Kean (1787-1833), a famous English actor, 
unrivaled in his day as a tragedian. 

^ Both the Drury Lane and Covent Garden companies were 
victims of their own disastrous "star" systems and their at
tempts to match the unlicensed companies spectacle for 
spectacle. Croly's stricture is justifiable. 

^ John Gait, The Ayrshire Legatees (Edinburgh, 1821). 
Appeared first serially in B̂ JŜ  

^ John Gait, Annals of the Parish (Edinburgh, 1821). 
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vigor & pleasant fidelity certain of taking a place among 

the books that live. The keenness of the Author's eye & 

the strength & (when he chooses) the elegance of his de

scriptions are pledges for his distinction when he shall be 

inclined to pass over the boundary of provincial manners, & 

travel thro general human nature. But you have sent me 

double copies of both works; of course I keep the duplicates 

uncut & at your disposal. But I will not return them with

out an equivalent in kind. You offered me I think sometime 

since a set of the Magazine. I declined it then, merely 

from some chance of having one here without troubling you. 

The chance has passed away & if you still have the set to 

spare it shall ornament my shelves. I am gratified by your 

finding that those parliamentary speculations answer the 

piirpose of your work, & peculiarly indebted by the zeal 3: 

friendliness of your note to the "great men." Things of this 

order are sometimes of valuable service, if it was no more 

than the frequent presentation of a man's name to eyes dis

tracted by the variety of public business Si the still greater 

variety of contending claims. But statesmen require in gen

eral some usefulness that comes closer to the heart & bosom 

of government than the well meant scribbling of obscure 

parsons longing after mitres. I beg you not to put yourself 

at anytime under anything like obligation for me. Your work 

has its weight, & the opinion of a man directing so powerful 

a public engine to manly & honorable piirposes ought to be 

listened to with attention—& I an obliged by your polite

ness on this occasion. 
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I am at present much engaged in the work on the 

Apocalypse — & afraid that I cannot send you anything this 

month. My eyes are feeble ^ I must husband them. 

Believe me truly yrs 

G Croly 

LETTER 19 

Nov. 10 [1821]^ 

8 Michael's Place 

Brampton 

My dear Sir 

I will send you a Review of "Rouge & Noir"^ a clever 

thing & one of I believe your publications—so as to reach 

you by the 16 . I had intended to write one of Valerius — 

but had lent my own copy—& must wait some days before I can 

get another. It shall, however go—unless some unexpected 

matter arises. I have to acknowledge your letter with the 

order. 

^ to curtailing the trifles I write—you are perfectly 

welcome. Never suffer any thing to appear of which you do not 

page, 

The Apocal.ypse of St. John (London, 1827). 

Letter 19 is a fragment, consisting of but a single 

^ "Rouge et Noir, a Poem" (B.M., November, 1821) is 
a review of Lt. Col. William Read's^ouge et Noir (London, 
1821). 

4 
Lockhart*s novel. 
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altogether approve. I of course dislike additions as, by 

some accident or other—a writers contributions are generally 

known in the long run—& he thus becomes liable for matters 

with which he has been only partially engaged. 

Don't allow your laughers to throw in my name to as

sist their good humor. When a work is reviewed—criticism 

is allowable because the critic must substantiate his opinions 

by his facts—; But sneering answers no purpose—except to 

offend. Your contributor in his comparisons of poets to 

clouds forces in my name unnecessarily.^ I don't wish this 

to be repeated to him. But I rely on your preventing any 

general & useless introduction of me in future. 

LETTER 20 

12^^ Novr [1821] 

My dear Sir 

The enclosed was written a day or two since—but 

written too late for post. 

I take it for granted that you have the poem on which 
2 

the Review is written. If not—keep the Review. The 

"Meteorological Observations Extraordinary," by R. F. 
St. Barbe. The passage to which Croly objects and to which 
he seems unduly sensitive is in part as follows: "Montgomery's, 
Milman's, Croly's, Maturin's, and Shelley's productions, rose 
into cumulostrati [sic], or twain-clouds, which are described 
as being top-heavy, and apt to degenerate into nimbi, or posi
tively rainy clouds. . . . Milman's part of the cloud was 
rather overbeetling and stiff in figure, but a magnificent ap
parition notwithstanding; and I made no doubt that his and 
Croly's would devolve at last into something nearer to the 
nature cumulus, which is the true fine-weather harbinger and 
exponent" (October, 1821, X, 268). 

2 Probably "Rouge et Noir, a Poem," B^., November, 1821. 
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extracts shall be sent to you. There is nothing talked of 

or thought of here—nor will be till the meeting of 

parliament. 

Truly yrs 

G C 

LETTER 21 

8 Michaels xlace 

Deer 4 [1821] Brampton 

Hy dear Sir 

I have only a moment to say that I will send you in 

two or three days—some account of Shelley's poem on the 

death of Keats —the blossom of the Cockneys—& something 

on the Memoirs of the Kitcat club —^a book which is making 

some noise here—with one or two squibs—on local matters—& 

in the course of the month something on Valerius* if possible. 

"Remarks on Shelley's Adonais," B.M., December, 
1821. 

^ "The Kit-Kat Club" (B.M., February, 1822) is a re
view of James Caulfield's edition of the Memoirs of the 
Celebrated Persons Composing the Kit-Cat Club* With a 
prefatory Account of the Origin of the Association (London, 
1821)• The forty-eight portraits which accompany the text 
are by Sir Godfrey Kneller who, incidentally, is listed in 
the British Muiseum Catalogue of Printed Books as the author 
of the work. It is strange that Croly should have been in 
error regarding the editorship (See Letter 22). 

^ "Lockhart's Valerius" (B.M.. January, 1822) was 
probably written by Croly. 
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Can I not know the author's name—privately. If he should 

come to town—I should be glad to have some knowledge of 

him. I»et all these communications be secret! 

Truly yrs 

G C 

LETTER 22 

Deer 11 [1821] 

My dear Sir— 

Your communication relative to the novel shall be 

safe. It is a fine work—but the subject is too remote for 

the mob who make the success of novels. It must however I 

should think make its way. The writer should come more to 

our own times. You shall have something on the work when I 

can. Shelley's poem is not to be had but in this newspaper-

twin copies was [sic] to have been sent to his friends. I 

perfectly believe him to be a heartless & hopeless scoundrel. 

^^® Kit Cat book has been compiled by Watts.^ I am 

anxious to be of some service to it. It is an amusing 

Croly is probably referring to an answer to his 
query concerning the authorship of Valerius in Letter 21. 

^ "Adonais." 

^ Alaric Alexander Watts (1797-1864) was a minor poet, 
prolific journalist, and occasional contributor to B.M. 
(See E.. C. Polk, "The Letters of Alaric Alexander ivatts 
From the Blackwood Papers in the National Library of Scotland." 
Unpublished Doctoral Dissertation, Texas Technological 
College, Lubbock, 1952). 
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compilation & has had I am told a very rapid sale—large as 

its price is—four guineas! The plates are mere outlines. 

The Essay on Music^ was by a friend of mine. Insert 

it or not just as you find it convenient. But if you in

sert it—mention what you allow for it—or if not send me a 

note (separate) declining it—that may be returned to him 

with the mss. 

Truly yrs 

G Croly 

I hope you will be able to introdu[ce] the specimens from 

the Kit Cat.^ 

LETTER 23 

London—Jany 5—[1822] 

8 Michael's Place 

Brampton 

My dear Sir 

^^^ shall have some observations on Valerius^ for 

this month—& if I can, they shall go by your packet from 

Apparently this essay was not accepted for publica
tion; at any rate, we hear no more of it. The friend, un
identified, may be the unidentified "foreign friend" who 
submitted the "Memoir of Rossini the Composer" (October, 
1822) through Croly* (See Letters 32 and 36). 

^ "The Kit-Kat Club," BJ£., Febmary, 1822. 

^ "Lockhart's Valerius," B^., January, 1822. 
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Cadell^ The work deserves high praise—but its being pub

lished in your name will perhaps make it proper to restrain 

all that looks like the panegyric which I am honestly inclined 

to give. 

I wish you may insert the article on the Kit cat Club 

in your next no. I will enclose one or two further in

teresting extracts. The Book is already popular I am told. 

The last two Magazines are extremely good—^very various, 

lively & suited to the time. 

Catiline a Tragic Drama is about to be published. 

I suppose it will be out in about 3 weeks. The work on the 

"Apocalypse"^ is nearly finished. It will be brief—I think 

a thin octavo—its title will be "The Revolutions of Empire 

illustrated by Christian prophecy—being a new Interpretation 

of the Apocalypse" by &cc—I think it will satisfy the doubts 

which have gathered so largely on the subject. I give you a 

statement of the points which I am fully satisfied that I 

have cleared & they are very important points to the Christian 

world at this time. You may insert the abstract that follows. 

(I am perfectly convinced that I am right.) 

The Revolutions of Empire &cc in this work—by a new 

8c simgple arrangement & comparison of the chapters—the Author 

^ "The Kit-Kat Club," B.M., Febmary, 1822. 

^ Catiline; A Tragedy in Five Acts (London, 1822). 

5 The Apocal.ypse of St. John (London, 1827). 
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has established the coincidence of the prophecy with all the 

more eminent events of civil history down to the present 

day. 

1 The prediction of the papacy from its assumption 

of temporal power to its supremacy in the thirteenth century 

& from that to the French Revolution. 

2 The French Revolution in a remarkably detailed 

prophecy hitherto totally unapplied. 

3 The Nature of the "Witnesses" a their history, 

demonstrated. 

4 The diffusion of the Scriptures in the present day 

demonstrated. 

5 ^he number of the Beast "666" demonstrated. 

6 The near approach of some tremendous & sanquinary 

convulsion of Society, in which popery & paganism are to ex

pire, which is to be followed by the "Day of Judgment"—which 

is to be followed by the Conversion of the Jews Sb pagans— 

which is to be followed by the period of the reign of God 

on Earth—the Millennium. 

I have to thank you for Lindsay [sic] & the American 

history. Lindsay is a poet 8c his work contains passages of 

David Lyndsay, an occasional contributor to E.ig. 
whose major work. Dramas of the Ancient World, was favorably 
received in Maga (ttohn Wilson [?], "Lyndsay's Dramas of the 
Ancient WorlST̂ '̂ B.It.. December, 1821). 
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very striking elegance & harmony. The Biography is spirited 

simple & probable. 

Yrs 

Croly G 

LETTER 24 

Feby 13—[1822] 

My dear Sir 

This was to have gone to you last night but was im

peded by an accident. The Spanish tale^ shall be sent by 

the end of the month—& I hope Catiline will then be out of 

the printer's hands—. 

Truly yrs. 

GC— 

in haste 

1 regret the trouble you will have in decyphering my pages— 

but I have been obliged to write it in a great hurry, i had 

no time either to make it wiser or write it more clearly. 

Apparently, Croly is here using the terms [American] 
history and biography interchangeably. The work to which he 
is probably referring is Alexander Graydon's Memoirs of a 
Life Chiefly Passed in Pennsylvania, Within the Last Sixty 
lears which John Gait edited and Blackwood published in 
1822. The work was originally published in Harrisburg, 
Pennsylvania in 1811. 

^ "A Spanish Tale," B.M., April, 1822. 
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LETTER 25 

March 5—[1822] 

8 Michael's rlace 

Brampton 

My dear Sir 

1 
I send you a long story which grew upon my original 

intention of sending you three or four pages. I have been 

obliged to write it all full speed & I am afraid you will 

find some difficulty in decyphering it. However when you 

cannot make sense of the mss—I beg you to make sense for it. 

If this answers your purpose I may send you some more in 

other styles & of other nations. I wish not to be known to 

have written this—8c indeed in general except where an ad

vantageous result seems in view I wish my name not to be 

mentioned. 

I can say nothing yet as to Domestic politics—^nothing 

has hitherto occurred, tho' if you feel a regular notice of 

that kind useful to you, I feel too much interest in your 

work not to promote it as far as in my moderate power. I am 
2 ^ 

much obliged by the Adam Blair & Nodier-^—the latter is a 

lively little manual—^well put together—tho rather extrav

agant & more complimentary to the glens & mountains of your 

^ "A Spanish Tale," BJ^., April, 1822. 

^ J. G. Lockhart, Adam Blair (Edinburgh, 1822) 

^ Charles Nodier, Promenade From Dieppe to the 
Mountains of Scotland (Edinburgh, lii'dd). 
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Country than to its people. But he passed like a meteor & 

has left no trace of himself but a tale. Adam Blair seems 

a very clever performance, eloquent language, manly senti

ment—^natural description. But it has probably suggested 

itself to you that the conduct of the story involves xmneces-

sary & repulsive offence. Whether a Scottish parson is al

lowed to be capable of so worldly a sentiment as love—I 

cannot say, but if he should be—it seems probable that his 

commission of a gross crime is a gratuitous heightening of 

the wildness, despair & impatient, incurable misery in which 

an ardent spirit may be plunged by two headlong a submission 

to even the noble impulses of human feeling—of which Love 

may be the noblest. The author has fine faculties for novel 

writing—& his work contains passages where vigorous reason 

is delightfully combined with romantic beauty, like Homer's 

Minerva in the purple robe 8c the sandals flowered with gold; 

but Adam Blair ought not to have committed the vulgar of

fence of vulgar licentiousness. He might have loved St 

struggled, 8c withered away till he perished before men's 

eyes like the wanning moon, but like it to the last pure, 

bright St sublime. 

Catiline will not be out for nearly a fortnight—the 

press is tardy. I am transcribing the prophecies — i I 

^ The Apocal.ypse of St. John (London, 1827). 
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think they will be ready at no distance after. 

Yrs truly 

G Croly 

You will find a little introduction to the Spanish Tale— 

No> 1 & 2. 

LETTER 26 

March 29—[1822] 

My dear Sir 

You will have the goodness to look to the printing of 

this lovestory^ [sic] & decide whether the Spanish names are 

to be all in Italic. I began marking them, but grew tired. 

th By the 8 I will tell you whether I shall send a political 

paper—nothing has hitherto occurred. I like your last No 

received this day (extremely). But let me make it, as a 

personal request—that you allow Procter to be molested no 

more^—at least till he is able to bear it. He is a miserable 

invalid nervously sensitive at all times—& I believe danger

ously so now. I have not seen him for a vast length of time. 

But when I last heard of him he was prohibited by the physi

cians from writing—& I am afraid the poor fellow (& he is a 

^ "A Spanish Tale," BJ{., April, 1822. 

^ The "Noctes Ambrosianae.No. I," by J. G. Lockhart 
(and possibly William Ivlaginn), contained an excoriating 
criticism of Mirandola in particular and Procter in general 
See Letters 5 and 7 for Croly's own condemnation of the 
play. 
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clever & gentle fellow after all) is in a declining state. 

It would gratify me greatly if you could find some oppor

tunity to say, gaily or gravely, some civil thing about him. 

I do not press this upon you however. But I hope there will 

^e ^^ more ridicule—at least till he recovers. There are 

a dozen literary ruffians, who deserve your lash & can bear 

it thro mere callousness—^mean, malignant low lived & low 

tongu[ed]. To expose such men, to cut them close by the 

root, is a public service. But Barry Comwall must be let 

alone—till I give you intelligence that he has rode out 

hunting— 

Truly yrs 

G Croly 

LETTER 27 

April ^1—[1822] 8 Michael's Place 

Brampton 

My dear Sir 

By a parcel which goes tomorrow from Messrs Hursts 

&c to Edinburgh. You will receive a copy of Catiline 

(which is published only partially on that day). I believe 

I mentioned to you that it had been offered to Covent Garden 

Hurst, Robinson, & Co. which was involved with 
Scott and Ballantyne and which failed with them in 1826. 

2 
Covent Garden and Drury Lane were the two licensed 

theatres of that time (See Letter 17, footnote 3). 
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& refused. I subsequently ascertained that mere criticism 

had but Uttle to do with the decision. The fact was that 

cowardice answered the purpose. The finances were in such 

disorder, a disorder which has since produced Harris's 

resignation —that all experiments attended with the most 

trivial hazard were to be avoided. The only things that had 

sustained the treasury were melodramas. Their tragedies had 

merely lived—& Tragedy was in distaste &cc. My idea was of 

a different order—Si I could have pladged myself that any 

Tragedy which with sufficient variety & show of Stage pomp, 

connected an interesting Subject & some truth & vigor of 

character must be a novelty & a successful one. I mention 

all this however—in perfect confidence. & you will let 

nothing be said of it. The Tragedy now comes forward to 

make its way merely as a Dramatic work—capable of being 

adapted for the Stage, by diminishing the length of the Scenes 

& the Speeches 2-xc. The miscellaneous poems are chiefly new. 

th 
I hope to be able to send you about the 12-^ a short article— 

75 4 

on the usual subject."^ Many thanks for "Conduct is fate" 

Croly is probably speaking of Thomas Harris who 
managed the Covent Garden theatre from 1774 imtil his death 
in 1820. Harris was frequently accused of sacrificing theatre 
to spectacle; however this may be, he was liberal to actors 
and thus procured the best available. 

2 
The play was later adapted by H. M. Milner as 

Catiline, the Roman Traitor (London, 1827). 

^ This was "Domestic Politics" which appeared in B.M. 
of April, 1822. 

^ Lady C. M. Btiry, Conduct is Fate (Edinburgh, 1822). 
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over which I have been lost [?] to cast a look—it seems 

very intelligent Ss interesting. 

Believe me truly yrs 

G Croly 

LETTER 28 

April 10—[1822] 

My dear Sir 

There is nothing of peculiar importance in parlia

ment. Wyatts monumental affair is the most interesting topic 

out of doors, 8c it has been much thought & talked about. 

I have taken some trouble with it from a sense of the extreme 

injustice of the opposition set up against it. I wish, if 

you have room, that you would publish the printed document 
p 

1 send you. It will be of service to him—8c I think, in 

the result, of service to your objects. He is perfectly in 

th 
the right. Yours of the 6 has come. Has Constable sent 

^ Matthew Cotes Wyatt (1777-1862) was the son of James 
Wyatt, the celebrated architect of King George III. Alatthew, 
who had sculptiired the cenotaph of the Princess Charlotte 
after her death, obtained the consent of the royal family to 
design a monument in honor of the deceased George III and to 
raise a public subscription for that purpose. After the list 
of subscribers was formed, someone urged on the present king 
that the monument should be an object of rivalry among 
British artists. The business was brought to the attention 
of the subscribers at a called meeting and was decided in 
favor of Wyatt. 

^ In the "On Domestic Politics" which appeared in B^, 
of April, 1822, Croly devoted by far the greater part of 
the article to the Wyatt affair. 
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you Catiline. In any remarks you make—I wish its suitable> 

ness to the Sta^e (which I think tme) to be remarked. 
Yrs 

G C 

LETTER 29 

July 1—[1822] 8 Michael's Place 

Brampton— 

My dear Sir— 

I have received the Magazine & the previous Extract— 

for both of lOiich I am much obliged. Your present No. seems 

to me the most striking & happily arranged of any even of 

yours. It certainly throws the other periodical works to an 

immense distance, by its liveliness, originality & what is 

of still more importance to a rapid publication of this kind— 

by its seizing on the features of the time in their freshness 

& prominence. The generality of the other Magazines Sbcc seem 

to be raking among last Summer's weeds. 

I am much indebted to the critic of Catiline. His 

review is a vivid, clear 8c eloquent exposition of his 

opinions—with which I can have no inclination to find fault 

even where they differ from my own. In fact, we differ but 

little^—the introduction of a Moor & a Greek in place of a 

^ Catiline; A Tragedy in Five Acts (London, 1822). 

^ John Wilson [?], "Croly's Catiline," B.M., June, 
1822. 
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pair of Romans—^was vn.th reference to the otage. 'lacready^ 

shines most in a blackface ck a turban—% Miss Foote^ is 

intolerable but when she is half nude Sc hung about with 

chaplets & lyres. This reason may seem rather trivial. But 

on the Stage so much depends on the more trivial things in 

writing. That quoad Covent Garden I was right—tho quoad— 

Criticism & closets I was unquestionably wrong. Curius & 

Fulvia—the dissolute noble, with the high flavored luxury 

of patricianism on him, his occasional glimpses of honor, & 

his headlong devotedness to Beauty. The half Stoic (i half 

Epicurean—^might have allowed of striking colors. Fulvia's 

course of life mingling with the natural vigor & elevation 

of the Roman mind. The combined & constructed hate, love, 

fear jealousy & dindain that must have run over the Spirit 

of one of those high blooded Creatures pampered by the hot 

luxury of Roman dissoluteness, & communicated all their 

successive colors to her feelings, might also have given room 

^ William Charles Macready (1793-1873) was Edmund 
Kean's great rival and one of England's great tragedians. He 
appeared at both Drury Lane and Covent Garden, and his Lear, 
Hamlet, and Macbeth were universally acclaimed. However, if 
Croly is intimating that Macready shows to most advantage as 
Othello, his opinion differs sharply from that held by most 
of his contemporaries. 

^ Lydia Foote (c. 1797-1867). Ker father was manager 
of the theatre at Plymouth when his daughter made her first 
appearances as a child, playing Juliet. In 1814 she was at 
Covent Garden, playing Amanthis in The Child of Nature with 
such success that she was engaged permanently.Posterity 
seconds Croly's contention that she was not a great actress 
but rather one who was sufficiently beautiful to secure 
steady engagements regardless of ability (Phyllis Hartnoll, 
ed., The Oxford Companion to the Theatre [London, 1851], p. 
436). 
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for some picturing. But where was I to find their repre

sentatives? I was obliged to wash down almost the entire of 

the two female characters—^because there are but two ac

tresses at Covent Garden and neither of these good for any

thing. To make a great Tragedy—a writer must imagine himself 

to have Kembles for his candle snuffers. Nothing short of a 

whole generation of excellence should be at his minds dis

posal. However, I am extremely indebted to the manliness 

& the kindness of the Critic—praise at such hands is 

honorable. 

You shall have in a few days (a week I hope) something 

of the kind you had last— One request need I make—that you 

bum my copy & all my letters carefully. I dont suspect you 

of the idleness of keeping those things. But I write in full 

confidence—& the trick of stealing 3. finding letters is 

common. 

Yrs truly 

G C 

LETTER 30 

July 12—[1822] 

My dear Sir 

If you can wait till tomorrow I will send you an 

article on Lord Liverpool—(nearly done).^ I think something 

^ One of England's great families of the theatre. 

^ "The Earl of Liverpool," B^., July, 1822. 
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Of the kind would be well, after your Correspondent's un-

lueicy contrast of him with Lord Londonderry.^ I should send 

you more but that I have been much occupied here. 

Mrs C, has had a little boy^—& I have been unable to 

write anything—. 

Yrs truly 

G.C. 

It is to Jordan^ alone that you are indebted for the Criticism 

on Lights & Shadows & the other works. I had intended writ

ing something about the Lights which I greatly admire for 

their sweetness 8c strength—too—but I saw the article al

ready done.^ Thanks for Gillespie & Brown^ the former good, 

the latter curious 

Yrs in haste 

1 ^ 
I am unable to account satisfactorily for Croly's 

allusion to the "Correspondent's unlucky contrast of him 
[Lord Liverpool] with Lord Londenderry." 

2 
Lt. George Alfred Croly, who was later to fall in the 

battle of Ferozeshah during the second Cabul campaign. 

* Editor of the Literary Gazette. 

4 
John Wilson, Lights and Shadows of Scottish Life 

(Edinburgh, 1822). 

^ J. G. Lockhart, "Wilson's Lights and Shadows of 
Scottish Life," B.M*. June, 1822. 

6 
These authors are not reflected in subsequent re

views by Croly. They may, however, reflect items listed in 
B.M**s "Monthly List of New Publications." The Rev. Thomas 
Gillespie, an occasional B.M. contributor, is listed as 
author of The Seasons Contempljgted in the Spirit of the Gospel. 
Six Sermons, Charles Brockden Brown as author of Carwin the 
!Biloquist and Other American Tales. 
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LETTER 51 

July 31—[1822] 8 Michael's Place 

Brampton 

My dear Sir 

I am glad the article on Lord Liverpool"^ reached you 

in time. I was so anxious about the young one here—that 

I was unable to do anything satisfactorily. However in what 

I said—I was altogether sincere. I look upon Lo3?d L.^ as 

a very able & a ver.y honest man. Don't give my name, unless 

it should be asked for. I especially dislike the look of 

soliciting those people by panegyric. They will not ask the 

name—for asking would be something like a promise of civility, 

& civility all goes in the channel of parliamentary influence. 

I suspect a parson Mangin of Bath to be the writer of 

4 the letter—Philomag. He is clever in minute things—has 

written some neglected novels—was once ardent for a name— 

was disappointed—& is now a thorough hater of every man mak

ing the experiments which ̂  can make no more. He is the 

•̂  "The Earl of Liverpool," B.M., July, 1822. 

2 
His infant son. 

'^ Liverpool. 

Croly is in error concerning the authorship; the 
"Letter From Philomag" was written by John Wilson Croker, 
the "Answer From C. North** by John Wilson, and the "Postscript" 
probably also by John Wilson (B.M., July, 1822). Croly's 
"parson Mangiif'is Edward ManginTl772-1852), a prolific writer 
whose translations, essays, poems, and novels barely managed 
to survive their own day. 
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terror of Bath for doggerel. Keep a fragment of his r ^ for 

me. He & I were old acquaintance. We quarrelled half a 

dozen years ago about a new moon, or a new button in the 

Palais Royal—& of course hate each other in the inverse of 

the value of the quarrel. 

I intend going to your "romantic Town & have taken 

a place in the Mail for the 9^. I shall thus be in Edin^^ 
th 

on the 11 at ten at night. But if I can I will change my 

day of setting off for the 8 ^ & be there by the 10^. I 

will settle this today—one way or other—& tell you the 

time before I close this. May I trouble you to engage a bed 

for me at some decent hotel—I mean not a first rate one. 

All the rest I will manage in the streets. I think that be

tween us we might contrive to get ready some rapid & lively 

account of the Royal week. It ought to come out—immediately 

on the termination of the visit—& as of course the Scotch 

all the world over would long to see how the King behaved to 

the Scotch & the Scotch to the King; the Story of the af

fair; the ballads written upon it & in short everything that 

could make a pleasant superficial little volume, should be 

gathered together—& pence & popularity to the parties would 

be among the results. But on this you will of course be 

secret—the project is too piquant not to be seized on by 

others. This would of coxirse not interfere with your 

Number. There is room enough in the subject—for all. The 

King intends landing on the 1 2 ^ of Aug^—his Birthday— 

this he did in Ireland. He lately told the Marquis of 
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Winchester that he [on]ly asked of him to be punctual t[o] 
th 

the 1 2 — . I hope you will have some of your genuine National 

displays your Highlandmen—in their sans culotte gloryI Your 

Leith water gives a fine opportunity for Naval Shows 3:c. 

Dinners & plays do well enough, but they are to be had at 

home. Greet the King with some thing of your Romance. You 

may rely on it—that he expects a great deal of that kind. 

Bowing Bail lies & plump Aldeimen & all that reminds man of 

London Corporations, must be avoided. Give him bonneted 

Chieftains, & Archers with the original bows. Let him have 

such a triumphal entry as Bruce or Wallace might have had. 

Let his path be under banners that blacken the sky; & his 

car be drawn by Caledonian Bulls. Let him see nothing from 

his dinner table but the gorgeousness of old Scot lands kingly 

feasting. Stun him to death with pipes—& to revive him set 

t̂ e Castle on fire. 

Yrs truly 

G Croly 

P.S.—I leave this on the 8 ^ & shall be in Ed- by the' 10^. 

I rely on you to find me a hotel for the night. I have just 

1 2 

got the Steam boat —^many thanks. Jerdan has no objection 

to review your works—quite the contrary—^he desires me to 

say this. If he should not have had the S. Boat—I will send 
my copy to him. 

^ John Gait, ^ e Steamboat (Edinburgh, 1822). The 
book was first published serially in B.M. 

^ Editor of the Literary Gazette. (See Letter 30)' 
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LETTER 32 

Sept. 1—[1822] 

My dear Sir— 

I send you a Memoir of Rossini—the Continental wonder 

from my foreign friend. It is very interesting from the 

fame of the man, of whose life I have seen no notice here— 

& think the article likely to be noticed in the London papers. 

I have corrected the foreignisms in it. 

1 am delighted with the Magazine. You should have 

blazoned the No—as The Royal. But as it is—it seems much 

the most various, spirited 8c appropriate one of the entire. 

You should I think, advertize the No—as The Royal Number & 

placard it here & every where with some humorous explanation 

of the No—in the Noctes Ambrosianae Style—(which is capital 

this time).^ 

As to your enclosure—I an much indebted. I leave 

those matters altogether to yourself, & have never thought of 

making an estimate of the trifles I have done. I only beg of 

you & this with perfect sincerity, not to go beyond what you 

consider as the mere trade price of those commimications. I 

will send the remainder of the article on the King as early 

^ "Memoir of Rossini the Composer." The "foreign 
friend" has not been identified. In this connection see 
Letter 22. 

^ John Wilson [?], "Noctes Ambrosianae. No. VI." 
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as I can. It may reach a sheet—you shall have it sent by 
th 

the 12 —if not before. As to its further publication—I 

think something might be done—but in this way. I remember 

to have seen a work which interested me a good deal by its 

neatness 8c oddity; it was one half a foreign tour, Sc the 

other, an English Story. The tour & the Story, came in al-

temate chapters—S; relieved each other very pleasantly. 

Those letters of mine are I perceive the only ones which 

give a bona fide account of the King's visit—the other are 

general reflexions, pleasantries &c. I think, by my arrange

ment—Sc with a sportive preface giving reasons for it 8co— 

the work might be made saleable, & in some degree gratifying 

to the King. But on all those points I request you will 

exercise your own discretion—& do exactly as your own views 

suggest. Let me hear your opinion. 

I send you—a little vol.-̂  written in the summer but 

which will not be published for about a fortnight. It was 

written with the intent of serving the Artist—an amiable— 

but not much known man. The Engravings are looked on as 

clever. 

Believe me truly 

Yrs G C 

1822. 
^ "The King's Visit to Edinburgh," B.M., September, 

^ I am unable to identify this work. 

5 Gems From the Antique (London, 1822). The engrav
ings of Richard Dagley were illustrated in verse by Croly. 
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There are some errata—in the exgr: in page 281. first 

col. line 4. for Plallooings. read, "balloonings;^ 

LETTER 33 

Sept 7 [1822] 

My dear Sir 

You here have but a fragment of what I have material 

for. However by about Wednesday I shall have written as 

much as I presume you would wish to have. Let a slip of 

each proof be kept for me—in case, it should be worth while 

to put the Journal into a separate publication. The remainder 

will be less descriptive but with occasional remarks on the 

men & things of Edinburgh. I did not get the note you sent 

2 

to Mr Dwyer. I hope you got your books & desk in safety. 

The epigram in the weekly paper which I received this 

morning—was not v/ritten by me—^ is I suppose one of the 

common waggeries of Edinb\irgh upon strangers.^ Will you send 

a line to the paper to tliis purport—"We are desired to say 

that the Rev. G. Croly is not the writer of the Epigram at

tributed to him in our last publication." 

My intercourse with that valuable politician the 

proprietor of Blackwoods Magazine has brought me into this 

^ "The King's Visit to Edinburgh," BĴ i., September, 
1822. 

^ I am unable to identify this figure. 

^ Probably the Edinburgh Mercury. (See Letter 35). 
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honor. I wonder I have escaped so well. I write on Cadell's 

Counter — & write of course more toilsomely than ever. Pre

sent my regards to the Ladies Sb believe me 

truly yrs 

G Croly 

LETTER 54 

Saturday [September, 1822] 

dear Sir 

You have here all I could yet find eyes to write. It 

leaves only the Banquet to be talked of—which, if you should 

find any probability of the work's making a tolerable volume 

might then be added with some other things—incidental to 

the Shows.^ 

Keep the slips for me & let rae hear from you when you 

can. 

Yrs truly 

G C 

You are going to publish more of Wilson*—do you find those 

things answer any advantageous purpose, that is to any 

1 
Cadell and Company, Blackwood's representative in 

London• 

2 
Apparently, this was never made into a volume (See 

Letter 40). 
z 
'^ Croly may be referring to the "Noctes Ambrosianae," 

the high jinks and verve of which were foreign to his 
temperament. 
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considerable extent. I ask it from curiosity to know how 

far that Style is popular. Give my respects to the professor 

& our other friends. But I wish not to be known as writing 

this Journal. 

LETTER 55 

Saturday—12—Octr [1822] 

My dear Sir— 

I shall probably have my papers ready for sending by 

tomorrow Evening—the 13* or at farthest—by Monday—when 

you may rely on them. They will be under a sheet—& will 
2 

wind up the article of the K.s visit. 

You have omitted mentioning what I owed you for 

postage—& the Books—(Edinburgh Guide papers cic. Scc.) I 

took with me. Have the kindness to set it down. If by any 

accident I should be delayed till the 15-^ I hope my packet 

will be in time—but this I think cannot possibly occur. 

Did you send a line to the Edinburgh (Mercury I believe) to 
'Z 

say that I did not write their Epigram.-" The thing is 

trifling, but your friends &c &c are determined laughers— 

"Edinburgh Royal Days Entertainment. The Second 
Voyage of Omai, the Traveller." This may have been written, 
however, by John Gait. 

^ "The King's Visit." 

^ See Letter 33. 
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& the Epigram has gone even so far as Paris—to my intended 

mortification. I however survive. 

Dear Sir Yrs truly G Croly 

The newspapers here have said that Catiline is to be played -

(I dont believe it) & I am good authority). & that I am 

about Comedy—I don't believe that either. Your kindness 

might lead you to copy the notice. I wish it not to be 

copied. It is partly a lie. 

NB— 

I see in Peter's letters —the mention of a little vol. 

Fragments & Fictions* by Hpwison, I suppose. Can you send 
4 

me a copy—& the Chaldee Mss. 

LETTER 56 

[October, 1822] 

My dear Sir 

I had intended to send you some doggerel verses—^but 

this is the 8 ^ I will however try to let you have them in 

^ Croly's tragedy. 

^ J. G. Lockhart, Peter's Letters to His Kinfolk 
(Edinburgh, 1819). 

5 Fragments and Fictions, written under the pseudonym 
of Peudemots, was by William Howison, the brother of John 
Howison, both of whom contributed to BJd. 

^ The "Chaldee Manuscript" has been ascribed to James 
Hogg. It was rewritten by J. 0. Lockhart, John Wilson, and 
possibly others (See A. L. Strout. "James Hogg's 'Chaldee 
Manuscript.'" PMLA, September, 1950, LXV, 695-718;. 
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three days. They are local.^ There is no news. I asked 

you for a little work—"Facts & Fictions^ by Howison—if 

you have it at hand—& think it worth anything. I will send 

Cadell-' all the No of the Mag that I have 6, get a set from 

him at once. My Nos are in good order. 

Yrs truly G C 

Let me know how much you have allowed for "The Memoirs of 

Rossini" — a s I want to tell it to the writer. It was in 

two Numbers ago. 

LETTER 37 

Novr 8 [1822] 

My dear Sir 

I have but a moment to say that I am much indebted 

for the critique on the Gems,-' which was very elegantly 8c 

very flatteringly done. As to the letters on Scotland I am 

of course inclined to your opinion that if they were care

fully revised—& padded to, they might make a saleable 

The verses do not appear in a subsequent issue of 

B.M. 

Croly means Fragments and Fiction (See Letter 55). 

^ Cadell and Company, London agent for Blackwood. 

^ Authorship of this article has not been determined. 
^ Authorship of the article, "Gems from the Antique," 

undetermined. 
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work. I have a great deal, I think, to add—to them. The 

last Magazine was excellent. There is no rivalry in the 

London publications of the kind—. 8c I have no doubt that 

the only thing wanting to your engrossing the chief Magazine 

interest—is urging your work in every principal Town in the 

Kingdom. Watts has gone to settle in Leeds.^ He might of 

course be of use to you there. 

Tom Moore has they say been offered £1200 a year to 

write for the Times.* He will make a singular help to its 

temperate politics. The Morning Chronicle (his friend) pub

lished this paragraph the other day. Lines written by Mr. 

Moore in a Milton given to him by the Admiralty Secretary. 

"With equal good nature, good grace & good looks. 

The Devil gives apples 8c Croker gives books. 

The material here mentioned was not published. 

2 
Watts assiimed the editorship of the Leeds Intelligencer 

which he conducted successfully until 1825, at which time 
he left for Manchester to edit the Courier. 

^ Tom Moore (1779-1852), Irish poet, inveterate 'Whig, 
published a life of Byron in 1850. There is no confirmation 
of the specific offer which Croly mentions. Moore did work 
for the Times off and on during his career. He had de
clined an offer in 1821 to write "leaders" for it. 

^ John Wilson Croker (1780-1857) was a politician 
(Secretary to the Admiralty) and essayist. He once appealed 
to Lord Lyndhurst to give a living to Croly, whom he rep
resented as a struggling literary man. Perhaps he is best 
known for that which does him the least credit, namely his 
slashing review of Keats' "Endymion" (Quarterly Review. No. 
32, September, 1818). 
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This seems a curious return for a present. 

Yrs truly G C 

Written on Cadell's Counter.^ 

LETTER 38 

Deer 6 [1822] 

My dear Sir— 

This is one of the coldest days imaginable—& I have 

no fingers to write with. There is nothing to send you. 

Politics are yet such shapeless things—that to talk of them-

would be to commit ourselves to that which another week may 

t\im into absurdity. By next month something may occur. I 

have made use of the paper on the Liberal which you were 

quite right in not s\iffering to interfere with yo\ir views. 

In one of your "Hoctes Ambrosianae" there is a very pleasant 

philippic on some of your contributors, who had written for 

works.^ This might be fairly required in Edinburgh—where 

Cadell and Company. 

^ The Liberal was published in Pisa, edited by Leigh 
Hunt, and financed ty Lord Byron. Among the works of the 
latter appearing in the Liberal was the "Vision of Judgement," 
a take-off on Southey's poem of the same name. I can as
certain nothing concerning the allusion to "the paper on the 
Liberal." 

^ "Noctes Ambrosianae, No. V." (B.M., September, 
1822), probably by John Wilson. The passage in large part 
has to do with recruiting contributors. After Mr. Blackwood 
has remarked the fickleness of young writers, Odoherty re
joins, "There is a melancholy want of principle, indeed, 
among literary men. Nobody will accuse me of being straight-
laced; but while the love-fit lasts, I am as true as steel 
to one mistress and to one Magazine. I look, upon an attachment 
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you all have the blessing of bitter politics—but here—it 

is almost necessary to be on an amicable footing, with at 

least the principal periodical works, & the only mode is by 

some occasional slight contribution—not as a bribe for 

praise, but as a preservation against direct libel. My in

dolence & my occupation have not allowed me to mingle in this 

essential intercourse—to any productive extent—for they 

all have a grudge towards the trifles I publish. But you 

may rely on it—that a man living in London—^must consult 

his seCTirity in some measure in this mode. I was much ob

liged by the Life of Nicholls*'' [sic]. It is very strikingly 

collected—& from the opinion entertained of it here—both 

as a piece of authorship—& an adventure—it must I thin[k] 

be advantageous to all parties. I am in doubt about—"The 

little Royal volume" — Your experien[ce] will tell you 

to either, quite as an affair of the heart. When mutually 
tired of each other, then part with a kiss, a squeeze of the 
hand, a courtesy, and a bow. But no infidelity during the 
attachment. What sort of a heart can that man have, while 
he is openly living with the New Monthly, insidiously pays 
his addresses to the modest and too unsuspecting Maga? It 
is a shocking system of promiscuous Cockney concubinage, 
that must at no distant period vitiate the taste, harden 
the sensibility, vulgarize the manners, and deprave the 
morals of the people of Great Britain. It ought to be put 
down (pp. 379-380)." 

John Howell, ed.. The Life and Adventures of John 
Nicol, Mariner (Edinburgh, 1822). 

p 
Presumably this title was suggested by Blackwood 

and refers to what Croly a few lines further on designates 
as "'Observations on Scotland.'" Mention of this projected 
volume may also be found in Letters 3^ and 37. 
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more distinctly than mine—whether its publication might not 

be hazardous in a profitable point of view. I could make it 

about twice its present size—but you best know whether— 

"Observations on Scotland," &cc would sell. 

Truly yrs G Croly 

LETTER 39 

8 Michael's ilace 

Deer 28 [1822] 

My dear Sir 

I hope to send you a prose article by the 8-^^—on pub-

lie matters in some shape or other. But this is the mortal 

season of public events, & men & ministers are torpidly 

waiting for thaw & sunshine in the opening of parliament. 

You are right in supposing that Maga has the first place in 

my penmanship. The fact is that I have scarcely ever written 

for anything else. I merely made the observation as to gen

eral writing—to avoid anything that might look like conceal

ment in matters where plainness of speech •!c motive is always 

best & most satisfactory to minds of the proper tone. I 

feel a personal interest in your work—peculiarly since I 

have seen yourself & your interesting family. There is 

nothing more attractive to such feelings as I have, than the 

exertion of an honorable industry for such claims as press 

upon you. My own yotmg things remind me of the strength of 

your ties—& even if it were not advantageous in a direct 

point of view to be connected with your literary exertions. 
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it would gratify me to assist your manly enterprize for the 

prosperity of your fireside. 

I think your last No. one of the liveliest of the 

year. The letters &c on Lord Byron"̂  are full of pleasantry— 

but your correspondents have more delicacy about him than 

suits [him] or them. He is a great poet—or rather was. No 

one here talks of him but as utterly fallen—& the impres

sion seems, among the higher literary persons, to be that 

he is now desperate, Sc has set himself seriously to inimdate 

England with all kinds of corruption. Such things must be 
2 

denoimced not laughed at. Moore's Love's of the Angels is 

a petty affair—full of his old Babyisms. He treats a 

seraph as a girl talks to her doll. "My own own Angell—^my 

owa dear Angel. Why will you hide those dark blue eyes, 

why will you go—stay—sleep—look" 8CQ^ He has ingenuity 

^^^ ̂ ^ genius. Jerdan has given a flaming account of him— 
4 

to be accounted for by the Book's being Longman's. Tho' J. 

is (when he can) impartial & bold enough. Thank Mr Gait 

^ "Odoherty on Werner," probably by J. G. Lockhart; 
and "Tickler on Werner," by William Maginn. 

Croly must be referring specifically to Don Juan. 

^ This is not a quotation, nor even a parody, but 
rather a btirlesque of Moore's style. 

^ The Longman firm had acquired a one-third interest 
in the Literar.y Gazette in 1822. 
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for me. "The Entail" came with merely the author's compts 

on the parcel—& I don't know his address."̂  

Yrs truly G Croly 

P.S. Have the kindness to send the letters for Mr Gillies^ 

& Mr Simpson^—by post or as you find convenient—send 

Simpson's soon. 

LETTER 40 

Jany 27 [1823] 8 Michaels Place 

Brampton 

My dear Sir— 

I have received Mr Lockharts book,^ which strikes me 

as extremely interesting & calculated to do much honor to 

its Author. He has caught the spirit of the originals (so 

far as I know them) with great force—& has given us the 

^ John Gait, The Entail (Edinburgh, 1823). 

p 
Robert Pearse Gillies (1788-1858), autobiographer, 

"Kempferhausen" of "The Tent," contributed to B.M. He 
translated a number of German works and wrote poetry and 
novels. His Mademoiselle de Scuderi came out in 1826, the 
same year that Richard Holcraft translated his Madame de 
Scuderi. 

* Possibly James Simpson (1781-1855), advocate and 
author from Edinburgh, the title of whose Irork, Letters to 
Sir Walter Scott on the Effects of the Visit to Scotland of 
6eorge IV (Edinburgh* 1822), reflects literary and political 
interests similar to Croly*s own. Although Blackwood pub
lished a number of Simpson's works, the bibliographies to 
which I have access do not reveal the publisher of this 
particular work. 

^ Ancient Spanish Ballads, Historical and Romantic 
(Edinburgh, 1823), trans, by J. G. Lockhart. ~* 
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best translation of Spanish Ballads in the language. I 

think it probable that Jerdan will give some account of the 

volume in his next Gazette. I have no doubt of its being 

favorable both from the merit of the work—cc from his re

spect for the abilities of the writer. It may be safely 

left to him—& in my hands it would be much more likely to 

be a matter of jealousy & offence. You talk of my writing 

you an article for the next No. Do you mean a Review of 

this Book. It would give me pleasure to do it—from Ivir 

Lockharts politeness both before & since my meeting him. 

But as you may be preparing a Review in some other quarter-

let me have an answer as soon as you can. 

As to Reform—I wanted to know your estimate of it— 
2 

merely to settle m.y conscience with the writer. It had 

been paid for in your last remittance. I shall probably 

st send you some rambling verses by the 1—. But their author-

ship must be completely secret—& probably by the 8 — some

thing on politics. You are right as to the "Letters from 

Edinburgh."^ The mat[ter] would excite no interest—& besides 

may yet be used in some more attractive way. 

^ The Literary Gazette. 

^ Croly is referring to "The Congress" which he 
probably wrote. 

^ On this subject see also Letters 35, 54, 57, and 
38. 
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You sent me the Novr No. of the Magazine instead of 

the Deer—so I can say nothing of your present merits. I 

will change it with Cadell. I am at last seriously busy 

about "The Prophecies" which, ridiculed as the idea is by 

all the wisemen of my acquaintance, shall be worth their 

reading. 

Believe me truly 

yrs G Croly 
2 

Is Gillies frozen, snuff box & all, at Roslin?— I sent 

him a book & a note, 8c have not been able to extract a 

syllable from him. Peveril"^ pleases the j-inglish vastly. It 

has had a great sale. Give my compliments to r'r Wilson. I 

write to Mr Lockhart. 

LETTER 41 

Feby—4—[1823]^ 

My dear Sir— 

I have delayed this enclosure a few days to see your 

hew No—-which has not yet arrived—you must in future trust 

1823). 

^ The Apocal.ypse of St. John (London, 1827). 

^ Robert Pearse Gillies (See Letter 39). 

^ Sir Walter Scott, Peveril of the Peak (Edinburgh, 

We are able to date this letter from the allusion 
to J. G. Lockhart*s Ancient Spanish Ballads, Historical and 
Romantic (Edinburgh, 1823). However, John Wilson—^not Croly-
wrote the review, "Lockhart's Spanish Ballads" (B.M., ::arch, 
1823). 
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to something less insecure than winds & waves—. — . I hope 

however that it may have come before this takes its de

parture—. I have also waited for an answer to my letter, 

desiring to know whether I should write some remarks on the 

Spanish Ballads—as of course I could not tell whether you 

might not [have] had an article from someone else—. They 

are very interesting. An attractive notice of them has been 

given in last Saturdays L. Gazett -. 

Yrs triily 

(in haste) G Croly 

LETTER 42 

March 1—[1825] 

My dear Sir 

Your Magazine & inclosures came safe 2 S\indays since. 

Your other numbers arrived yesterday morning just in time 

as they tell me at Cadells—having taken only ̂  days to 

come—a passage of miraculous rapidity—& on which I think 

you will be hardly about to count again. You asked me to 

write the Critique on Lockharts book. However it is no 

matter—as I shall be able to make use of it. 

2 
Barry Cornwall is about to publish — May I beg of 

you, if you are not inclined to praise him—not to notice 

Wilson wrote the review, "Lockhart's Spanish 
Ballads." 

The Blood of Thessaly, The Girl of Provence, and 
Other Poems (London, 1823^. 
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him at all. He is tho most sensitive creature imaginable 

on those points. Censure would do to him I believe actual 

misery. He is besides they say going to be married into a 

bookish family-««-& Censure from so formidable a quarter as 

yours—would thus come with double force. Let him alone 

for my sake. I hope to be able to send you something in 

eight days. 

Yrs truly 

G C 

LETTER 45 

March 11—[1825] 

My dear Sir 

This will I hope reach you in time—it is brief. 

Politics are now rather destitute of the animation that war 

would give them. Your work would be I think more benefited 

by Letters from London—giving sketches of the oddities & 

remarkable circumstances serious Sc otherwise which occur 
2 

here from time to time. This at least till the year begins 

to be more interesting. I expect that the Review^ will 

Croly's plea was disregarded. Lockhart's "Remarks 
on Barry Cornwall's New Poems" was a scathing affair. 

p 
The first of such articles, "London Oddities and 

Outlines. No. I," did not appear in B.M. until July, 1825. 

^ Probably Whittaker's Universal Review or Chronicle 
of the Literature of all Nations 1824-1823 which ran to 
six numbers (See Letter 54). Nothing much came of this 
matter imtil nearly a year later. 
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proceed. Its plan is so different from that of the 

Quarterly &c—that they can scarcely interfere with each 

other. I will send you a prospectus when it is ready—. & 

will apply to our friends Lockhart & the professor.^ 

Yrs truly G Croly 

Seal the note to Wilson <A send it—as soon as you can, & 

you will oblige me. 

LETTER 44 

April 8 [1825] 

My dear Sir— 

I have partly written a long article on London sights 

^ subjects^—which shall be sent on or before the 1 2 ^ . You 
4 

are not now perplexed by the want of the Steam boats. There 

are no politics until parliament meets. Then a succession of 

papers may be begun. The London sights 8cc may be made in the 

The Quarterly Review which began publication in 
1809. 

p 
Croly means that he will solicit material farom 

Lockhart and Wilson. 

^ "London Oddities and Outlines. No. I," B.̂ :., July, 
1825. 

^ The reference is undoubtedly to John Gait's The 
Steamboat which ran serially in B.M. before being published 
as a volume. The allusion here, however, is meaningless. 
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manner of Grim^ tslc]—descriptions of the passing circum

stances—anecdotes brief accounts of Exhibitions—fragments 

of curious publications &c. I had intended to write on the 

State of Ireland—but find you promise an article on it.^ 

Xrs truly 

G C 

Be secret as to the writer of the Lond[on] letters. 

LETTER 45 

April 12 [1825] 

8 Michaels Place 

Brampton 

My dear Sir 

I had made some progress in the article on London I 

promised you^—but have been impeded by so many things—as 

to have \>een altogether imable to finish it. I however 

hope to be able to send you some portion of it by the 1 — & 

the remainder with a political article in time for your next 

number. 

1 
Possibly a reference to Le Baron Grimm who with 

Diderot published MemoJi^s historiques, litteraires et 
aneodotiques. tires de^la correspondance par le Baron de 
Grimm et M. Diderot. Colbum published an abridged edition 
in 1813. The same work appeared in English in 1815-1815. 
It received elaborate notices in the Edinburgh and Quarterly 
Reviews. 
'•"I n i l I " I 11 I'm 

2 
Such an article, however, does not appear in the 

ensuing few months. "Irish Affairs" by Maginn had appeared 
a month earlier, 

^ "London Oddities and Outlines. No. I," which ap
peared in B.M. in July, 1825. 
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I have just seen the last No of the Edinburgh Review. 

It gives me only another proof of the paltry personal malice 

of the men who conduct that unpatriotic & revolutionary work. 

They have attacked me for a trivial character of Grattan— 

which his Son inserted without my knowing anything of his in

tention in Grattan's life prefixed to the speeches."^ A few 

paragraphs written on the spur & sent to a newspaper at the 

moment could be no subject for honest criticism—& yet even 

then their expedient to make it absurd—is the equally paltry 

one of putting similes SiC together taken from the top ^ bot-

tQm—& without the intervening matter that might explain 

them. Yet even here they cannot make out their case. They 

ridicule my saying that "Sheridan's broad humor degraded his 

loftiest imaginations"—an undoubted truth—that Grattan was 

a Star sweeping a lovely orbit—&c—which would be a blunder 

only if I had said a fixed Star. But planets are Stars— 

Venus—the Evening Star—the Morning Star—SiC. That "Grattan 

(devoted himself under the roof of the parliament house) 

would they have had him devote himself over it—Stc. "A con

vulsion heaving the Earth—" one of the most common phrases 

^ The article in question is "Grattan's Speeches," 
Edinbxirgh Review, XXXVIII (Febmary, 1825). pp. 48-84. In 
It was reviewed "Grattan's Speeches in the Irish and in the 
Imperial Parliament (London, 1822;.Croly was, indeed, ill-
used. UPhe author of the article refers to the "vile tawdry 
panegyrics of men comparatively so obscure as Mr. Hardy, 
Sir Joî ah Barrington, some unknown Mr. Taylor, and a Certain 
Reverend Mr. Coly (whoever he may be), prefacing the works 
of Mr. Grattan himself. . . (p. 54)." A little later the 
writer remarks that "all the faults shrink into nothing 
when seen by the side of the Reverend Mr. Croly's rhapsody 

(p. 55)." 
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for an Earthquake.^ This is all unfai[r] & so far as it 

goes—unprincipled—tho' scarcely worth answering. Yet I 

shall probably write a few lines "in a letter to you" on 

it when I have a little leisure. I wish I could exactly 

know whether the article in the Review was Jeffreys^ or 

whose. Dont speak of this. 

Yrs truly G Croly 

LETTER 46 

April 17—[1825] 

My dear Sir 

I send this to take the chance of your being able to 

get it into this months' Magazine. I wish you could. If 

however you cannot—it may be inserted in the next—& per

haps you could without delay insert some of your own ani

madversions on the bitter & personal spirit of the remarks 

in the Article of the Edin Review—to which I allude in this 

paper.^ I hope to be able to contribute to you on more 

^ Pp. 55-56. 

^ Francis Jeffrey (1775-1850), Whig lawyer, started 
the Edinburgh Review, with Constable as publisher. Jeffrey 
does not list this article in his Contributions to the 
Edinburgh Review (London, 1844). This work, however, does 
not purport to contain everything written by Jeffrey for 
the Review* 

^ "Criticism," which finally appeared in B.M., June, 
1825. 
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interesting topics next month. In any remarks you make it 

would be better not to mention my name. 

Very truly yrs. G C— 

LETTER 47 

June 5—[1823] 

My dear Sir 

I much regret that you did not insert the article— 

Criticism. The attack was extremely offensive—^malignant— 
2 

& false—. The article went to show—that it was false 8c 

that the Reviewer went out of his way for the gratification 

of his malignity—. The remarks in the Noctes* are extremely 

pleasant & pointed so far as they go. But what I want is 

neither pleasantry nor praise—but plain fact—& distinct 

reply—those ungiven in the article—& I shall hope to see 

it inserted in your next Ntamber. When Maga was insulted you 

retorted [to] the Review in a very manly Si convincing ar-
4 tide—of considerable length & of sufficient seriousness—. 

•̂  "Criticism," B.M., June, 1825. 

^ "Grattan's Speeches," Edinburgh Review, XXXVIII 
(February, 1825), PP. 48-84. 

^ "Noctes Ambrosianae. No. VIII," by J. G. Lockhart. 
Among other things the author of the "Noctes" remarked that 
"when it will be altogether forgotten that such an article as 
this review of Grattan's speeches had ever existence, the 
genius and talents of this 'certain Rev. Mr. Croly, whoever 
he be,' will have secured him an honourable place among the 
great names of English literature (p. 605)." 

We have no way of knowing what article Croly refers 
to here. Mapa scourged the Review frequently, with or with
out direct provocation. 
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I am satisfied that you have all the inclination to obli-e 

your friends*-& in the present instance nothing: will put a 

stop to the sneers in which the Cockneys 3o other haters of 

your work & my principles will inevitably indulge in, but a 

plain & sufficient answer. The subject is still new, S: I 

return the proof.— The Edinburgh article on Moore was I 

understand written by Hazlitt—. I have not the number be

side me, or I should make some extracts to append to the 

Enclosed-^as evidences of the inflated 8c contemptible foolery 

which the-Edinb. Review—can publish with all its critical 

boasting—. The character of Moore's poetry—"Aspiring to 

the Sun—of which he was bom"—planted as a pedestal of 

2 airy smiles & tender tender tears 8cc — I quote from memory— 

would form a striking & amusing contrast—& addition to the 

article enclosed. Your friend Valerius-^ would do it ad

mirably—. The Count de Solignys letters are I am told no 

other than a catchpenny of the publisher—& the Count— 

^ William Hazlitt, "Loves of the Angels—Moore and 
Byron," Edinburgh Review, XXVIII (February, 1823), pp. 27-
48. 

^ The reviewer's words (p. 28) are as follows: 
"The gay, the fair, the witty, the happy, idolize Mr. 
Moore's delightful Muse, on her pedestal of airy smiles or 
transient tears. . . . it would seem 'as if his airy 
spirit, drawn from the sxm, continually fluttered with fond 
aspirations, to regain that native source of light and 
heat.'" 

^ Lockhart. 
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pawnbroker of the name of Patmore^-who was second to that 

unfortunate Scott in the affair with Christie-a cockney of 

course.2 I see you mention Archdeacon Nares as the author 

of Thinks I to myself-. The author is his cousin-the 

Professor of Modem History at Oxford. He has lately written 

Heraldic Anomalies—a rather humorous work—. He is a very 

able Grecian, & has published a clever answer to the 

Unitarian translation of the New Testament. The Archdeacon's 

Glossary is also a very curious work—& might furnish matter 

for a pleasant review. He is a very estimable & attractive 
3 

man. Bowles has been in Town—in high health 8c great good 

T i.̂  Count de Soligny [pseudonym for Peter George Patmore], 
^tters on England (London, 1823). Patmore (1786-1855) con
tributed to the Liberal. Westminster, and Retrospective 
Reviews! and to B.M. and the London Magazine in their early 
days. He was editor of the New Monthly ?ilagazine after 
Theodore Hook's death in 1841 until 1853. 

2 
In the London Magazine of 1820, John Scott lashed 

out at the Blackwood group for the unrestrained abuse which 
they were in the habit of pouring forth on their enemies. 
Thence followed a tragedy of errors. Lockhart challenged 
Scott to a duel, the details of which were so mismanaged that 
ultimately C. H. Christie, a friend of Lockhart, imputed 
cowardice to Scott, was challenged by the latter, and killed 
his man. But more needs to be said of Scott (1783-1821), 
for the London Magazine under his direction was a brilliant 
organ which contained discriminating criticism of contemporary 
literary men. Time has proved John Scott to have been an 
abler critic than either Hazlitt or Jeffries. 

^ Edward Nares (1762-1848) was Regius Professor of 
Modern History in the University of Oxford. He authored 
Thinks-I-to-Myself (London, 1811), Remarks on the Version 
of the New Testament Latel.y Published by the Unitarians 
(London, 1810), and Heraldic Anomalies (London, 1823). His 
brother, Robert Nares (d* 1829), Archdeacon of Stafford, 
wrote A Glossary; or, A Collection of V̂ ords, Phrases. Names^ 
and Allusions to Customs, Proverbs, S:c. (London, 1322). * 
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humour. He was indignant at the Edinburgh for its attack-

Si had actually written some pages of a pamphlet full of de

fence 8: panegyric—he shewd it to me in the proof sheet—& 

I drew my pen over the entire—. I disdain all defence that 

can look like giving Brougham the acknowledgment that he has 

the power to hurt—.^ I shall find a time 3: place—. But 

in the mean time—I rely on your assistance for setting my

self right with the readers of the Magazine. I hope to be 

able to send you something of a continuation of the letter on 

politics—by the tenth. What do you think of the title of 

The Tory—or suggest any of your own. I have been out of 

Town for a week, & have still my idleness upon me. 

Yrs truly GC— 

William Lisle Bowles (1762-1850) was a divine, a 
poet, and an antiquarian. He was also one of Coleridge's 
early idols; the greater poet saw in him the restoration of 
a natiiral school of poetry. In 1806 Bov/les issued a mem
orable edition of Pope. His estimate of Pope as the great 
?oet of the "second rank" stirred much argument. Byron 
ater defended Pope in this connection. 

2 
Henry Peter Brougham (1778-1868) was one of the 

group which set up the Edinburgh Review. He wrote slashing 
reviews, many of which v/ere superficial and scandalously 
unjust. Lord Brougham won a degree of popularity by de
fending Caroline at her trial and seems always to have had 
a knack for playing to the house. Of particular interest 
to us is the fact that he was related to Croly's wife. 
Frederick Croly remarked the irony of the relationship by 
noting that the only preferment his father ever received 
"came from non-ecclesiastical hands, and was due to the 
kindness of one of that political party whose principles he 
so vigorously and consistently opposed throughout the whole 
of his career" (from Frederick Croly's "Introduction" to 
his father's The Book of Job [Edinburgh, 1865], pp. vii-
viii). 
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LETTER 48 

June 10 [1825] 

My dear Sir 

I send but a short letter —however it is long 

enough for the present purpose. I intend to follow it up 

with remarks on the speeches of the principal Whigs after 

Lord Grey* I have to thank you for Reginald Dalton.^ I 

have had but a short time to look over it—but it seems very 

lively, & likely to be popular. 

Yrs in haste 

G C— 

If you dont like the Title (Tory) find one better. 

LETTER 49 

June 13—[1823 ?] 

My dear Sir 

I hope next time to send you some of the light papers 

I mentioned^—. On the Sights of London—the Journal of a 

Member of parliament—&c—I hope you will not be inconven-
4 

ienced by the stump of this paper— 

Truly yrs G Croly 

^ The article, "Politics," which appeared in B.M., 
June, 1823• 

^ "The Tory. Letter I," B.M., July, 1823. 

5 J. G. Lockhart, Rep;inald Dalton (Edinburgh, 1823). 

^ The "light papers" may refer to the first of the 
"London Oddities and Outlines" series (B.M., July, 182^ 
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LETTER 50 

Aug. 15—[1823 ?] 

My dear Sir 

I went into Town to take this paper yesterday but 

Cadells man had taken his departure— I was too late--. 

I hope you will have it in time—. As I mentioned—this 

letter may be only preliminary to others on the sights & 

circumstances of London as they occur"^—if you think the 

idea satisfactory let me have a line on it. 

Yrs G Croly 

LETTER 51 

Septr. 8—[1823]^ 

My dear Sir 

I but yesterday returned from France where I have 

been a short time. I send you a little sketch of a "week— 

which will require all the dexterity of your corrector of 

the press to preserve it from blunders. I have not looked 

yet at the Magazine which however I am told is excellent. 

Possibly a reference to "London Oddities and 
Outlines. No. II" (B.M., August, 1823). 

2 
I have been able to date this letter on the basis 

of its content. The "JiOndon head" is a reference to the 
series of articles entitled "London Oddities and Outlines," 
the third of which contains "A Travellers Week" (B.M., 
September, 1823), dealin:, with a trip to France. The ar
ticle, however, consists of but two parts—not of t iree as 
we might expect; and there are no unascribed articles in 
the number, the authorship of which might be assigned to 
Croly, 
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The three articles I send may be put under the London head— 

if you like it—as the No 1 is too short. I have paged 

them separately as they were written—but you can put them 

in succession. 

Very truly yrs— 

G Croly— 

I have to thank you for the complete copy of the Magazine— 

it is very interesting, & a capital repertory of the literary 

opinions St doings of the time. 

I have received your enclosure 

LETTER 52 

private 8 Michael's Place 

Octr 11. [1825] 

Brampton 

My dear Sir 

I send you the only thing worth mentioning at this 

moment. This is the night of London. 

Let me direct your attention to an advertisement in 

tlie New Times of Tuesday or Wednesday last—headed "B—ds' 

Blackguards" promising a memoir of me—of course a libel of 

Dr Maginn—& one of Mr Wilson. I dont care if every trans

action of my life were written on the wall of St Pauls— 

but as there is no limit to lies—& as at all events I don't 

choose those authors for my Biographers—I have two days 

since—(within an hour after my seeing the Advertisement) 

directed a Solicitor to inform the publisher—that he would 
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proceed by immediate Indictment against the publisher—of 

course the only responsible person. I have not heard 

whether he has received any answer. And of course if the 

publication should be suppressed—the Indictment would not 

be brought. But I understand that the Advertisement is 

itself indictable. It calls them, literary ruffians com

bined for the purpose of attack &c 8cc solicits any stray 

information, &c &c as if we were men to be hunted down & out 

of Society. I think it would be proper that you should 

direct an Indictment to be issued in the name of Doctor M & 

perhaps in your own: & another in that of Mr vVilson: & 

this will show the publisher what he has to expect—& if he 

should publish, will aggravate the penalty. He is at this 

moment in your hands. His address is 13 Euston St Euston 

Square. 

I have heard that an impression has gone abroad here 

that your object is to terrify contributors away from the 

The business concerning which Croly is so upset 
came about as the result of John Wilson's "The Age of Bronze" 
(B.M.. April, 1823). Wilson, with his peculiar genius for 
involving Maga in libel suits, had remarked that " . . . the 
author of the 'Age of Bronze'—the publisher thereof—and 
the paid puffers in the Radical newspapers, all know, that 
when they attribute the doggerel to Lord Byron—they are a 
pack of liars (p. 457)." On the same page the professor 
noted that " . . . the 'Age of Bronze,' begotten by a Cockney, 
on the body of a muse, name unknown, is laid upon the step 
before his Lordship's door." The Hunts, naturally in
furiated at being termed liars for claiming Byron as author 
of the work in question, threatened retaliation. Complete 
details, including Maginn's disgust with Croly for being so 
thin-skinned, are zestfully recounted by Maginn, who was 
trouble-shooting for Blackwood in London (Cooke, "Maginn-
Blackwood Correspondence." I, pp. xix; II, pp. 392, 394-400, 
402-403, 405-407, 411-412). 
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other periddical works. This is nonsense & gossip of course, 

but it might be as well to counteract the idea—by some 

declaration that you think of no man but as public—a poli

tician &c or as having exhibited a rancorous 8c unjustifiable 

bitterness to yourself & your work. If I can do anything 

for you in the matter here, well Sc good. My Solicitor is 

Mr Clarke 14 Craven St. 

Your having accidentally mentioned Red[d]ing's n a m e — 

has I am told irritated th[e] people on Conduit St. You 

can easily salve that injury. Say something conci[liatory] 
2 

about those people—& if you please about the London. Look 

into the 15. page of the first No. of The Indicator.-^ You 

will find the present attack promised. 1. Memoirs of Lockit 

the Ballad vamper. 2 The Literary Haberdasher. 5 A map 

of the road to the chair of Moral Philosophy. 4 The Son 

Cyrus Redding (1785-1870) at one time was the Paris 
correspondent for Hunt's Examiner. He was the working editor 
of the New Monthly Magazine from 1821 till 1830, Thomas 
Campbell being a mere figurehead. 

^ After John Scott's death in 1821 (See Letter 47, 
footnote 2, p- 73), the organ was purchased by Taylor and 
Hessey. Taylor attempted to edit it and managed to ruin it 
by his failure to give his writers a free hand. In 1825 
Henry Southron took it over in conjunction with the Hunts. 
They quarrelod and the magazine,once so promising, died. 

' The Indicator^ published and edited by Leigh Hunt, 
first appeared on October 15, 1819. Lamb, Shelley, Keats, 
and Coleridge were among its contributors. 
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in Law—a wifes' tale—&c & other rascality.^ This of course 

comes from the Hunts^—but a little energy opportunely ap

plied. The menace of three of four Indictments will be the 

best energy, & those scoundrels will be taught prudence if 

they cannot learn honesty. 

My dear Sir 

Yrs truly 

G Croly 

LETTER 53 

Novr. 8—[1823 ?] 

My dear Sir 

There is nothing to talk of yet— The Town is alto

gether without interest so far as it might concern your 

lucubrations^-probably next month I may be able to send you 

something. Tou rather misunderstood me when I talked of 

your avoiding actual battle with the other periodical works. 

I said conciliation not concession.* To flatter or fawn on 

The first item refers to Lockhart's Ancient Spanish 
Ballads (Edinb\irgh, 1823), the fourth to his position in the 
world of letters as the son-in-law of Sir Walter Scott, a 
famous literary figure. Item 3 relates to Wilson's profes
sorship of moral philosophy in the University of Edinburgh. 
I am unable to link the ''literary haberdasher" with any of 
the Blackwood group. 

^ Leigh Hunt (1784-1859) was a journalist, essayist, 
poet, political radical, and a prime target for Maga's writers 
He was a friend of Moore, Bvron, Keats, and Shelley. With 
his brother John (1775-1848; he established The Examiner. 
Robert Hunt (d. 1850), the third brother, was engraver and 
art critic on this publication. 

^ See Letter 52. 
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them or any thing else would of course be no advice of mine. 

But I can assure you from personal knowledge that all re

marks on the other Magazines are either so much waste paper— 

or tend to produce unfavorable results among the higher 

classes of readers here. I have heard the matter expressed 

something in this way—"That Magazine shows from time to time 

very remarkable dexterity & ability, but why not confine it

self to public objects or to the discussion of remarkable 

persons if personal discussions are to take place at all." 

The truth is the Magazine might be made a powerful polit

ical engine without being exactly a political work—or 

degenerating into an instrument of ministers. A Set of Men 

who, imquestionably better occupants of power than their 

opponents, are yet miserably insensible to the Services of 

the willing literary mind of their adherents. A bolder tone 

in yo[ur] political papers—would be more popular, & might 

have a more productive effect on your personal objects. The 

last Magazine struck me as on the whole one of the best that 

you have had. Of course what I have now said is entirely in 

confidence. 

Have the goodness in your next communication with Dr 

Magipr)-^t^ tell him that I have received the Book on the 

Apocalypse—that I am much indebted & that I shall answer 

him aooa.l 

Yrs truly G Croly 

Magizin was undoubtedly aware of Croly's own pro
jected work on the Apocalypse. 
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As to the other Magazines my idea of the tme tone would 

be—That you don't care about them—that you never think it 

worth your while to consider their writers as distinct fmm 

their work-Messrs A. B. & C are generally indifferent to 

you—that names are below your concern—5t that you only con

template principles. 

LETTER 54 

Deer—8 [1825] 

My dear Sir 

I should have written to you before— But that 

nothing has appeared in any degree worth talking about. 

I send you an account of a volume which is to appear 

in about a week & in which I have written some verses. In 
2 

what I have said of the work — I have stated my simple opin-

ioji—& I think it likely to be an extremely pretty & inter

esting & popular performance & of its class much the best. 

The volume referred to is The Graces; or Literar.y 
Souvenirs for 1824. Professor Polk ("Watts-Blackwood 
Correspondence," p. 21), in speaking of the Literary 
Souvenir edited by Watts (1825-1855), remarks that "This new 
work [Watts' 1825 venture] was to compete with many annuals 
already on the market—Croly's The Graces, Ackermann's The 
Forget-Me-Not, and others. . . 7''' But Polk is in error here. 
Both Croly's The Graces; or Literary Souvenirs and Watts' 
Literar.y Souvenirs were published by the Hurst and Robinson 
Co. I Watts' annual of 1825 is siiiply a continuation of the 
series in which Croly's annual was the immediately preceding 
number, that of 1824. 

^ The reference is to the article, "The Graces, or 
Literary Souvenirs" (B.M., December, 1825). Croly wrote his 
own review of the annual which he had edited and to which he 
had contributed some verses. 
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I of course have not praised any of my own contributions. 

But I feel much interest in the success of the volume & shall 

be glad to find that you have a place in your pages for my 

character of it. 

I shall probably have matter enough by your next 

month to send you something—. But hitherto London is alto

gether commonplace; & except the promise of a Westminister 

Review by the Longmans —^which I presume has no reasonable 

Chance of struggling long against the living Reviews,^ I 

know of even no promise of literary effort—. However, 

London does not live till January or February—& by that 

time something may occur. 

You lately wrote me an angry letter. However that we 

shall not discuss till I see you here at dinner—^when we may 

settle our opinions at our ease. 

Believe me truly yrs 

G Croly 

There was some mention of a Review by ^Yhittaker in which [I] 

Longman and Co. did intend publishing the Westminster 
Review. The prospectus of the first issue, however, gave 
promise of too severe strictures on the Edinburgh Review, 
an established organ of the firm. The publishing house then 
withdrew, and the Westminster Review was set up in 1824 by 
James Mill, the utilitarian philosopher, as a radical 
Benthamite organ. 

2 The Edinburgh Review and the Quarterly Review. 
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was to have a hand. But the thing is not likely—& at all 

events I wish not to be supposed to have anything to do 

with it.^ 

LETTER 55 

Cadells 

Deer. 51—[1825] 

My dear Sir 

I hope to be able to send you something or other 

about Theatrical & (such) matters by the Eighth. But I am 

much occupied & shall be so for some time. I am much ob

liged by your insertion of the Article on the "Graces." It 

is actually an honest account—& no puff & no prompting of 

Hurst 8c Robinson's tho' it looks like both.^ 
4 

Many thanks for Percy Mailory which seems to me likely 

to be extremely acceptable to a large class of Readers. The 

George Byrom Whittaker (1795-1847) was a bookseller 
and publisher. William Maginn in an impublished letter to 
William Blackwood (February 15, 1824) remarks "that the 
Whittakers are starting a twomonthly magazine of some sort 
or other. . . . and I believe they have enlisted Croly." 
On March 4, 1824, Maginn writes of Croly that "He is up to 
his eyes in Whittaker's Universal. Entre nous. Croly puffs 
fifty fifth rate people here entirely too much'' (Cooke, 
"Maginn-Blackwood Correspondence," II, pp. 434-435). 

^ Croly's "London Oddities and Outlines. No. V," 
CB.M.̂  February, 1824) is almost wholly concerned with the 
current London stage. 

^ "The Graces, or Literary Souvenir," B.M., December, 
1823 (See Letter 54). 

^ James Hook, Percy Mallory (Edinburgh, 1824). 
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Literary Season is not promising. I believe no book of any 

peculiar excellence is likely to appear. You have of course 

seen—The Persian Romance"^—which has many of the character-
2 

istics of Anastatius —but with the obvious disadvantage of 

too great a distance from our habits & sympathies. (I v/rite 

on Cadell's Counter) 

Yrs truly 

G Croly 

I have but just received the Magazine. It arrived yesterday 

in Town. 

LETTER 56 

Jany 8—[1824 ?] 

My dear Sir— 

I have written this in more haste than I could have 

wished for the pleasure I have felt in the Book & the re-

spect I feel for its accomplished author.-' But your time 

is too compendious for much care in writing—since the steam 
4 

boats have slept for the winter. I had intended to send 

Croly is referring to J. P. Morier's anonymously 
published The Adventures of Haji Baba, of Ispahan (London, 
1824). 

Thomas Hope, Anastatius, a Romance (London, 1819). 

^ I am unable to identify either the author or the 
work. 

Perhaps a reference to the mail packets which did 
not venture forth in rough weather. 
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you a few pages on the opening of parliament. If you do 

not hear from me in three days conclude that they will not 

be sent. 

Yrs sincerely G C 

P. S. A new Review—quarterly size is projected here.^ I 

shall want some of your wisdom on the subject. Eschew—Mr. 

Lea in future—you must always send by coach—& I think you 

might lay an additional six pence on the Magazine.^ 

LETTER 57 

Jany 9—[1824 ?]^ 

My dear Sir 

I have been so much occupied by various matters here 

that I have not been able to write anything of any kind. I 

am of course always anxious to do what I can for the good 

Cause, & have hopes of contributing more actively during 

the Summer. 

Compliments of the Season. 

Truly yrs G Croly 

Croly's next article, "London Oddities and Outlines. 
No. y" (B.M., February, 1824), contained nothing concerning 
the opening of Parliament. 

^ Perhaps Whittaker's Universal Review (See Letters 
54 and 58X At any rate, I have dated the letter on the 
strength of the possibility. 

^ Another allusion with regard to means of communica
tion. Apparently Croly had been having to pay a part of the 
transportation costs of parcels from Edinburgh. 

^ Dated at the National Library of Scotland. 
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LETTER 58 

Jany 31--C1824] 8 Michaels x̂ lace 

Brampton 

My dear Sir 

I will send you something—in the way of an account 

of the Lions here"^—by the 8 ^ - . I like the Mag.—still 

extremely—but I am bored 8c bothered in all sorts of ways— 

& imable to do for you what I would wish—. I send you the 

prospectus of the new Review—in which the A'hittaker is the 

publisher—he shall certainly have no more influence than 
2 

anybody else, in or out of his business—. Old intercourse 

shall have its force—& it will give me & the other people 

about it peculiar pleasure when we can speak a good word for 

tiie good men Be true of the North. The Design is novel—& it 

will be sustained by very considerable literary Strength 

here— As to Ministers it will be altogether careless of 

their opinions—tho perhaps not inattentive to their per

formances— I send notes to Wilson & Lockhart—in case they 

This may be a reference to "London Oddities and 
Outlines. No. V" (B.M.^ February, 1824), which is devoted 
almost altogether to the current London stage. Croly's 
"Lions" may be his sardonic way of delivering himself on 
the subject of the many spectacles which at this time were 
being palmed off as theatre. 

^ The reference is to Whittaker's Universal Review 
(See Letter 54). Croly appears to have been the editor. 
Maginn remarks in this connection that Croly "is up to his 
eyes in Whittaker's Universal" (Cooke, "Maginn-Blackwood 
Correspondence," II, p. 438). Here Croly is asserting his 
editorial independence of his publisher. 
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might be inclined to write for it—.^ I will talk more 

about it but I am in haste. 

Yrs G Croly 

LETTER 59 

Feby 7. [1824] 

My dear Sir 

I send you a collection of all the lighter topics 

that are passing here. There is nothing of any kind of 

importance yet—nor excepting the discussions on the West 

Indies which in all probability Ministers will cut short as 

much as tlaey can—or the Catholic Question (now exhausted) 

likely to attract the eye of the public. 

I have put at the end of my paper—a few words about 

Jones^ whom I believe you know. He gives private lessons in 

Elocution, & wishes to have the knowledge of this extended. 

You will oblige me by letting this notice stand. I lately 
4 

sent you the prospectus of the new Review. If you have any 

fair opportunity of giving it a lift—as I am in some degree 

See the similar statement made in Letter 43. 

^ "London Oddities and Outlines. No. V," B.M., 
Febmary, 1824. 

^ Richard Jones (1779-1851), actor and dramatist, was 
at his best as the hero of a madcap farce. As a dramatic 
author he was unsuccessful. After 1855 he left the stage 
and devoted himself entirely to teaching elocution. 

^ Whittaker's Universal Review. 
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interested in it I know you will do it. The first No. is 

nearly prepared—but will not appear till after the begin

ning of March* 

Yrs truly 

G Croly 

LETTER 60 

May 8—[1824 ?] 

My dear Sir 

I send you a couple of pages of an article of which 

the rest shall follow in a few days for I hope yoxir forth

coming No. 

I enclose a little advertisment sent about in the 

pages of the Monthly Review—.^ from this I think it likely 

to be Satts's. I hope you will not suffer any of the Tales 

written by me in the Magazine to be plimdered by the com

piler of this new affair—whoever he may be—as at some 

future time I may make use of them myself. Besides any 

impunity of that kind would of course deter writers from 

sending more—. As to Watts he is a mere shark in these 

matters; so far as his conduct to me may imply—. But you 

I am unable to identify this article. Nothing more 
of Croly's was published in B.M. of 1824. 

^ The Monthly Review was begun in 1749 and was con
tinued under the management of its founder, Ralp|;i Griffiths, 
and his son for fifty-four years. Its greatest contributor 
was William Taylor (1765-1856) whose literary criticism ap
peared in its pages from 1795 until 1824. 
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can easily ascertain the projector by this paper—3: I pre

sume your prohibition of pilfering from your work would 
"I 

have the proper effect— 

Yrs truly G C 

LETTER 61 

Brampton July 3—[1824]^ 

My dear Sir 

At the very time you were charging me with not writ

ing—I was scribbling my eyes out for you & write this half 

blind—. The Devil's Elixir—seems to be three fourths 

frenzy, 8c the other fourth—what Gillies was pleased to 

make it—. The Inheritance has much cleverness—& you may 

rely upon it—that so far as favour can be done—your books 

shall always be in the place of favour— I shall send you 

fragments—Sbcc from time to time—when I can see—. 

Believe Yrs. truly G C 

Croly's allusion to Watts inclines me to believe 
that this letter was written in 1824 (See Letters 54 and 
63). 

p 
I am able to date this letter from the mention of 

the two works, both of which were published in 1824. The 
first. The Devil's Elixir, apparently a translation from the 
German of A. T. A. Hoffman by R. P. Gillies, was reviewed 
in an article ("The Devil's Elixir," B.M., July, 1824) 
probably written by Lockhart. The Inheritance, by Susan 
Edmonstone Ferrier, was published by Blackwood. 
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LETTER 62 

8 Michaels Piece 

Brampton 

Augt—11 [1824] 

My dear Sir 

You were quite right about the Sandwich article—but 

how could I have predicted that they would be fed to death 

before the month was over. I will send you something when 

anything occurs worth talking of. But politics at present 

are a jest—there is an utter stagnation of business in

terest—in thfcse matters—& you may now deplore the prostra

tion of the Whigs—as the hero cried for other worlds to 

conquer. As for me—I cannot write but upon compulsion. 

The subject must force me—& not I the Subject. But thanks 

to human absurdity we cannot be long without something to 

make a man angry & then you shall hear from me— 

In the mean time—^I make it a personal request that 

if any of your friends should review Dr Maccullochs' great 

work "The Highlands & Western Islands" it may be reviewed 

in a spirit ot inclination to think well of the work & the 

man. As a collection of facts—both in history & in Science 

it is I understand from better authority than my own—a most 

complete & masterly performance. As description I have met 

no late work—more powerfully & characteris[ti]cally de

scriptive. I am now & then a little dubious about its 

Dr. John Macculloch, The Highlands and Western Isles 
of Scotland (London, 1824). 
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hiaaor—which is occasionally \irged as far as it can go. But 

the work beats everything of its class—of any Country out 

of the field. I sbmetime since mentioned to D. M.^ that if 

he had any amusing essay—I should be glad to send it to 

you. He told me that he would write something with pleasure 

for the Magazine. This I say not as a bribe to you—but 

merely as a fact that occurred sometime ago—& which might 

produce a valuable correspondence. 

Yrs truly G Croly 

The last No. of the Magazine was very clever—Charles 

Edwards's letters—are a popular feature that ought to be 
2 

enlarged. 

LETTER 63 

London Deer 30 [1824]-^ 

Brampton 

My dear Sir 

The Magazine has just reached me—. it is very 

spirited, various & amusing. The West Indian Article seems 

I am unable to identify the person to whom Croly is 
referring. D, M. Moir and David Molyson, both Scots, are 
the only contributors to B.M. with the initials P.M., and 
the context would indicate, if not an Englishman, at least 
a man who made his residence in London. 

"Posthumous Letters of Charles Edwards. No. Ill," 
ed. by Henry Thomson, had appeared in the July issue of B,M. 

^ Dated [1830 ?] by the manuscript librarian of the 
National Library of Scotland. 

file:///irged
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a complete answer to the impudent & perilous foolery of the 

Abolitionists. This is merely a last resource of Whiggism— 

the Evil spirit driven out of its habitual & higher shape 

of National quarrel, takes refuge in the paltry hopes of 

Methodism, affected philanthropy, & cheap Sugar speculations. 

I have by no means abandoned writing for the Magazine which 

I think ought to be kept up as a vigorous outwork against the 

restless bitterness, meanness & mischievous want of principle 

among the Northern Whigs, independently even of its value as 

a Critical Joxirnal. 

Your mention of v'/atts & his publication,^ which is 

very pretty compilation, reminds me to tell you that we are 

at open war. He is about publishing a book of poems, lugged 

borrowed & stolen according to his manner wherever he could 

get them. Among the rest he has seized a whole heap of mine 

that had been scattered among newspapers—&c to the amoimt 

of about thirty. And this without asking my permission or 

Most probably Lockhart*s "The West Indian Controversy. 
No. IV," which appeared in January, 1825. From what Croly 
goes on to say about r/atts makes it highly unlikely that the 
article in question is Lockhart's third in the Vest Indian 
series, which came out in January of 1824, 

Watts' only known publication in 1825 was Poetical 
Sketches; the Profession, the Broken Heart, etc. (London), 
and this was a volume of his own poems. Another edition of 
the same work appeared in 1824. Then in 1825 he published 
the first of a series of annuals entitled Literary Souvenirs. 
Croly is here referring to the first of the series, that 
which succeeded his own Graces (j.n this connection see Letter 
54). This means, of course, that the book in question 
actually came out near the end of 1824 rather than in 1825, 
the date it bears. Such books, however, v/ere meant as gift 
books; therefore, the advanced date of publication would 
be in perfect order. 
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giving me any notice whatever on the subject. I of course 

as any one might—^have objected to his pirating these things 

trifles as they are—for the plain reason, that they were 

written in haste—^not intended to be known as mine—& that 

if I thought them fit for publication—I should publish them 

myself. To this the rascal has had the effrontery to reply— 

that he will publish them whether I like it or not—on the 

base principle that things which have appeared in a public 

journal are no longer private property. I have directed my 

Solicitor to acquaint him that I shall apply for an Injunc

tion—to this notice he has answered in a style of absolutely 

the lowest blackguardism conceivable—& I shall of course 

apply for the Injunction unless I find it should cost more 

than the thing is worth. Those matters I mention to you in 

confidence. I looked upon Watts as a poor & mean creature— 

but I had no idea of his being capable of the ruffian lan

guage or principles of his letter. Observe—I wish nothing 

to be said about this matter in any public shape. To have 

anything in the shape of public correspondence on such a sub

ject is useless as correction, Sc degrading to even the cor

rector. A low Scoundrel has always the best of the abuse. 

Yrs with compts of 

the Season. G Croly 

^ For Watts' animadversions upon Croly see Polk, 
"Watts-Blackwood Correspondence," Letters of August 15, 1824, 
and November 12, [1824]. 
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LETTER 64 

Feby. 8 [1825 V]^ 

My dear Sir 

I send you some fragments— The poem is not finished—, 

I shall send you the tv;o other stanzas necessary for its 

conclusion—in a day or two. I shall add some trifle to the 

Conversazione which might be continued—8c as [a] vehicle 

for London chit chat from time to time—. You will oblige 

me by remitting what these things may come to by the end of 

the month. You are punctuality itself— But I want to scrape 

together all the pence I can—just now. 

I hope you have not suffered any inconvenience by th-

convulsion of the Trade. 

Yrs (in haste) 

incerely G Croly— 

LETTER 65 

Brampton 

London Sept 8—[1825] 

My dear Sir 

I sent you on the last of Augt—the latter part of 

the tale of the (Antonias)^ of which I now enclose the 

•*• The date which I have assigned to this letter is 
tentative inasmuch as I can identify neither the "Conversazione' 
nor the poem. However, the reference to the convulsion of 
the Trade" could very well indicate the crash of 1825 which 
numbered Sir Valter Scott among its victims. 

^ "The Antonias. A Story of the South," B.?.l., 
November, 1825* 
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remainder. It is now long enough for at least one number & 

may be renewed hereafter, if you desire it. I may send you 

from time to time some notices of the exhibitions & theat

rical affairs of Town, as I happen to see them—. Thanks 

for your order on Cadell— 

Truly yrs CG— 

I should be obliged by your sending me at your leisure the 

slips of this tale, as I may hereafter make some use of it. 

If you should not publish it this month—on your sending me 

the proofs I might correct them. 

LETTER 66 

Cadell's 

Sepr 50 [1825] 

My dear Sir— 

I send you as much of this story as I have been 

able to get ready by today* It might run to volumes in the 

desultory way in whith it runs on. But I shall complete it 

Iby the 8^—(a few pages more—perhaps half of a dozen in 

some way or other). See you are likely to get Scot-free 

in your war with Martin—.^ he has I suppose noticed you— 

^ "The Antonias. A Story of the South," B.M., 
November, 1825. 

^ Richard Martin (1754-1854), member of Parliament 
and the first man to introduce into Parliament a bill for 
the prevention of cruelty to animals, was referred to by 
John Wilson in the "Noctes Ambrosianae. No. XXI as ihat 
Irish Jackass (p. 579)." Martin demanded the name of the 
writer. The details are perhaps best related in Mrs. 
Oliphant's Annals of a Publishing House, I (Minburgh, 1897)# 

pp. 280ff., 286, and 392. 
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merely to avoid the charge of partiality in attacking the 

Morning Chronicle as your remarks were an obvious joke— 

tho the M# C.^ were in bitter hostility. The fact is—this 

Martin ought to be supported—. he has done good where no 

one else perhaps would have thought it possible—& none else 

could have proved it possible. He is half mad—but without 

something of madness few vigorous things can be done in this 

world—• The order came regularly—& I am much obliged. 

Yrs in haste G Croly 
2 

I shall trouble you to let me have the slips of the story — 

when you print it. 

LETTER 67 

Novr 12 [1825] 

My dear Sir 

I send you the continuation or conclusion of the 

Acco\int of Sheridans plays— I have avoided expressing any 

opinions of his other efforts—as they might interfere with 
5 

those of the writers of the other portions. 

"̂  Croly refers to Martin's efforts relative to legis
lation pertaining to the prevention of cmelty to animals. 

^ "The Antonias. A Story of the South," BJ^., 
November, 1825. 

5 "Moore's Life of Sheridan," B̂ jM., Febmary, 1826. 
John Gait and John Wilson each contributed five pages to 
this article. 
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There is a monstrous deal of Scribbling in all this—. 

I dont know how far your profits may allow of allowing some

thing of a higher rate for a sheet—but I wish they may—. 

One of your sheets takes as much pen work as it does to fill 

half an ordinary volume— You are punctual & honcrable in 

money matters—& I have no wish to urge you beyond your fair 

convenience but I of course wish to make this trouble as well 

worth my while as I can 

Believe me 

truly yrs G C 

LETTER 68 

Brampton 

Deer 26—[1825] 

My dear Sir 

I received the order on Cadell in due time—it was 

very liberal & I was much obliged. 

You are right in postponing the article on Sheridan — 

the subject as a Review is too much trampled by the Magazines. 
2 

As to the letter to Kemble — I am not answerable for 

anybody's sins but my own. I did not write that letter. 

^ "Moore's Sheridan" appeared in February, 1826; 
"More Last Words of Sheridan" in March, 1826. 

^ "A Letter to Charles Kemble and R. W. Elliston," by 
William Harness under the pseudonym of Philo Dramaticus. 
The article attacks Yoimg, Kean. and Macready for having 
"retired into a dignified and limited range of mono-dramatic 
parts" (B.M.. June, 1825, p. 751). 
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Look into your books-^ you will find that the only thing I 

have sent you was the letter on the Drama in the last August 

NOi 

As to Macready—the stories told of him in your June 

No—by your correspondent Philo Dramaticus—^may be true & 

they are likely enough—they seem particularly in the case 

of Rienzi, to have been given on personal knowledge."^ But 

I know nothing about them—& in fact in all the trifles that 

I have written for you I have made a point of avoiding any 

hurt to private feelings deserved or not, & I believe have 

never touched upon a private name. As to Macready's visit-

he deserves all such punishment as you can give without in

volving yourself or your work. He is notoriously a most 

petulant & exigeant [sic] creature—thinking immeasurably 

of himself—& living in a State of constant irritation with 

everything & everybody. His very idea that if he write to 

you, you would make an improper use of his note was impudent 

& offensive, & as for his expressions of Liar & Scoimdrel 

they were not merely too strong for the occasion from any 

one's lips, but, from his applied as they were to a person 

[with] whom he had perfect [kn]owledge that there could be 

no personal contact—they were ridiculously vaporing & 

Mary Russell Mitford's Rienzi; A Tragedy (London, 
1828) was first acted in 1828. According to Harness, the 
play was mangled and distorted and finally rejected at 
Macready*s behest. The whole article points up the vicious-
ness of the star system which sacrificed drama in order that 
only one role, that of the chief protagonist, would stand 
forth in any given play. 
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theatrical. lou are quite right in keeping the names of all 

your contributors sacred—for in default of knowing the 

true writer any coxcomb fastens on any one known contributor 

the errors of all. As for me as long as I dont get paralysis 

in my hams like Elliston — I can care about nobody—but all 

that one gets by disclosure is the miserable honor of triumph 

in a paper war. I take it for granted that you scrupulously 

bum all letters. You are mortal like the rest of us—& 

it would not do well that a collector of Mss—should lay 

hold of your Morte feuille—for the benefit of the reading 

world. 

Yrs sincerely—G Croly 

LETTER 69 

London 

Saturday 11 [May, 1826 ?] 

Brampton 

My dear Sir 

Mr Gent^ a friend of mine & a very facetious & pleas

ant person who adds to his other merits that of being a great 

admirer of your publication wishes to see his poem on 

^ Robert /̂illiair. Elliston (1774-1851), actor and 
manager of Drury Lane, was subject to epileptic seizures. 
His second, which occurred in August of 1825, left m m a help
less old man. 

^ See Letters 3 and 90. Note the difference in tone 
with regard to Thomas Gent between this letter and Letter 
90. 
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Sheridan among your pages.''' He knew Sheridan well . is one 

of the multitude of admirers of that very singular & capti

vating man. You will find a great deal of feeling Oi poetry 

too in this poem—fit as it will much gratify Mr Gent to see 

it in the Magazine it will oblige me if you have no peculiar 

objection to inserting it. I may also mention that he is a 

man of large acquaintance—fond of literary talking ?c that 

as a means of propagating the Magazine a civility to him in 

this mode would not, in all probability be thrown away. 

I have to thank you for the Omen — a very spirited 8c 

new little volume—tho a little excentric—• has the author 

given his name. I am thinking of sending you for the next 

Month a few observations on public matters. 

Very truly Yrs G Croly 

LETTER 70 

[1826] 

My dear Sir— 

I received your order on Cadell—& am much obliged. 

I never think of keeping accounts with you. I take it for 

granted you give what you can—& you may take it for granted-

that all you can give—I am perfectly willing to take. I 

^ Gent's poem does not appear. 

^ John Gait's The Omen (Edinburgh, 1826) was listed 
among books just published in the May issue of B.M. For 
this reason I have tentatively assigned the date which ap
pears on this letter. 
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send you a Sicilian Story—of mine"^—of which I should be 

glad to have the Slips to lay by against this volume which 

I am accumulating. I send a part of an Answer to the Popish 
2 

Declaration. It ought to be answered—& by you—for the 

publication of the address among your advertisements has led 

some foolish people here to think that you were giving way.^ 

There may be a crisis of some kind or other near—& my firm 

conviction from many circumstances, is that the prosperity 

or great calamity of England may turn—(by a direct act of 

providence) on our suffering Catholic corruption ever to in

fluence the councils of the Country—which they shortly 

would—if they could get into parliament. The remainder 

shall be sent by the eighth—it will not be long. I hope to 
4 

be able to try—the "Greek Revolution." But as you observe— 

^ "The Carbonaro; A Sicilian Story," B.M., September, 
1826. 

^ The title of Croly's article v;as "Declaration of the 
Catholic Bishops, the Vicars Apostolic, and Their Coadjutors, 
in Great Britain^ (B.M., September, 1826). This (1826) was 
a year involving a general election, and one of the great 
issues was Catholic Emancipation. The "Popish Declaration," 
which advocated compromise, was Daniel O'Connell's. Croly 
attempted to show in his article that compromise was impos
sible for Roman Catholicism. 

^ Possibly a reference to "A Calm Statement of the 
Catholic Question" which appeared in the "Monthly List of 
New Publications" in the July, 1826 issue of B.M. At any 
rate, the publication in question is not listed as the 
"Popish Declaration." 

^ A reference to the series entitled "Greece," the 
first paper of which appeared in B.M. of October, 1826. 
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it ought to be a matter of some reading. I kaow something 

of the ground already. My idea would be to make it—a 

Memoir—^as you seem to think it the best form. You shall 

hear from me—soon about it. Next month would be time enough. 

Believe me truly yrs 

G C 

LETTER 71 

Augt 8—[1826] 

My dear Sir 

I hope you will be enabled to insert this paper on 

the Catholic Declaration soon. You are I know sensible of 

the necessity of preventing the Catholics from getting the 

power of even struggling with the true Religion in the 

English Legislature. I know too, that this whole outcry 

for Scots in parliament is superficial—S: is not grounded 

upon any real* strong desire of the popish m\xltitude. It is 

not of the nature of those questions which touch a population 

to the quick. It is too remote, 3: too obviously for the pur

poses of personal aggrandizement of a few turbulent lawyers. 

Nations never revolt for things like this—& in fact the 

Irish never have revolted for Catholic Emancipation. They 

have had Insurrections about Rents, taxes & tithes ^ such 

matters as press upon a poor people & about those alone. 

But I think I can all but prove from English History, that 

^ "Declaration of the Catholic Bishops, the Vicars 
Apostolic, and Their Coadjutors, in Great Britain," B.M.^ 
September, 1826. 
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there is a providential prohibition of our giving popery an 

influence in our Legislature. I could shew that in every 

instance where it vjas suffered, England was smitten by some 

singular calamity & that in every instance where it v/as 

directly & publicly repelled, England became the subject of 

some extraordinary instance of good fortune. This I cannot 

detail here but the detail is complete. The fact too is 

that things look ill now,—& that hetv̂ een the avowed Atheists, 

the financial Liberals, the careless protestants, & the 

ambitious 8c intriguing papists—the morality faith 8c polity 

of England are all likely to be severely tried—. Your pub

lication in this crisis—is actually the only one to which 

a lover of this Country 8c Christianity can look for fearless 

truth; The Reviews are either factious, or enfeebled by 

party ties. I should not be surprised if in a short time 

the Magazine were to be considered the most important defense 

of the True English Cause. 

Believe me truly 

Yrs G Croly 

LETTER 72 

Brampton—Augt 31 [1826] 

dear Sir— 

I have but just returned to Town & h&ve only a moment 

to say (as your parcel is going off)—that I received your 

order on Cadell—for which I am much indebted—And that if 

it be possible I shall send you a part of the paper on 
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Greece by the eighth. Our views of the popular character— 

& of the war—are, I think the same. 

Yrs truly G C — 

LETTER 75 

Septr 8 [1826] 

My dear Sir 

I send you an Article—commencing the Greelr business — 

I shall after these preliminaries go on to the war next 

month—•& finish as triumphantly as I can. You will see that 

I am no headlong advocate of the Greeks, but the present 

generation may be worthless enough—Sc yet be the foundation of 

a fine people. I think that there is evidence in them & their 

country of having been intended for the depot of all that is 

called genius or brilliancy,—there is no more improb[ab]ility 

in this organization of nations, than in the organization of 

an eye to see, or an ear to hear one people may be for one 

thing—& one for another—just as Sweden for iron, 8c England 

for Steam engines—was coal made the substratum of the whole 

Island for nothing—or was not the Englishman born with the 

organ of black smithing. At least the chance from the Greeks 

is something, from the Turks—(whom Heaven in its mercy con

found ) —^no thing • 

•̂  "Greece. No. I," B.M., October, 1826. 

^ Ibid. 
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How do you stand affected towards the Bible Society."̂  

I am, in secret, (for I do not wish to fly in the face of 

autho3Klty, without being able to render any service as yet), 

satisfied that it is a most noble ^ effective instrument of 

good. I have given the evidence of my opinion in giving my 

2 

subscription. But Drummond whom I think a monstrous cox

comb has done his best to break it down by his ridiculous 5: 

self sufficient arrogance. The Apocrypha may be not v/orth 

a straw—but no man pins his faith upon it, Ŝ  the Roman 

Catholics will take the Bible with it,—but not without it. 

IVhat the great Reformers of our Church did, we might well 

do, & let the Apocrypha lie harmlessly in our Bibles, to be 

read or not, as the possessor pleased. I know you reject 

the Apocrypha. The only difference between us is that you 

refuse it—& we never think of reading it. But the ques

tion's being urged by this purse proud fellow has done 

^ The British and Foreign Bible Society to which 
Croly refers was an evangelical type of organization dedi
cated to translating Scripture into all tongues and to giv
ing Bibles to people in tmenlightened lands. Croly, who 
represents the Anglican Low Church, took a natural interest 
in it. 

> 

^ Henry Drummond (1786-1860), whom Croly mentions, 
was a wealthy politician who had somewhat ostentatiously 
retired from the world in order to devote himself to the 
propagation of Christianity. It was at Drummond's house 
in 1826 that Irving, Wolff, and others met for a six-day 
discussion of the Bible. Out of this gathering originated 
the Catholic Apostolic Church. 
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great mischief to the Cause of the Bible already."'' I am not 

sure that I shall be able to write an Article on the subject 

for some time, even should you take it. Yet 1 wish to do 

what service I can in the matter—tho with strict secrecy. 

Believe me my dear Sir 

Sincerely yrs 

LETTER 74 

Octr 7, [1826 ?]^ 

My dear Sir 

I shall send you the end of this Subject in your 

next No—• it is long & curious—. I have been unable to 

write the whole now from the natural length of the Subject— 

which deserves some attention at present—But the next No. 

shall, if my eyes will help me out, conclude it."̂  As to 
4 

the Bible question —you are quite right in delay—I had no 

The reference to the Apocrypha has to do with the 
fierce battle at that time being waged in the Society on 
that subject. Dissenting churches, spearheaded by the 
Scotch Presbyterians, demanded that the Apocrypha be de
leted from Bibles sent abroad. To leave it in, they argued, 
was to sanction Roman Catholicism. 

The content of this letter seems to have relation 
to that of the preceding letter; therefore I have affixed 
the tentative date of 1826 to it. 

^ Probably a reference to the series of articles on 
Greece (See Appendix B in this connection). 

^ See Letter 75-
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idea of writing on it for some time—until the question 

should have been moî e cleared up—. I have no respect for 

the manliness of some of the leading persons, & their syco

phancy is I think as obvious as it is degrading— But the 

2 

Cause is a great one—a true one—& \indoubtedly the Sub

ject of prophecy & as undoubtedly the last great effort of 

providence to av/aken the World before the final catastrophe 

which is I fully believe rapidly coming— But all this is 

to yoxirself. 

Yrs very truly 

G C 

LETTER 75 

London Octr 28—[1826] 

My dear Sir 

I have just received your letter. The Greek subject 

is as you observe, curious & strange 8c that mixt\n?e of wild 

European & oriental life which makes History almost romance. 

And to do justice to it would take more space than either of 

us could give. I cannot say whether the present No will 

complete the Series—but it will be I think a considerable 

packet—as I have already written 24 of my long pages, & 

shall 7/rite \mtil the end of the Month— I am rather anxious 

^ Perhaps another reference to Drummond among others 
(See Letter 73;. 

^ That of the Bible Society. 

file:///indoubtedly
file:///mtil
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to finish it —because no\7 for the first time I am nearly 

within sight of the completion of the work on the Apocalypse^ 

which I have, thro my laying it aside for occasional writing-

deferred so long* And it must be ready in about a month or 

never. However I shall not unnecessarily narrow the Article 

on Greece. But in truth—the remainder of the war tho it 

contains some highly prominent events is so little varied 

from a tale of yearly invasion fi; yearly retreat that it will 

probably admit of a brief detail. There is at present no 

war but one must hope & believe that Greece tho defeated by 

the Turks—will never be Turkish territory again. I have 

been much obliged by your punctual & handsome conduct in oui» 

financial affairs. I am glad you like those Articles'^—^ I 
. 4 

have further to thank you for Ur Gillies's tales —^which to 

me are very new—well done—& will I presume—^meet the taste 
5 

of the readers in this Dr Faustus S: Freyschutz age.^ 

Believe me dear Sir 

Yrs truly G Croly 

•̂  Croly did finish it. The article is "Greece. No. 
Ill," B.M., December, 1826. 

2 The Apocal.ypse of St. John (London, 1827). 

^ The articles on Greece. 

^ R. P. Gillies' German Stories: Selected From the 
Works of Hoffman, et al. (London, 1826;. ~ 

^ A reference to the general interest of the age in 
German literature. The Dr. Faustus mentioned is, of course, 
Goethe's. Freyschutz is a reference to Carl Maria von Weber's 
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LETTER 76 

Octr. 51—1826 

My dear Sir 

The parcel is just on the wing a I have only time to 

say—that I have sent a long article as it will be out of 

my power to write anything for the next month. If you find 

it too long—put it into two Nos."̂  The subject is inter

esting—8c may grow even more so by Spring. 

I have made a rude outline of the seat of the war— 

which I think, if you could get it drawn over again by some 

better pencil—& struck off in a wood cut—would much 

elucidate the Article—in fact without something of the kind 
p 

the movements are scarcely intelligible. 

Yrs very truly G C — 

opera Der Freischutz. The English knew and liked Weber well. 
Charles Kemble offered him ilOOO for Oberon, his third and 
last dramatic masterpiece, which was produced with great suc
cess at Covent Garden. A month or so later Weber (1786-1826) 
died of consumption in the home of his host. Sir George 
Smart. 

"Greece. No. II" appeared in November, 1826; 
"Greece. No. Ill" in December, 1826. 

p 
No mcp accompanied either of the articles on Greece. 

However, Croly suggests that his reader make use of a 
Colonel Leake's map in order to follow the complicated 
campaigns ("Greece. No. Ill," B.M., December, 1826, p. 
843). 
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LETTER 77 

Novr—8—[1826] 

My dear Sir 

Mr Duncan of Paternoster Row has told me that you 

would let some civil thing about his "Modern Traveller""'• 

appear in your Magazine— He is very obliging 5. desirous 

to be obliged—. And as the work is really very ingenious 

& deserving of all that can be said of it—I send a note to 

be inserted at the end of the (No. 3 on Greece, which I sent 

at the beginning of the Month) as that is about the time 

when it would be best for it to appear— 

Yrs in h<-ste 

G Croly 

LETTER 78 

Brampton Jany. 8. 1327 

My dear Sir 

Tho I am much engrossed at present by the troublesome 
2 

book on my hands — I think we ought not to let the poor Duke 

of York pass without some Memoir. I shall send you I hope 

James Dxmcan's Modern Traveller is described by 
Croly in the notice which was appended to "Greece. No. Ill" 
(B.M.^ December, 1826) as "a publication which, amounting 
to but ten or a dozen pocket volumes, already contains 
more information of the actual state of the world, than 
perhaps any other in existence" (p. 843). 

2 
His work on the Apocalypse. 
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on the twelfth—a paper about him."̂  

I am obliged by your very civil notices of the trifling 

poems that I contributed to some of the little Forgetmenots 
2 

&CCC. I dislike all those scribblings but I am teazed [sic] 

by letters until I find it easier to write a few verses, 

than to answer them. I see you did not find me out in the 

"Red nosed Lieutenant" to which you have been very compli

mentary. But let my having written it be kept to yourself. 

Some time or other—I must write a vol. of Tales of Manners.* 

But for awhile I am disabled from doing anything—but the 

Apocalypse. It is in the press—^however—& I am forced to 

keep the printers at work by writing a little in advance—. 

When it is about to appear—which must be at the end of 

Feby—• I shall give you a line about its contents or you 

may say in your next notices that it is in the press—it 

will be a good sized octavo. 

Yrs in haste 

G Croly 

^ "The Duke of York," B.M.. Febmary, 1827. 

^ The reference is to "Christmas Presents" by John 
Wilson, an article dealing with various annuals among which 
are the Forget Me Not edited by F. Shoberl (1775-1853), and 
the Literar.y Souvenir edited by //atts. Croly's poem "The 
Enchanted Castle" and his article "The Red-Nosed Lieutenant" 
appeared in the Forget Me Not. With reference to ./atts 
see Letter 63. 

^ The allusion must be to the "Red-iJosed Lieutenant" 
which is not available to me. 
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I see by the Times of today that unfortunate Greece is to 

be declared Free by England Austria Russia c, France—. This 

is glorious news for humanity—.& I can scarcely help look

ing on it as preparing the way for some new triumph of the 

Gospel. The era is full of eventfulness. 

LETTER 79 

Jany 1^ [1827] 

My dear Sir 

I send you all I could write in a hurry about the 

Dxike—. I have cut out from a newspaper some of his 

speeches but the ms is original. 

Yrs with compliments 

of the Season 

G Croly 

P.S. 

Send me what you can for this—. I shall not be able 
2 

to write for some time—as I am busy about my big book—. 

We can make up any deficiency another time—• C 

LETTER 80 

London Brampton 

19 March ]1827] 

dear Sir 

I have to thank you for your interesting books 

^ "The Duke of York," B.M., February, 1827. 

^ The volume on the Apocalypse. 
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Elizabeth de Bruce which I read with much pleasure u which 

certainly exhibits a great deal of interesting writing, 5: 
2 

the singular metaphysical book which I shall read. But I 

have been hitherto so much occupied with my own big book that 

I have been unable to do almost anything else. It is now 

however printed—& will be out in a day or two. May I 

trouble you to insert in your notices—the following title 

"The Apocalypse of St John, a prophecy of the Rise, progress 

& fall of popery,—The Inquisition,—The French Revolution,— 

The Universal War; & the final triumph of Christianity, being 

a new Interpretation, by the Revd George Croly A.M.—H.R.S.L. 

dedicated with permission to the Lord Bishop of Salisbury." 

A copy shall of course be sent to you by the first parcel. 

It is published by Rivingtons. You may rely on it that the 

interpretation is new is true ^ that the prophecy is at this 

time of the most important nature. Of this however you will 

judge for yourself. I hope next month to let you hear from 

•̂  Mrs. Christian Isobel Johnstone, Elizabeth de 
Bruce (Edinburgh, 1827). 

^ There is no way to determine what metaphysical 
book Croly refers to here. Quite possibly it refers to the 
MS of the theological treatise referred to by Moir in his 
letter of January 10, 1827 to Blackwood (Nolte, "The Letters 
of Moir to Blackwood and His Sons," I, p. 530;. 

^ Croly had been an Associate of the Royal Society 
of Literature since that body began functioning in 1823. 

^ C. & I. rdvington Co. 
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me if I possibly can—but am extremely busy about various 

matters* 

Yrs in haste 

Very truly G Croly 

LETTER 81 

London June 29—1827 

Brampton— 

My dear Sir 

Tho I am over head and ears in books & scribbling at 

this moment—yet as you wish for a paper on Napoleon I shall 

send you something of the kind —(I hope in time)—for I 

shall begin it the moment I get Sir Walter's work —which 

yet has not appeared—but which I have desired them at 

Cadells to send me as soon as possible. 

I am much obliged by the notice in the Noctes-^—which 

The hitherto unascribed article, "Napoleon Bonapart," 
which appeared in the number of August, 1827, seems def
initely to be Croly's on the basis of this letter. However, 
Moir sensed the authorship, for he writes on July 21, 1827 
"'Napoleon* I take to be another of Croly's beautiful his
torical and biographical essays. . . (Nolte, "The Letters 
of Moir to Blackwood and His Sons," I, p. 562).'' 

Sir Walter Scott, The Life of Napoleon Buonaparte, 
Emperor of the French (Edinburgh, 1827;. 

^ "Noctes Ambrosianae. No. XXXIV" (B.M., July, 1827), 
by John Wilson. To Tickler's negative reply as to whether 
he had yet seen Croly's book on the Apocalypse—North re
plied: "It is a splendid attempt—you ought to read it, I 
assure you, not merely as a Treatise on a very deep subject 
of divinity, but as a political and historical sketch, 
directly applicable and intentionally applied to the present 
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is very friendly ?: very flattering—^ shall be further in

debted by the Review^—in v/hich—I do not desire any opinion 

to be given of the coiiipletcness of the Explanation—further 

than to avoid altogether overlooking it, or pronouncing it 

erroneous hastily—for if the Reviewer can find good grounds 

for its condemnation—I can have no objection to truth in 

any shape—if the grounds be stated—e* thus be left open to 

examination. But the fact is—that the explanation is un

questionably true as a whole—tho I don't stand up for 

trivial & subordinate points—this however must not be taken 

on my mere authority. The selection of passages is the 

fairest to the writer 8c the most satisfactory, as well as 

most attractive to the general reader. 

I have I think also discovered the true solution of 
p 

the famous 70 weeks of Daniel (C. 9.) which has been a bone 

of contention among all the writers on the Old Testament, it is 

and coming time. It is a long time since I have read any
thing finer than his passages—On the Fall of the Roman 
Empire—The Constitution of the Pagan Hierarchy—The Nature 
of Romish Modem Idolatry—The French Revolution—The 
Sceptical Writers Who Preceded It—The Present State of 
Europe—and, The Character of the Chief Instruments of 
English Success during the War. These are all grand topics, 
and magnificently treated" (p. 133). 

But no such review was forthcoming, and William 
Blackwood must have foimd himself hard pressed, indeed, to 
maintain diplomatic relations on this score. In this con
nection see also Mrs. Oliphant's Annals of a Publishing 
House, I, p. 482. 

Chapter 9, iii which the passage ccnceming the 70 
weeks is contained. 
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very curious—8c I think complete as it is certainly original. 

But say nothing of this at present. 

Thanks for Vittoria Colonna-̂  which I lately received. 

It is a remarkably interesting work. I read it thro with 

pleasiire which I have not felt for a long time in a novel. 

Is the Author known. There are some Scottish idioms i words 

in it. I hear a high-account of Cyril Thornton^—which 

however I have not read. But Jerdan v.-as unusually enthu

siastic about it, & the passages quoted were very animated. 

The Author's peninsular war will probably be a very striking 
3 

work.^ The writer might find some advantage in looking over 

Colonel Jones's history of the Campaigns in Spain & 
4 

Portugal — a plain but apparently very authentic, & certainly 

able performance. 

Believe me truly yrs G Croly 

Charlotte A. Eaton, Vittoria Colonna: A Tale of 
Rome (Edinburgh, 1826). Mrs. Eaton is better known by her 
maiden name of Waldie and as authoress of Waterloo Days 
(London, 1817), an excellent narrative and one which stands 
high among contemporary civilian accounts. 

^ Thomas Hamilton, The Youth and Manhood of Cyril 
Thornton (Edinburgh, 1827). 

^ Thomas Hamilton. Annals of the Peninsular Campaign, 
1808-14 (Edinburgh, 1829;. 

^ John Thomas Jones, Bart., The War in Spain, Portugal, 
and France 1808-14 (London, 1818). 
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LETTER 82 

[July, 1827]^ 

My dear Sir 

I send you the conclusion of the paper on Napoleon. 

It is written as you may perceive in a hurry—& you must 

try Ik, puzzle thro the interlineation.^ as well as you can. 

At all events make sense of the passages in printing— 

whether I have done so or not. 

I have put a line or two at the end about Sir 

Walter's work. I thought you might wish to have something 

said of it—tho except for a date here ^ there I did not 

make much use of it. However this you will admit or reject 

as you choose. 

Yrs very truly 

G Croly 

The manuscript librarian at the National Library 
of Scotland has placed a tentative date of 1839 on this 
letter, presumably because Croly's poem, "Napoleon's 
Telegraph on Montmartre," appeared in B.M.- of November, 
1839. But the publication date of ScotF^ The Life of 
Napoleon Buonaparte, Emperor of the French (.Edinburgh, 1827) 
makes it seem much more likely that the paper referred to 
is "Napoleon Bonapart" (B.M., August, 1827). In neither 
the poem nor the article is any mention made of Gcott's 
work. This last also holds true for the other two articles 
on Napoleon which have been ascribed to Croly; "The 
Last Recollections of Napoleon" (B.M., July, 1846), which 
is based on Count Montholon's History of the Captivity of 
Napoleon at St. Helena (London, 1846, 1847)^ and "Napoleon 
and Sir Pludson Lowe*̂  (B.M., August, 1855), a review of 
John Forsyth's Histor.y of the Captivity of Napoleon at 
St. Helenfi (London, 185^). 
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LETTER 83 

London Augt 25—1827— 

Brampton 

My dear Sir 

I write now merely to prevent your arrangements from 

being retarded by me. I am much occupied at present—& 

shall be so for some time—perhaps a month or two. V/iien if 

I have the materials I may imdertake some of those characters 

which you wished me to write. But let not this make any 

difference in your purposes of selection of either the 

Subjects or the writer. If you think it desirable that they 

should appear immediately—anybody else will do them just 

as well—& when I shall be at leisure—any other subject 

will do me just as well. There are always enough. 

BelJare me Dear Sir 

Yrs very triily 

G Croly 

You see our new Ministry are supposed to be quarreling with 

each other & with the King. I never expect public good 

from any men with whom the Catholic question is a favorite. 

It seems to me, on the gravest consideration—to be the very 

hinge of the Constitution—the exclusion of popery from our 

Legislature to have been all along the pledge of providential 

Canning, who had advocated religious equality among 
other things, died on August 8, 1827. Goderich carried on 
Canning's administration during the recess. Ministerial 
squabbles finally forced the resignation of Goderich on 
January 8, 1828. 
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protection to the Countr.y—& I cannot think that any 

statCesJman knows the Constitut[ion] or Christianity with 

whom this exclusion is not a first principle. 

Look to the Report (just come out) of the Bible Society-

relative to the conversion of the Jews in Constantinople— 

(Lewes' letters in the correspondence & I think one of the 

great signs of that advent —it is astonishing:. 

LETTER 84 

London Brampton 

Novr 3—1827 

My dear Sir 

I have not forgotten your objects—but I have been 

much occupied lately. I wish now to have your opinion about 

the work of fiction. I have written about two volumes—of 

the usual Romance size of 350 pages each as I conceive. The 

third vol. could I think, by exertion, be finished & printed 

by Christmas or even sometime before. If what I now have 

were to be put into a London printers hands now. 

I have been offered—five hundred pounds for the first 

Edition of any Novel or Romance that I write. If you think 

that you can conveniently give this—I should be gratified 

^ This report may be "The Present State of Christianity, 
and of the Missionary Establishments for its Propagation 
Through All Parts of the World" which Croly mentions in 
"Missions of Christianity" (B,M., July, 1828). Possibly it 
is a later report. I am unable to identify definitely either 
the publication or its author. 
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by having the present v.ork in hands on whose honor and 

punctuality I so perfectly rely. But I by no means 7;ish to 

urge you to what may be inconsistent with your purposes. 

Your offer was only a contingent one, tho by it I was much 

obliged. 

The work is conceived on the idea of a I.:an, undying, 

and driven in succession thro all ages—G: all countries-

pressed by violent passions, ^ encumbered with bitter ca

lamities of successive kinds. Such a Subject would give 

room for all that the human pen is capable of. Of course no 

one should speak of his own work. But I am satisfied that 

I have done as well as 1 could. And what this measure may 

be, your experience of my scribbling can ascertain perhaps 

better than I can myself. 

There would be an obvious inconvenience in sending 

the Mss—or indeed any part of it to you—from the chance 

of loss Sc the still greater inconvenience of delay—but the 

proofs of course—of the first two or three sheets might be 

sent to acquaint you with the style. It is to be much 

r[egretted ?] that you have no London [house ?] for publi

cations of this kind, by which Colbum—I am told has cleared 

£20000 a year for the last three years. 

However—our question is merely this—will you give 

five hundred pounds for a Romance from an untried novelist. 

But Blackwood decided not to publish Salathiel: A 
Story of the Past, the Present, and the Future; it was pub
lished by Colbum in three volumes in 1827. 
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As to Second Editions^ '5:c-they might be the subject of an 

easy & î nferior arrangement. However I shall be particularly 

obliged by your writing to me a line on the Subject by re

turn of post if you can—as I am anxious to have the matter 

settled in one way or other—& also—by not mentioning the 

work or m.y name to any one. 

Yrs very sincerely 

G Croly 

Many thanks for your last No—which seems to me a very good 

one. But the article on Heber is too friendly—the truth 

is that he was a moderate tho very well puffed man, his 

Palestine was better than the run of prize poems—but ie 

very heavy & academical*—& his Hymns are here looked on as 

a total failure. I understand they don't sell except among 

his friends. 

A second edition was brought out by Colbum in 
1829, a revised edition in 1855. The latest edition was 
printed in America in 1901. 

^ Reginald Heber (1783-1826) had been until his death 
the Lord Bishop of Calcutta. The article, "Heber's Hymns," 
by John Wilson, was ostensibly prompted by the publication 
of Hymns Written and Adapted to the Weekly Church Service 
Of tne Year. Actually, however, the article is as much 
panegyric as review; and in recapitulating the career of 
Heber, Wilson eulogizes the poem "Palestine," which was 
first printed in 1807. It is interesting to observe that 
while only one of Croly's hymns survives—"Spirit of God, 
Descend Upon My Heart"—all of Heber's have lived, and 
eight of them may be found in at least five standard 
hymnals. (See Albert Edward Bailey, The Gospel in Hymns 
[New York, 1950], pp. 152, 397). 
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LETTER 85 

London 

Brampton—Novr 9—1827 

My dear Sir 

I am much obliged by the promptness of your answer. 

I send you the Mss—.& shall be obliged by your letting me 

know your opinion on it as soon as you can. A perusal of 

a few chapters will let you into the style Sic. Setting 

aside any merit in the execution—a matter in which other 

judgments than the writers must decide— The subject is 

calculated to be popular now—from the curious & strong in

terest which is beginning to be felt about the Jews whose 

affairs are beginning to make an extraordinary & perhaps a 

providential stir in Europe.-^ The plan of this work is 

extensive—& is capable of every thing that can be done in 

writing. I call it—"Salathiel, The Immortal—a story of 

the past, the present & the future." 

He is anathema, a second Cain, condemned to wander 

thro all ages—& all nations. 

The present copy brings him down to the destruction 

of Jerusalem which I am just writing. All the incidents in 

the Mss are historical. 

^ Croly reveals a twofold influence here: (l) his 
interest in the Second Advent; (2) his interest in the 
British and Foreign Bible Society (See Letter 73). As a 
matter of fact, British interest in Judaism and its maneu-
verings is subordinate to its interest in the Levant where 
Greeks and Turks at this time were involved in hostilities. 
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The ruin of his nation fills him with the spirit of 

revenge against Rome—& he ranges the world to find her 

destroyer'—he finds a Gothic soldier—Alaric inspires him 

with the passion for conquest, 5: leads him into the ravage 

of the Roman provinces & the sack of Rome. The persecuted 

state of the Jews in the Eastern Empire infuriates him—he 

goes into the Desert—finds an Enthusiast Arab 5: urges him 

to conquest—the Enthusiast is Mahomet. The Jew is Sergius 

the Monk. He grows furious at the Saracen persecutions of 

the Jews—stirs up the first Crusade—& leads the Crusaders 

to the capture of Jerusalem. 

His revenge now gives place to another passion. He 

dives into the mysteries of nature—becomes a cabbalist—a 

necromancer—a seeker after the philosopher's stone—he sees 

in the course of his enquiries—the remarkable men of the 

dark ages—the Schoolmen &c—he is the man whom all the world 

called Paracelsus. 

A passion for luxury takes possession of him—he 

revels in opulence—& lives in the Italian republics, Venice-

Milan—Florence in princely pomp of the period of their 

literary & commercial splendor—he sees Dante Petrarch— 

Ariosto Raphael Michael Angelo &c. 

A passion for discovery gets possession of his soul— 

roused by the cruelty of the Spanish Inquisition to the 

Jews—he determines to find out a new world for his people, 

meets a bold Genoese to whom he comm\micates his ideas, & 

thus urges Columbus to Sea—he sails with him 8c sees the 

new world. 
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Religious feelings begin to dawn once more in him, 

he sees the German Reformation, meets Luther, is seized by 

the Inquisition, & comes to England on board the Armada— 

whose destmction he witnesses. He lingers on with a soften

ing heart, sees the French Revolution, 6: the retreat from 

Moscow—& now with some strange & undefined feelings of some 

magnificent change to be wrought on all iZingdoms—&. half 

converted—he waits tremblingly for the consummation. 

My ptirpose is in all this never to lose sight of the 

Man as man & as a Jew-.»he is not an Anacharsis or mere 

registrar of events in which he has no concern—he has human 

feelings & interests all thro. The subject is I think the 

very finest possible for all sorts of display. Romance, the 

vigor of historic narrative, 8c the interest of personal feel

ings. My project is to write it in three successive sets 

of three voliuaes—or (if it could not be helped) in two sets-

the present three would I think come down to his intercourse 

with Mahomet—but the work would be so far complete. A line 

at the end might say—"Here rests the story of The Immortal. 

If the world desire to hear more, more shall be told." 

As to the continuation in this way, it is common, & 

rather popular—as I perceive by the continuation of titles— 

Highways & Byeways, Sayings ^ Doings, which go on for ever. 

I now leave the matter with you only wishing for the 

speediest answer you can conveniently give. On your not 

mentioning this to an.y one—either now or in future I per

fectly rely—& you are qiiite right in believing that I wish 
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to arrange the affair with you entirely as a friend. I 

have mentioned the pages as in tvio volumes—but of course my 

numbering goes for nothing—I would \7ish to see the book 

printed about the size of Reuben Aspley-̂  which is larger 

than your usual form—8c about twenty four lines—or 190 words 

in a page which I see the number in the London publications 

3c which looks very 'vvell. There should not be more than 550 

of printed pages in a volume—or less if you think proper. 

There should be some understanding about the No. of copies 

of the first edition printed—and you might mention—in case 

it should succeed—what you want to consider the proper time 

for the second portion to appear. 

If we can arrange together—I shall v/ant a c[oup]le 

of himdred pounds (if you can gi[ve] it conveniently) at 

once—as I have been obliged to give up other resources to 

finish this—Sb the remainder on your receiving the Mss 

entire. 

Where the present copy breaks off, Salathiel is re

turning to Jerusalem—which he finds besieged by Titus. He 

meets his family there 2i all is thenceforward vivid action, 

8c tragic situation down to the burning of the Teiple in which 

he fights, 8c undergoes his first consciousness of dying. 

Yrs very truly 

G Croly 

^ Horatio Smith, Reuben Aspley (London, 1827). The 
size was li*. 

file:///7ish
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Tou will be glad to hear the second Edition of the Apocalypse 

is printing. There are three or four works on the Subject 

of the wandering Jew in German—but they are mere sketches 

of a few pages—one only amoimting to a single Vol. I have 

not seen any of them. There is one a little Square Vol—a 

Schoolbook printed here by I think Harris."' The present 

work is entirely or[ig]nal. If you should return the Mss— 

send it to Cad[ell]—as its arrival there will be safer 

than with me. They can send me a note to mention the ar

rival of a parcel for me. 

LETTER 86 

Brampton Deer 3^-1827 

My dear Sir eo" 

I was much indebted by your interesting letter, & am 

quite as much obliged by your good will on the Subject of 

which it. spoke as by any arrangement that could have been 
2 

made between us. The work will be published here—. But 

I wish that nothing may be said of it, until the time that 

The three best known works on this subject published 
during the 1820's are Charles Robert Maturin's Melmoth the 
Wanderer (Edinburgh, 1820), John Gait's The Wandering Jew 
(London, 1820), and Thomas Medwin's Ahasueras, the Wandering 
Jew (London, 1825). None of these, however, fits the 
physical description of Croly's "little Square Vol." Per
haps the latter is a translation of one of the German works 
which Croly remarks and of which a considerable number are 
still listed in bibliographies. 

^ Sall̂ athiel was published by Colbum. 
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the work appears, when I shall rely on you—. In no case do 

I wish any mention of my name. 

On looking over the Magazine' of which I have just 

read the No with my usual pleasure I think that it might be 

varied from the Severer matter of politics 8c political 

oeconomy in both of which it certainly produces the best 

papers of the day—by introducing something of London. There 

are a m\xltitude of trifling matters passing here from day to 

day-^-which thrown together in any rambling form of Journal or 

Hebdomadary might be amusing at a distance—as a moving pic

ture of the Stirring & Showey part of the most Stirring place 

of mankind. I should throw all kinds of topics together— 

Theatres, picture galleries. Anecdotes—public rumors, pol

itics, odd books—&c the quicquid against homines. Let me 

hear whether this would come within your views—& let me 

have any suggestions on it that occur to you. I suppose 

about a sheet a month might be thus filled—if I can find 

time. In the mean while I shall be going on till I hear from 

you. 

Believe me truly yrs 

G Croly 

•̂  Croly's "Projected Cathedral at Liverpool," a short 
article, appears in the January, 1828 issue of B^Mj. Im
mediately following this item are three short unascribed 
articles--"Managers of the Opera," "iialitary Uniforms, and 
"Steam Carriages"—which would fit rather well into the 
scheme outlined by Croly in this letter. A similar situation 
confronts us in the Febmarv, 1828 issue, save that the three 
short unascribed articles-^'Sir Wilmot Horton and ^igration," 
"Sentiment," and "Inclosure Bills"—do not follow immediately 
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LETTER 87 

London Deer 15—1827 

Brampton 

My dear Sir 

I send you a miscellany of the topics that chiefly 

engage the London talkers now. It may be continued reg

ularly—if I have time—& may vary the higher topics of your 

Magazine. It is observed here too that a set of brief 

Reviews of the principal London novels done in a slight & 

sketching way would add to the London interest of your work.— 

If you desired this, & directed Cadell to send the more 

prominent novels—something of the kind might be done from 

time to time—puffing would be of course out of the question, 

but a work like yours ought to give the reader a general 

view of whatever was remarkable in all kinds of things. 
2 

You see my secret of Salathiel has got into print— 

to my surprise Sc regret I saw it in the Literary Gazette the 

other day. I had kept it rigidly to myself. But there are 

a class of miserable Litterateurs who lurk about shops & 

printing offices peering in to Mss, S: gathering up gossip for 

after "Burning of Indian Widows," itself quite short. Croly's 
article, "Whiggism," in this same issue, is set apart from 
these others by its greater length. Then, too, Croly seems 
to be referring to this last article with regard to the 
Quarterly Review in Letter 87-

^ This is a reference to a projected series of 
Loiingers Letters (See Letters 86 and 88). 

^ The reference is to Croly's authorship. 
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the little weekly publications. Honor is out of the ques

tion, & the result is that every man becomes a mark. I am 

extremely chagrined at this, but human nature is a contempt

ible business after all—& those people are in its lowest 

grade—(However what has occurred between you 8c me—remains 

of course strictly a matter of confidence—) 

I wish to mention another matter of confidence. Some 

months ago during the interregnum of the 'Ministry—I wrote 

(by desire) for the Quarterly—an article on the general 

conduct of parties. The article was put in print for my 

revision, & was intended to appear immediately—but the 

timidity of the publisher, who was afraid to say anything on 

one side or the other, & who has in consequence made his 

Review a laughing-stock would suffer no paper on the subject 

to appear. It strikes me that it would answer your purposes 

for the next month with the necessary additions resulting 

from the changes which have since occurred. No one has 

seen the Article but Lockhart, I believe. It was transcribed 
2 

by another hand. I dont know that Murray has seen it— 

^ Probably "Whiggism" (B.M., February, 1828), a 
violent polemic aimed at Canning's coalition government. 

^ John Murray (1778-1843), publisher. In 1803 Murray 
became London Agent for the publications of Archibald 
Constable, Edinburgh publisher. For a time, Murray acted as 
London agent for the Edinburgh Review, of which he was part 
publisher from 1807 to 1808.In 1808, Murray endeavored to 
begin an opposition review based on Tory principles. He 
enlisted Scott and Southey to this end, neither of whom 
would contribute further to the Edinburgh Review, which had 
become violently partisan in the Whig cause. Murray's pub
lication, the Quarterly Review, prospered after a time. 
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But conceive that he merely put his veto on any 8c every 

political paper at the time. It abuses no one ii merely ani

madverts to the natur[al ?] consequences of patting men in 

power—who are degraded at the tribunal of conscience, 3: who 

obtain power only on the public abandonment of every pretence 

to principle. This is altogether a matter between ourselves-

as I have no wish of course to be embroiled in so vulgar & 

profitless a war as politics. I have too a respect for Lord 

Landsdowne as a man of moderation i of literary tastes. As 

a good deal of addition & alteration must be made before send

ing the article to you I wish previously to know whether you 

would wish to have it. And now for the last 3: most important 

point. Send me what money your purse 3: punctuality can. 

Yrs very truly 

G Croly— 

particularly as a result of the domestic political situation 
which followed the overthrow of Napoleon on the Continent. 
The Quarterly Review, owing in part to Murray's ultracon-
servative personality, never acquired the dash of B.M.; 
indeed, Mxirray once relinquished part ownership in Maga be
cause of the turbulent personalities which lent it flavor. 

Henry Petty-Fitzmaurice, the third Marquis of 
Landsdowne, was a moderate IVhig who, though prominent in 
the affairs of his party, never acquired the label of a party 
man. The reference here with regard to Croly's article has 
to do with Canning's coalition administration of 1827. 
Landsdowne participated in three coalition governments in 
his career, a fact which testifies to his moderate spirit 
and to Croly's unusual generosity of allusion to a "Whig.? 
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Keep the authorship of the Loiingers Letters^ to yourself as 

its being known would restrain my remarks. 

LETTER 88 

Deer—31—1827 

My dear Sir 
2 

I send the Article in question. I have made some 

corrections of the press which will require your sagacity 

to get thro—but you are so much master of my hieroglyphics 

that I have no doubt you will succeed. 

Before I received your letter relative to the "Letters 

of a Lounger"^ I had written a few pages. I send them—they 

will serve to diversify your No & you shall not be bored 

with any more. Still, from the opinions that reach me here 

of the Magazine something of the topics of the day ought to 

appear from time to time—tho I am so much occupied that I 

could not promise it. I will say no more of secrecy—you 

know its value—& I fully rely on you. In fact, as to my 

talking of the things that I do—they are in every instance 

^ See Letter 86. 

^ Probably "Whiggism" (B.M., Febmary, 1828), which 
he discussed in Letter 87. 

^ Apparently, Blackwood had not been too enthusiastic 
about the "Letters of a Lounger" (See Letter 86). But if 
our theory involving the \mascribed articles is valid, he 
nevertheless published the material Croly had already sub
mitted to Maga. 

file:///mascribed
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either from hurry or negligence or ill luck so inferior to 

what I would wish them to be—that I never feel the least 

indulgence in talking of my authorship. 

I have few acquaintances & no literary confidents [sic] 

whatever. 

Yrs very truly G C 

The good wishes of the Season to you & your family 

LETTER 89 

Wednesday [1828 ?]"'• 

My dear Sir— 

I am very glad to hear of your arrival & shall hope 

to see you in my quiet way. But in the meantime I shall call 

at Cadells & your hotel tomorrow Thursday—about 5 unless 

the day should be rainy. 

Yrs very truly G C 

LETTER 90 

London Jany. 21. 1828— 

Brampton 

My dear Sir 

A lady, the widow of an officer, & a friend of mine, 
2 

has just published a novel "De Beauvoir or Second Love" 

^ Dated at the National Library of Scotland. 

De Beauvoire; or Second Love (London, 1828). F. 
Alger, British antiquarian, to whom Dr. A, L. Strout wrote 
concerning the authorship of this book, advised that "In 
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which strikes me as clever. & of which she has a prodigious 

anxiety to have some notice taken in the more prominent pub

lications. I should wish to oblige her by some short ac-

co\mt—of two or three pages at the utmost in your Magazine. 

At the same time I have not promised any thing of the kind, 

& beg that you will without hesitation object to it if you 

think proper. The book is graceful Sc ingenious; a fashionable 

novel, without any of the stupidities & affectations of 

boudoir 8c drawing room knowledge which have brought the name 

into disrepute. 

Gent has published a volume of poems of which he 

teizes [sic] me to give some notice in yo\ir work. I have 

told him plainly that you will not receive it—he has gone 

to Cadell Se received some half promise that he would interest 

himself with you about it ^ on this Gent has bored me again. 

You see he is a man who will not take an excuse—& I shall 

be obliged by your enclosing me a line in your next parcel 

(which will be time enough for your answer to both my 

reply to your letter of 15 January [1957] I am sorry I can
not tell you who it was that wrote DE BEAUVOIR; or Second 
Love, 1828. 

"The work is one of the common type of fashionable 
novels, and is mostly concerned with the comings, goings and 
sayings of military officers and their wives, with the in
troduction of a sprinkling of knights, baronets and the like. 
I have no clue to the name of the author." 

^ This was but another edition of the Poems published 
in 1820 (See Letters 5 and 69). Perhaps Thomas Gent had 
revised some poems and added others. The volume did not 
receive a notice in B.M. 
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applications) mentioning whether you will admit the notice 

on Gent or not. I have no desire to be troubled with him. 

You see the unsettled State of Llinisters still—the 

fall of the Whigs is more disgraceful now than even in 1807. 

Then they were driven out by the popular hatred, now by the 

popular Scorn. Men may recover their station where anything 

of fear remains in the minds of their opponents, but con

tempt, mark [?] all the fates of Whiggery, is miserable 3; ir

recoverable. However, it [will] be some time before matters 

1 can be finally arranged. 

Believe me truly yrs 

G Croly— 

As politics are becoming the fashion again—& continental 

matters will probably become interesting—has it occurred to 

you to have a regular Register of political events once a 

month at the end of your Magazine.— It might be brief & 

spirited—& it is I belJSire looked for— 

LETTER 91 

London Jany 50—1828— 

Brampton— 

dear Sir 

Your enclosure was very liberal—much more so than I 

^ On January 8, 1828, Goderich, who had inherited 
Canning's coalition administration and vvas now no longer able 
to weld its discordant elements together, resigned. The king 
then commissioned Wellington to form a new cabinet, many of 
the members of which were holdovers from the Canning govern
ment (Annual Rep;ister for 1828 [London, 1829], pp. 1-65). 
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should have thought the Article"^ deserved—however—in those 

matters I in fact never think of making any kind of estimate. 

Your spirit a punctuality are quite equal to save anyone 

that trouble. It is well that you showed on the present oc

casion the manly decision to stand by the excluded party 

while they were excluded. Nothing could be a more effective 

contrast than the Magazine with the whole of the periodical 

literatteurs such as they are of England—for nothin-; could 

be more degraded than their conduct. There is not one of 

them, even of those that most blustered against the Atheist 

party—(the true name of the Modem Whigs)—that did not make 

2 

a sly offer of partizanship in the beginning. The bluster

ing came only when it was foiind that the Whigs (improvidently 

enough) would not buy them. But this you know as well as I 

do. The course that you have adopted was undoubtedly of 

service to the public at the time—for the public mind droops 

when it finds all the writers against it, 8c adopts new 

principles with the fickleness of a woman in the fashion of 

a bonnet. I hope this service will now be useful to your

self with the public—for as to the gratitude of men in power— 

they never do anything for any man unless he has the secret 

of an intrigue in his hands, or threatens to assassinate. 

But the true place-giver, from whom no man may be ashamed to 

^ "Whiggism," B.M., Febmary, 1828. 

^ When the Goderich administration fell apart and a 
new government liad to be set up (See Letter 90). 
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receive liberality, office 8c honor—is the nation, the 

[reward ?] of honorable & principled [men] to ones adherence 

to principle. 

I am busy at present about other matters Cc shall not 

be able to send you any contribution of length. But if any 

thing occurs I may send a few short papers. 

Yrs very truly 
I* 

G Croly— 

LETTER 92 

April 8—[1828] 

My dear Sir 

I hope you will be able to have some account of 

Stlathiel in your forthcoming No of the Magazine—this is the 

Month for it—to make an impression—& after June—the world 

falls asleep—. Strain a point for me in this—& make the 

professor exert his energies—. in fact I look more to the 

influence that your work may have than to all the other 

periodical publications together— I am busy with some of 

the Articles I mentioned— 

Yrs truly G Croly 

Nine days later we find Croly renewing his suit (See 
Letter 93). Possibly Blackwood hedged in an effort to 
avoid an out-and-out refusal. 
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LETTER 93 

April 17, 1828 

My dear Sir 

I beg your acceptance of Salathiel.^ Of course I 

don't wish you to break thro any of your rules for me more 

than for other». But we know each other so long, that I 

may say to you, that upon its success depends a -̂ rcat deal 

of my future scribbling. If it should be unknown, I shall 

pi^bably give up the pursuit, at least in this direction Si 

delve in Theology thankless as it is—until somebody delve 

a location for me where men write no more, 8c turn their 

moral uses into the material of cabbages & cauliflowers. 

If the professor had nothing else on his hands at the 

moment—he could make a more showy illustration of such a 

subject as the "Jew" than anyone I know. 

I have been collecting some heads of things here for 
2 

some time for you. A capital work on the Evils of Ireland 

has jxist appeared—let me know whether anyone else is likely 

Croly's request for a review of his novel is 
strongly pitched in this letter; he must have been sorely 
disappointed at not receiving one. It seems not unlikely 
that this may have caused a coolness to arise between the 
two men; such a conjecture, if true, may account £ or the 
hiatus of nearly three years in which no article by Cmly 
appears in B.M. 

1828 

and defended against an attack made upon i t by the E^nbur^ 
Heview (B.M., XXVI, p. 825) UlXibone^. Both w t l c I e S ; 
Eoweror.lrere written by W. Johnstone, not by Croly. 
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to take it up for you. It might make the material of a 

striking article. 

Yrs truly G Croly 

My name as the writer of Salathiel is now not worth con-

cealing-.»it was known long ago—very much against my will. 

But of course our corresyjondence must remain confidential— 

as before* 

LETTER 94 

May 51—1828 

My dear Sir 

You have here some short articles upon subjects that 

are now attracting the public in one way or other. I shall 

probably send you some more by the packet of the 8 of June 

I also enclose a "Fra^ent" given to me by a gentleman a 

resident in Italy—^who if you pleased, I think from his re

searches & local knowledge on his return to Italy—^which 

takes place in a week or two, might now 3: then send you some 

curious Articles. If you publish this "Fragment" send me a 

note stating what you give for it—that I may show it to the 

writer. If you reject it—send me a line to that effect—& 

We have no way of determining v/hat these short 
articles were. One may have been Croly's "The Ĵissions of 
Christianity," which appeared in B.M., July, 1828. Another 
may have been the unascribed "Martin's Fall of Nineveh" in 
that same issue. 

^ No further mention is made of this "Fragment," and 
I am unable to connect it with anything published in '^ar.a. 
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mentioning also whether you would desire further communica

tion. He is a man of intelligence—fond of literature—with 

genera[l] [a]ccess to society & books—an -englishman & a 

gentleman. 

Believe me truly yrs 

G Croly 

LETTER 95 

London June 4 1828 

My dear Sir 

You have of course seen the account of Huskisson's 

dismissal & the ridiculous figure which this slippery person 

made of himself in his sorrowings at being taken at his word. 

The whole transaction is worth recording 3: I shall probably 

send you an article upon it with the letters between the 

parties—^hich tho public from having been in the papers-

are yet very curious alike as documents of the transaction & 

illustrations of the character of this rogue & the D\ike. 

But I shall not begin the article until I hear from 

you—as you may intend to take it up yourself in some other 

way. If you wish to have it—write to me by return of post* 

It would be of some length—tho not overwhelming—tho the 

subject is really too curious to be lost—& is capable of 

throwing some light on the trickeries of a party whose whole 

& sole principle is selfishness 8c swindling. 

Yrs truly G Croly 

^ William Huskisson (1770-1850) was a friend of 
Canning's, a capable statesman, but a man who failed to achieve 
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I hope you get the parcel of short Articles^ which I lately 

sent you—by Cadell. Oblige me by ascertaining from prin

ciple Baird—whether he got my letter enclosing the Hymn for 

his Collection. I don't want to trouble him for an answer 

to me—but merely, (as he had mislaid my previous letter—) 

to take care that the poem should have reached him.^ 

LETTER 96 

Augt 8 [1828] 

My dear Sir— 

I send you a curious article which I have made from 

an Italian Book on Loretto.^ 

in public life what his rare abilities seemed to augur. 
After Goderich's resignation, tension grew between the Duke 
of Wellington and Huskisson, whom the Duke felt to be the 
successor to Canning's position. Through an exchange of notes 
Huskisson was forced to resign his post. But Croly did not 
write the article which he suggested; John Wilson reserved 
this most interesting bit of political byplay for himself 
(See "Hiiskisson's Complete Letter-Writer," B.M., July, 1828). 

These are the "short articles" referred to in 
Letter 94. 

^ This may be John Baird (1799-1861), a Scotch divine. 
In 1825 he went to Ireland as a preacher engaged by the 
Irish Evangelical Society. In 1829 he was ordained minister 
at Yetholm, Roxburghshire. Baird wrote the Scottish Gipsies' 
Advocate (Edinburgh, 1859), and contributed an "Account of 
the Parish of Yetholm" to the New Statistical Account of 
Scotland. Baird*s Irish connections and evangelical bent 
argue, if they do not prove, that this was the man to whom 
Croly is referring. 

^ "Loretto" appeared in September of 1828. Croly in
forms us in the article that his source "is the literal 
translation of the Guide-book, sold at Loretto, and with the 
features of the shrine, giving an 'Abrege Historique des 
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I see you have inserted Zwinglius^—& from time to 

time other papers of the same kind might be given. As you 

are the most punctual of the punctual-I never mention the 

matters of Mammon to you—but as I did not hear from you 

this month—I thought it possible that you might have mis

directed the letter for me, to someone. If this has not oc

curred—you will oblige me by letting me hear from you at 

your convenience as I shall probably be soon going to France 

for awhile. 

Yrs very truly 

G Croly 

LETTER 97 

Monday— 

[Late October or early November ? 

1828] 

My dear Sir 

I desired one of Cadell's people to write & let me 

know-.-that your order (sent by mistake to some one else) has 

not been applied for. But I am afraid they omitted to do so. 

I was much obliged by your promptitude in this matter, x 

glad that your readiness to make the remittance to me, has 

not been productive of any loss to you—. 

translations prodigieuses le la Sainte T'aison,' from the 
Italian, written by Monsieur l̂ ûrri, the Cure or Rector, of 
Loretto* (p. 558). 

^ Croly's "Zwinglius, the Swiss Reformer" appeared 
in B.M.. August, 1828. 
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I am busy at present with a new book"^—c^ have not 

time to do anything for a week or two—. But I am going to 

Paris for a short time, when if I find anything worth send

ing—^you shall have it. If you know any pleasant person 

there, particularly any scholar or writer—I should be in

debted by a line of introduction. Yours would be valuable. 

I stay here still about a fortnight—to look over the 2^ 

edition of Salathiel, which has had a more extensive sale 

than I had expected—. I shall hope to send you from time 

to time some papers 8ccc on the Catholic affairs. This is 

the great question. You have taken it up on principle & 

the work which will persevere, vigorously, without a tinge 

of compr<aaise or faint heartedness will be the rallying 

point for the highest spirits & names of England—the ques

tion is of the most vital importance to every man who de

sires to see freedom & religion in our great coimtry—& the 

hope of Christianity kept up on earth. There will always 

be a church, but it may be removed, & the admission of 

popery, polluted Godless slavish & idolatrous as it is. I 

solemnly believe would bring down a curse on the councils 

of the country. 

Yrs truly G Croly 

in haste 

1 The Life and Times of His Late Majesty George the 
Fourth (London, 185o). "^ 

Salathiel. A Story of the Past, the Present and 
the Futtire (2d ed.; London, 1829;. J'he first edition ap
peared in 1827. 
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About those lines, (& which has gone for some one else's 

behoof, I should be glad to hear what occurs to you. 

P.S. Probably the next paper that I may send will 

be a sketch of the Life of Luther.^ In the mean time if you 

can recollect the substance of the letter you wrote. 

LETTER 98 

London Novr. 17. 1828 

Brampton— 

My dear Sir 

I have returned from my Continental ramble—a few 

days—8c have in the first instance thought of you. I am 

preparing a Memoir of Luther^—which I shall send by the 

end of the month—but wish to know as soon as you can— 

whether you have any article on the Duke of Newcastles' 

celebrated letter^—which seems to me a very admirable state

ment of the Protestant 3: anti protestant influence in the 

Cabinet for the late years. If you have nothing on the sub

ject in preparation let me hear from you—& a paper shall 

"Luther" appeared in two parts: the first in B.M. 
of January, 1829; the second in B.M. of February, 1329.""Tt 
is by means of this reference that I ac able to date this 
letter. 

^ Ibid. 

^ The letter referred to is that of the Duke of 
Newcastle to Lord Kenyon; its content amounts to a wholesale 
attack on Roman Catholicism. In his "Observations on the 
Duke of Newcastle's Letter" (B.M., January, 1829), Cmly 
quotes liberally from the text of the letter. 
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be sent. The Duke, tho a man who hates forcing or being 

forced forward, is a determined ^ zealous, & stmng-

resolutioned-person—who I have no doubt—would also feel 

it a gratification, and a duty to give his influence to a 

work so important as yours to the Cause of the Constitution. 

Let me hear from you in time—& believe me truly 

Yrs G Croly— 

Keep this communication to yoiirself—as usual. 

LETTER 99 

London Deer 8 — 

1828 

My dear Sir 

I send you a continuation of the Article on Luther— 

but the whole would make too much for you to publish at 

once—"St as he was the great leader of the Reformation it 

would only disappoint your readers to reduce his Me-roir into 

too small a space. You shall have the conclusion for next 

month—. Oblige me, as I already mentioned by sending me 

proofs at your leisure. 

I also transmit a few remarks on the Duke of Newcastles 

letter which has made so much noise—& which seems to me a 

most manly, highspirited—& noblemanlike production. I have 

not said a syllable more than I thought of it—but rather 

restrained myself. The letter is calculated to produce a 

very powerful influence on the protestant cause. 

Yrs very truly G Croly 

^ See Letter 98. 
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OemptB of the Season to your household. 

LETTER 100 

Monday— 

Brampton [1829] 

My dear Sir 

I have received your books with pleasure & am glad to 

perceive your arrival in Town. But I have been confined to 

the house for a week with a kind of low fever. I shall hope 

to get out soon & call on you. 

Truly yrs G Croly 

LETTER 101 

Wednesday— 

[January, 1829]^ 

My dear Sir 

I have only a moment to say that I received your en

closure & am much obliged—& that I shall send you the re-
th 

mainder of the Luther—by the 8^^. I having been hitherto 

extremely occupied. 

I must also exonerate the Duke of Newcastle from 

being at all indebted to my assistance—I assure you—I had 

This letter can be dated by means of Croly's mention 
of the publication of his "Observations on the Duke of 
Newcastle's Letter," which appeared in B.M. of January, 1829. 
The reference to "Luther" is not as specific as the other, 
although the first part of this last also appeared in the 
January, 1829 issue of B.M. 
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not the slightest share in his admirable letter—nor even 

had any knowledge of it until it reached me. I am glad you 

have given a place to the article in your present No—which 

by the bye is a capital one, 8c I think one of the best as a 

whole that I ever saw even of yours. Keep to your own honor 

& wisdom in politics & Religion & you can want no better 

guide, nor ever be without the assistance of every man who 

takes an interest in his Country. 

Yrs very truly 

G Croly— 

Let me have the proofs of Luther. 

LETTER 102 

London Octr. 30—1850— 

14 Bernard Ct— 

Russell Square 

My dear Sir 

I beg your acceptance of the only book 1 have published 

for a long while. I send it to you personall.y & wish that 

it may amuse you in the reading half as much as it wearied 

me in the writing. As mere writing, it would have been no 

great task—^but the quantity of references that I was obliged 

^ This is The Life and Times of His Late Majesty 
Geo3f*ge the Fourth (London, 1830), a work v/hich has beeia de-
scribed as of "no historical importance, but creditable to 
his [Croly's] independence of spirit" (D.N.B.). 
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to make-*-the books I had to toil over i^ the persons I had 

to consult—&c made it infinitely laborious. 

I have to thank you for your continuing to send me 

the Magazine. It is always capital Sc 1 always see it with 

great pleasure. When you come to Town I shall hope to see 

you here. 

Dear Sir Believe me truly yrs 

G Croly 

LETTER 103 

London—Deer. 6—1831 

14 Bernard St 

Russell Square 

My dear Sir 

After a long interval occupied in other matters—I 

have written a tale, which is in some measiire founded on 

life, & which I send to you. I shall probably remain in 

Town dxiring the winter—& if in that time—I should have 

leisure—I may write more of the same kind. If this should 

suit your purposes—you will be kind enough to let me hear 

from you soon. 

Believe me dear Sir 

Yrs truly 

G Croly 

^ "The Premier and His Wife," B.M., January, 1832. 
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Of course—our communication is entirely entre nous, as, for 

a while, I have reasons for wishing to avoid being known to 

write anything, but Divinity."^ 

LETTER 104 

London 

Deer. 27. [1851] 14 Bemard St— 

Russell Square 

My dear Sir 

I received your obliging letter & its enclosure—& 

conceiving that you would wish to hear from me at once—I 

write by the post. I shall try to send you a tale—of the 

kind you mentioned. Subsequently I might send you an oc

casional biography—a style of which I am fond. I might 

send some of the famous old worthies 8c the new—Grotius— 

probably—a curious brief life might be given of Servetus— 

of Joseph Scaliger—&ccc—possibly I have some materials on 

the French robber Cortouche &cc. Those done in a lively & 

anecdotical manner might be amusing, Sc vary the political 

^ Frederick W. Croly tells us that "In 1852 he took 
charge of the parish at Romford, in Essex, during three 
years, in the absence of the vicar on account of ill health" 
(George Croly, The Book of Job [Edinburgh, 1863], p. vii). 
Croly was now over fifty and had not received advancement 
in his p2*ofession. Doubtless he felt that his chances at 
procuring the Romford living were better if his literary 
activities were not too widely known. 

p 
Quite possibly the proposed tale turned out to be 

"The Aga of the Janizaries," which appeared in B.:,'. of 
February, 1832. 
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articles of your work. Write to me whether you think those 

things would be of use.^ You shall have also tales from 
2 

time to time. I altogether rely on you for keeping this 8c 

all communications perfectly entre nous—but you have said 

it—& that is enough. 

Thanks for your inquiry about the living—the offer 

was altogether unasked & unexpected by me. The present one 

is only about it350 a year—Sb in an \mhealthy situation—but 

I have some hope of getting something better—if promises 

are not very unsubstantial things.^ Compts of the Season 

8c believe me 

Truly yrs 

G Croly 

The Magazine has been sent to me regularly. 

But Blackwood apparently did not encourage Croly's 
writing of the great Dutch advocate for relirious toleration 
or the Spanish physician and philosopher, the chronicler and 
philosopher or the French bandit. Even so, 1852 was a year 
in which Croly turned out a considerable araoimt of material 
for Magai sixteen items have been ascribed to him, an amount 
in sharp contrast to the two articles which he had con
tributed to B.M. during the whole of the preceding three 
years, 1S29^TS^. 

During the next several months Croly contributed a 
number of tales, "The Castle of the Isle of Rugen" (May, 1852); 
"Calaspo, the Republican" (June, 1832); "The Pandour and 
His Princess" (July, 1832); "Eliezer the Sage, and J:.liezer 
the Simple" (August, 1832); and "Antonio di Carara. A Paduan 
Tale" (October, 1832). 

5 Q See Letter 103* 

file:///mhealthy
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LETTER 105 

London—Jany 2 1852— 

14 Bemard ot Russell 

Sq 

My dear Sir 

I wish you would let me know by return of post whether 

you would desire to have for your double No a Memoir of the 

House of Orange, which is now so much the public topic. I 

think I could get the materials for a Memoir ready in time, 

if I should hear soon from you—let me know what would be 

the latest time, that I should send it. I have also nearly 

2 finished a foreign tale as you desired—which shall go by 

the first parcel from Cadells. Also let me know what you 

think of the subjects I mentioned in my last letter. 

Truly yrs G Croly 

LETTER 106 London Feby 9—1852 

14 Bernard St—Russell 

Sq 

My dear Sir 

The Belgian business is at present in too shapeless 

a state for us to make anything of it. There are no materials 

•^ "The House of Orange" appeared in the double number 
of Febmary, 1852, to which Croly refers. 

^ This is "The Aga of the Janizaries," previously 
mentioned. 
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of any value & entre nous, I am disposed not to love the 

Dutch an atom more than the Leopoldists. The original offence 

was in the Allies, who gave over the Netherlands to Holland 

as if they had a cargo of Negroes to dispose of asked no 

questions of the people as to their liking to be thus trans

ferred, but played Napoleon at second hand, Sc settled the 

matter with their swords. The Belgians unassisted tumed the 

Dutch fairly out, 8c when they came back again beat them out; 

8c knowing the Dutch as I do, I cannot much blame them for 

not liking Mynheer as a master. As to Whig policy on the 

occasion, I conclude it was like Whig policy on all occasions; 

blundering enough—but still it would have been a terrible 

affair to plunge us into a war, for the difference between 

two such insignificants as Leopold & the prince of orange. 

I send you a part of a sketch of a very curious thing 

& a very little understood one, the system of the papal 

government, as an Italian State—which has some additional 
2 

interest now from the Austrian interference at Bologna. If 

Blackwood had apparently asked Croly to write an 
article on this subject. At any rate, an article entitled 
"The Belgian Question," by Archibald Alison, appeared in 
B.M. of March,' 1832. Alison stressed the embarrassing posi
tion of England in having interfered between the King of the 
Netherlands and his rebellious subjects in favor of the lat
ter. The Tory position was that in so doing the Vhig 
Ministry had thrown Belgiiim irrevocably into the revolutionary 
orbit of France in spite of the fact that free Belgium, ruled 
by Leopold, was organized as a monarchy. 

^ "The Papal Government," B.M., March, 1832. 
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I should find time—I may jxossibly send you a tale^—but at 

all events you shall have the conclusion of this paper by 

the first opportunity. 

I am anxious to hear that you keep yourself clear of 

the cholera—your Doctors, with their eagerness for inves

tigating it, are as likely to propagate the plague as to 

cure it. 

Believe me truly yrs 

G Croly 

LETTER 107 

April—7—1832 

My dear Sir 

I have left Town—& as I am now a little relieved 

from the plague of moving I hope to be able to do something 

for you from time to time. 

My address now is 

Vicarage 

Romford 

iî ssex 

Where you will have the goodness to address your letters. 

The Magazines may be still directed to Cade 11 s—where 
2 

I shall send for them. I have begim a tale —for your next 

^ The next tale to appear was "The Castle of Rugen" 
in B.M. of May, 1832. 

^ "The Castle of Rugen." 
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No. It shall be sent to Cadells by the 15^^ or 14^* 

Yrs in haste 

G Croly 

LETTER 108 

May 3 — 1832 

Vicarage 

Romford 

Essex 

My dear Sir 

I write now merely to say, as you wish it, that I 

shall send you a tale of about the same length as the last 

2 

for your next No* I am glad you liked the last — & am ob

liged by the kindness 8c punctuality of your enclosure. I 

shall probably send a part of the tale, with this—as I in

tend going to Town tomorrow. If you come to London this 

summer you must contrive to give me a day here—a great de

mand on time so much occupied, as in your brief visits, as 

yours always is. 

Believe me very truly yrs 

G Croly 

Address your letters—directly here. But the Magazine 8c any 

parcels to Cadells. 

^ "Calaspo, the Republican," B.M., June, 1832. 

^ "The Castle of Rugen," B.M., May, 1832. 
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LETTER 109 

May 51— 1832^ 

Vicarage 

Romford 

Essex 

My dear Sir 

I send by the tomorrows coach to Cadells a paper^ for 

you. I can send you a paper on the stories of the Rabbins 

in the Talmud,-' very wild 8c curious. Also a sketch of the 

4 "n 

life of Lavalette —with remarks—also of Sampson"^—one of 

the Irish Rebels from a vol lately published. If you think 

those topics fit—send me a line as soon as you can—to say 

I doubt that this letter is a fragment, even though 
it bears no signature. Frequently, Croly's letters contain 
postscripts with no signature intervening between them and 
the general text of the letters to which they are appended. 

2 
Possibly "The Pandour and His Princess," which ap

peared in B.M. of July, 1832. 

^ "The Traditions of thu Rabbins," part of which has 
long been erroneously attributed to De Quincey, appeared in 
two parts: the first in the November issue of 1832, the 
second in the April issue of 1853 • 

^ Probably Marie Chamans, Count de Lavalette (1769-
1830), a favorite of Bonaparte who on the return of Napoleon 
from Elba in March of 1815* assumed the administration of 
the post-office. He fled to Bavaria when the Bourbons were 
restored for the second time, but was pardoned in 1822. 

^ William Sampson (1764-1836) at one time was held on 
an abortive charge of high treason. After a number of cap
tures, escapes, exiles, and the like, he was sent to New York 
at government expense. There he attained a high position at 
the American bar. The volume which Croly mentions is an 1832 
reprint of the American edition of the Memoirs of W. Sampson 
which contains an introduction detailing the causes of the 
Irish Insurrection of 1798 and notes by W. C. Taylor. 
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so. I may possibly send the paper on the Talmudical romances-

for this month. But I should be glad to hear fmm you at all 

events—always direct your letters here. 

LETTER 110 

Augt 2 — 1852 

Vicarage Romford 

Essex— 

My dear Sir 

I sent to Cadell's yesterday—the end of the paper on 

Pizarro. I should have concluded it before, with some re

marks on the translator—except for want of time. However, 

that is now done. I also sent you a short Spanish tale, 

which was sent to me from abroad. It seems clever—& curious-

Si possibly if this suited your purpose, more might be sent— 

but the writer is at a great distance—& on that point I am 

2 5 

doubtful. I hove begun a tale,^ which I intend to send you 

by your parcel of the 9—. It is an European one—as you 

wished. Tastes differ, I thought Eliezer the very best tale 

Croly's "Lives of Balboa and Pizarro" (B.Ll.. 
September, 1852) is a review of Mrs. Margaret Hodson's Lives 
of V. Nuiaez de Balboa and Pizarro [from the Spanish of M. J. 
Quintana's Vidas de Espanoles Celebres] (Edinburgh, 1852). 

The tale did not appear in B.M., and we hear no 
more of it. 

^ This is "Antonio di Carara. A Paduan Tale," which 
appeared in the October, 1852 issue of B^^. 
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I have done for a long time—however in that I altogether 

give way to your judgment. You shall have European ones in 

future. Apropos as—in my reading—I make notes'of whatever 

occurs curious—I have notes which I could make into an in

teresting paper on 5 interesting things; the odd ones, the 

history of Tobaccg—Coffee—8: Tea. Would you wish to have 

it done. 

Also—a sketch of the chief transactions of Europe— 

seen by a man descended from the Moon—.a sort of picturesque 
2 

satire. Let me hear from you on those points. I can do 

nothing on them till the next month—so when it is at hand, 

write to me. 

Believe me always 

Yrs—G Cmly 

1 
Apparently, Blackwood did not so wish, for articles 

on these subjects are not forthcoming. 

2 
Croly wrote nothing of this nature. We might 

remember at this jimcture that we are somewhat handicapped 
in not having William Blackwood's correspondence to Croly; 
we are aware only indirectly of Blackwood's counterpro
posals and of the stature of Croly as a contributor to 
B^M. With regard to this last, we may note that his "Lives 
of Balboa and Pizarro" (See above) is a review of a 
Blackwood publication. V/e may be certain that Mr. Blackwood, 
a canny Scot and an astute businessman, entrusted such re
views to capable hands only. 
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LETTER 111 

Aug. 50— 1852— 

Vicarage Romford 

Essex— 

Uy dear Sir 

I yesterday received your letter of the 24^^ 8c am 

much obliged by its contents—& also by your anticipating 

the publication of the Story. Your punctuality has been an 

old source of my panegyric—.& I shall be at all times 

anxious to do what I can for you. I send to Cadell tomor

row a very curious narration of the Exile of Pichegru^ 8co 

which fell accidentally in my way, & which I have put in my 

own order with remarks &c. It is true Sc seems to me unknown 

& very interesting. I shall at my first leisure send you a 

curious trifle memoir compiled by myself—a showy historical 

fragment—of the three Ro.yal heroines of the last Century-

Maria Theresa, Catherine of Russia & Christina of Sweden.* 

•^ "Antonio di Carara," B.M., October, 1852. 

^ Charles Pichegru (1761-1804) was a French General 
of Revolution vintage. He met violent death as the result 
of his plotting with several Vendean leaders to overthrow 
the government of the First Consul. One can only conjecture 
as to the "curious narration" which Croly mentions; perhaps 
it was General J* P. Ramel's Narrative of the Deportation 
to Cayenne (London, 1799) [translator xinknownj. The article 
wtdck stemmed from it is "The Republican Exiles," which 
appeared in B*M. of October, 1852. 

^ Croly did not write this proposed memoir* 
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I^ yo^ dislike the idea write to me at once. If I do not 

hear from you—I shall pmceed. Tell me also whether you 

like to diversify your pages—with fragments &c of verse.^ 

Those things sometimes lighten the more serious matters of 

your work—& as to me they fall from the pen—between day 

8b dusk—here as an amusement— Answer me particularly on 

this as I have no wish that you should take any thing that 

does not suit your purpose. 

Yrs truly G Croly 

LETTER 112 

Oct. 1. 1852 

Romford Essex 

My dear Sir 

I yesterday received the double No, which I think 

excellent—from its variety—the true charm after all, of a 

periodical work—& also your obliging letter & enclosure. 

I am not sure that you may have wronged yourself a little in 

the i25—for I think you mentioned having paid something 

before hand in your previous remittance. However this you 

can easily decide from your own memos—& I mention it merely 

from recollection, for as to account, I keep none. If all 

the world were as accurate & as punctual as you. Bookkeep

ing would be a very useless Science. 

^ Blackwood's reply must have been encouraging; three 
>oems—"The Secret Lover" (September, 1852); "To a Rose" 
October, 1852): and "The Lady of the Greenwood Tree" 
'December, 1832;"--all appeared before the end of the year. 
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I have sent today to Cadell—the paper on the Rabbinical 

tradition a very curious subject—^untouched by writers in 

general, & full of excentric [sic] ideas. Let me know whether 

you wish to have another paper on the subject—as it is by 

no means exhausted, & a great many very curious traditions 
2 

with respect to Jewish adventures, ghosts—Scc still remain. 

But let this be altogether at your own disposal—as I can 

send you some other of the pai>ers I mentioned. In the mean-

time—& probably by Cadells parcel of the 9 — I shall send 

you a Memoir of a few pages of Dom Pedro^—^who is now an ob

ject of so much interest. I also send a German Legendary 

4 
poem. 

Yrs truly G Croly 

^ "Traditions of the Rabbins," B.M., November, 1832. 

^ Another article on the same subject and bearing the 
same title as the first appeared in B.M. of April, 1833 
(See Letter 109). 

^ Dom Pedro was one of the two pretenders to the 
throne of Portugal and was supported by British foreign 
policy to the point of Canning's ordering out British troops 
to quell Portuguese insurrection. Croly^s article. The 
Portuguese ^ar^ (B.M., January, 1833), is a polemic aimed 
at revealing past Whig ineptitude. 

^ This is "The Lady of the Greenwood Tree," B.:^, 
December, 1832. 
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LETTER 113 

Novr. 1. [1832] 

My dear Sir 

As you have not yet published the poem perhaps you 

might have some opportunity of sending the proof to Cadells 

for me-^as a slight error in printing poetry—often makes a 

great blunder—while errors go for nothing in prose. I 
2 

shall make some addition to the Portuguese Memoir. The 

men-̂  are as you observe both bad—& perhaps equally bad— 

but I know the avidity with which every thing that looks 

like information of Dom Pedro who has xmaccountably become 

a sort of public favorite in England—is just now looked to. 

This is what made me hurry the paper for you. Something on 

the subject would certainly be well received now. 

Yrs truly G Croly 

To vary our communication I send you an Asiatic tale My 

next shall be European. 

Your letter has come—I am much obliged. Let me know if you 

wish to hear any more of the Rabbins. 

1832 
^ "The Lady of the Greenwood Tree," B.M., December, 

^ "The Portuguese War," B.M., January, 1835. 

^ The two men contesting for the throne of Portugal. 

^ "The Natolian Story Teller," B.M., December, 1852. 

^ The second "Traditions of the Rabbins" appeared in 

April, 1853. 
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LETTER 114 

Novr 2 0 — 1832 

Romford 

Essex 

My dear Sir 

I shall send to Cadells' today—the paper on the 

Portiiguese question. I have as you desired gone into the 

documents relative to the Rights of both parties: & you will 

find this an accurate Memoir of the transaction from the 

beginning. Indeed the only one, so far as I know, which 

can put the reader in possession of any thing like a con

secutive & regular view of the question. The question too 

is a highly important one, & if the war should continue, &, 

if not .be extinguished by mediation, it may continue long, 

it will in all probability force us into new 3: extended 

hostility with the Peninsula, besides souring the spirit of 

the Continental Kings. The Portuguese Constitutionalists— 

are, I believe, Jacobins to a man—for such is the spirit of 

what is called Constitutionalism all over l-iurope. I have 

never met a Constitutionalist among the foreigners who crowd 

London—who was not a furious Whig. Some of the old nobles 

may be excepted, who having made the mistake of clinging to 

the unlucky side, cling to it still in the hope of being 

reinstated but all in the lower grades, officers, lawyers, 

physicians, & the general tribe of exiles are radicals— 

^ "The Porttiguese War," B.M., January, 1855. 
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Kinghaters & Conspirators against all existing Institutions. 

The fact is—that putting Don Miguel out of the question, 

the point at issue in Portugal as it will soon be every where 

else, is whether all Governments shall not be thrown under 

the feet of the Miatitude. Republidanism is the object in 

erery instance, the principle is Godless 3c bloody revolution, 

the agents are infidels & practical Atheists to a man, & the 

rabble are very triumphing in the hope of being the Masters. 

All looks verging to a general Revolution even among our

selves, 8c what will it be in the wild, profligate i head

long fury of public spirit on the Continent. The contest 

in Portugal is actually a part of this general battle i whether 

Don Miguel be a liar or not, the cause which he now upholds is 

the cause of Monarchy against Revolution. Pray, let me know, 

whether you wish to have another paper on the Traditions of 

the Rabbins— 

I received the other day Gordans history of the 

Greek Revolution,^ I suppose f3?om you but no note accompanied 

it. It is evidently a very clever performance, i will find 

a place in Libraries— 

Yrs truly G Croly 

^ As remarked in Letter 112, the article in question 
is highly partisan. 

^ Thomas Gordan's History of the Greek Revolution 
(London, 1832) was reviewed by Thomas De Quincey in an 
article entitled "The Revolution of Greece. I" ( B ^ , April, 
18^5). No second article on the subject a:̂ peared. oee .^s. 
Oliphant's Annuls of a Publishing House, I, pp. 422-444, with 
regard to De Quincey's relations with Maga. 
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I take it for granted that all our communications are entre 

nous. I send this article to Cadell—as he may have some 

opportunity of sending it to you—that you may have the 

more time for its insertion. 

LETTER 115 

Dec. 27. 1852 

Romford Essex— 

My dear Sir 

I received your letter at the time you wished—& am 

much obliged. I shall send, about the first of the next 

month, to Cadells a paper on the Traditions of the Rabbins,-^ 

which are very curious affairs, 8c a poem of the kind you 

wished—a tale— Shorter poems are useful only for filling 

up gaps. I think your idea of the papers on Burke excellent-
2 

& shall do them with pleasure— But as I have no set of 

Burke*s Speeches &c, I shall desire Cadell to send me a set, 

which he probably has, or he can easily get a secondhand 

one.^ In the mean time I shall send you, as a sketch of a 

Demagogue—a paper on the life of Home Tooke, for which I 

^ "Traditions of the Rabbins," BJjU, April, 1853. 

^ Eleven Burke papers were published in all; the first 
appeared in March, 1833; the last in September, 1834. 

^ Available at this time was a four volume The Speeches 
of the Right Honourable Edmund Burke, in the House'^f CommonsT 
and in Westminster Hell (.London, 1816;. 
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have collected some materials for an Essay."'- This I shall 

send for the No after the Rabbinical one (if—however you 

were anxious to have it for the next month (January) write 

to me by retum of post—that I may get it ready by the 9 ^ ) . 

I write those things in my uninterrupted evenings—giving 

up the morning to Theology, in which I take a strong & grow

ing interest—^perhaps even from the gloomier aspect of the 

times. I agree with you—that these are terrible times— 

exactly of the same character with those which brought on the 

catastrophe of 1648—& in fact with a similitude so complete 

in every point, from the sitter on the throne to the rebel 

in the street, that the likeness seems to have been per

mitted for the double purpose of warning all who are capable 

of being still warned & stimulating to ferocity of triumph 

all who long to see an overthrow like this of the unfortunate 

Charles, his undone Church, & his despised Legislature. What 

2 5 firebrands are already sent to Parliament—Cobbett, Bowring,-^ 

Two papers on Home Tooke appeared, the first in 
June, 1835; the second in August, 1855. 

. 

^ William Cobbett (1762-1855) was an essayist, 
politician, and agriculturist. He was the leading journalist 
concerned in the movement for parliamentary reform, and in 
1832 won a seat in the reformed parliament. His opinions 
with regard to economics stamp him as a forerunner of 
Disraeli. 

^ Sir John Bowring (1792-1872), linguist, writer, and 
traveler, was an intimate friend of Jeremy Bentham and be
came one of the first editors of Bentham's Westminster Review. 
In 1832, though popular with the people, Bowring was de-
feated in his attempt to represent Blackburn in the refoimed 
parliament. 
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Buckingham,^ Oconnel^ Csic]~with his three sons, his two 

brothers in law, his son in law & his thirty or forty re-

P̂ ^̂ ^̂ Q ̂ ^ ^^ ^^e® r^ffiens in the most literal sense of 

the word—& all of them, I verily believe irrestrainable by 

any obligation to God or man. The great evil comes fmm 

Ireland, the fmi[t of] the fatal Catholic Emancipation & 

the predicted fruit of that fatal measure, which at once de

prived England of her shield, & put the sword into the hands 

of Popery. This was the doing of Wellington & that recreant 

Peel, & l^gland will pay the forfeit of that most pernicious 

treachery by Revolution.^ This is the inevitable course of 

things—unless it shall be averted by miracle. I believe 

the Ministry are as much terrified at the future—as any Tory 

of us all—& they will probably have before long, the hopeless 

James Silk Buckingham (1786-1855), author and 
traveler, was elected M.P. for the new borough of Sheffield 
in the first reformed parliament and sat from December, 1852 
lantil the dissolution of that body in July, 1857. He was 
interested in social reforms and was especially opposed to 
flogging in the armed services and to the impressment of 
seamen. 

^ Daniel O'Connell (1775-1847) was the great villain 
of the times in Tory eyes, and Croly—Anglican churchman and 
fanatic on the subject of Roman Catholicism—cordially hated 
and feared the Irishman who brought into existence the 
Catholic Association. O'Connell, credited with bringing 
about the resurgent spirit of nationalism in Ireland, pos
sessed great personal influence and used it with equally 
great moderation. 

^ Wellington and Peel both knew that the question of 
Catholic emancipation had to be faced squarely and in terms 
of the times in which they lived; hence they sought a con
cordat with Rome. 
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task of throwing themselves between Rebellion & the remnant 

of the Constitution. 

Believe me truly yrs G Croly 

LETTER 116 

Jany 18. 1855 

Romford 

Essex 

My dear Sir 

I send you the paper on Wilkes—it will be followed 

by another—for the space of a single No was not enough to 

give any clear picture of the man. The second part shall 

follow soon. In the mean time I shall write the first paper 
2 

on Burke —3b hope to send it by the first of the month, or 

th at farthest the 9̂ =̂̂ . The second part of Tooke contains his 

own prosecutions—Juries—&cc. I hope you have got the paper 

on the Traditions of the Kabbins-^ Si the poem safe. There 

The "man" is Home Tooke, not John Wilkes. A con
siderable part of "The Life of a Democrat—A Sketch of Home 
Tooke" (B.M., J\me, 1855) is devoted to Wilkes upon whom 
Tooke to a certain extent modeled himself. "The Life of a 
Democrat—A Sketch of Home Tooke" appeared in August, 1855. 

^ "Edmund Burke, i'art I," B.M., L!arch, 1855. 

^ "Traditions of the Rabbins," B...;.̂  April, 1853. 

^ Several unascribed poems appear in B.M. during the 
coTirse of the ensuing several months, none of which reveals 
evidence that it was penned by Croly. 
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are among some of the old Romish writers, very curious 

traditions & romances—some of which you shall perhaps see. 

I in the mean time wish you all health. 

Yrs very truly 

G Cmly 

I hope I have already acknowledged your letter with your last 

enclosure. I wish only to mention that as I write these 

papers in haste—& may from time to time write with more in

temperance than is stiitablê —I beg that you will extinguish 

any passage you may think hazardous. This can scarcely oc

cur in narratives of sixty years ago—& I believe nothing 

beyond the strict line of legitimate political picturing has 

been ventured on in the present paper (which I have just 

looked over) but in every instance use your own judgment. 

Wilkes & Home are fair subjects for abhorrence & many a cul

prit has been hanged who went to the gallows with a clearer 

conscience than either of them. They are undoubtedly fire

brands—& the sources of threefourths of the revolutionary 

spirit of our day. 

LETTER 117 

Feby. 26 [1833] 

Romford 

Essex 

My dear Sir 

As I know you dont matter the postage, I write to say 

This paragraph refers to the article on Home Tooke 
(See above). 
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that I have just received your letter wishing me to send you 

another paper on Biirke, which I shall try to finish so as 

to send on the 8 — of March. I shall send tomorrow to Cadell— 

the second part of Home Tooke as I mentioned so that you 

will have four papers of mine for your double No. I of course 

am anxious in no instance to inconvience you by hiirry in 

publication but I should be glad to see them used as soon as 

it suits your convenience perfectly. I write Divinity diir-

ing the morning, & give up the Evening to those papers by 

which means I can do a good deal, by proceeding night after 

night. I have a variety of subjects in conception, which I 

think would answer your purpose. Among the rest—as the 

East India question will be among the great topics of the 

Session—I shall gather some materials for it in the shape 

of a historical Memoir—(unless you tell me to the contrary). 

In the mean time I shall go on with Burke, \mtll you think 

the subject sufficiently exploreck He was the noblest philos

opher of England—for as Socrates was said to bring down 

moral wisdom in to common life, Burke brought the wisdom & 

spirit of Religion into public affairs, his politics are all 

providential* Whiat a want there is of some such man now. 

Only two papers—"Edmimd Burke. Part II" and 
"Traditions of the Rabbins"—appeared in the double number 
for April, 1833* The second part of the Home Tooke paper 
did not come out until June, 1853. ^he fourth paper may be 
"A Letter to the King on the Irish Church Bill" (See Letter 

119). 

^ An article on this subject, however, was not forth
coming from Croly's pen. 

file:///mtll
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I think we are going, heels over head to ruin. Ireland may 

be frightened for awhile, but it will never be calmed. The 

soil is impregnated with evil. The very attempt to give it 

knowledge of any kind only increases its tiirbulence. Oil 

w[ill c]alm the waters, but what [is] oil on a furnace al

ready raging & which will rage as long as there is a priest 

of popery in existence to keep the flame alive. I am glad 

you saw the Duke of Newcastle. He is a thoroughly honest 

man, & if he but preserves his health, may live to be a great 

shelter to the right cause in the day of trial, which seems 

to me to be on the approach to us all. 

Dear Sir 

Yrs truly G Croly 

I have not yet seen the No—but expect it by the carrier 

tomorrow. 

LETTER 118 

Feby 27—[1835] 

Romford 

Essex 

My dear Sir 

I send the 2n^—& closing part of Home Tooke. The 

man was a very curious specimen of public ambition, 3̂  his 

•^ In this connection we may recall Croly's "Duke of 
Newcastle's Letter" (B.M., January, 1829). Henry Pelham 
(1785-1851), the Duke of Newcastle, is chiefly remembered as 
"an extreme tory" whose "political career was practically 
terminated after the passing of the Reform Bill" (The Complete 
Peerage of England, Scotland, Ireland, Great Britain, and the 
United kingdom, VI [London, 1895J% P. 26). 
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Memoir naturally leads thro the principal transactions of 

public agitation in England for the last fifty years. I have 

written it with much interest in the subject from its pecu-

1 P 
liarity in this point. Wilkes & Home were the two leaders 

& makers of Electioneering politics in England. Wilkes a 

cumming & corrupt scoundrel—^who tumed riot to his profit— 

Home a zealot for a name, always running his head against 

walls that he had built up for the purpose, & nari*owly es

caping twice or thrice being hanged. But both malignant & 

mischievous to the full extent of their powers—& hating & 

tearing each other like two famished tiger cats. 

Yrs G Croly 

I hope you bum all Mss—^I am unwilling to be known to write 

any thing but my own sermons. 

^ John Wilkes (1727-1797) is perhaps best remembered 
today as a man who made his society acceptable to Samuel 
Johnson even though the latter distrusted him. vJilkes was 
never the demagogue which Johnson thought him then and 
which Croly thought him later. He was, however, a liberal 
and a symbol of liberalism during the parly decades of the 
succeeding century. 

^ John Home Tooke (1756-1812) was a politician and 
philologist. In his capacity of the latter he was more 
farseeing than Dr. Johnson| for he perceived the importance 
of studying Gothic and Angid-Saxon. As a politician he 
was a type of old-fashioned radical who stood for the solid 
tradesman against the aristocratic patron rather than for 
any democratic principle. 
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LETTER 119 

Mamh 7. 1833 

Romford 

Essex— 

My dear Sir 

I have been so much occupied here by various local 

matters that I am afraid I shall not be able to send the 

paper on the Irish church tomorrow to Town."̂  But it shall 

go either on the day after, or the 10^—it is nearly fin

ished—& you may rely on its being sent from this on the 

10^. 

The subject is important—. I tried it in a way 

differing in form from your correspondents clever papers on 
2 

Ireland. But we agree in principle. The fact is—that 

this is the grand question. If the King suffers the Church 

property to be embezzled, he will be stricken for it in 

some shape or other, as sure as he wears a crown. But we 

shall be sharers of the punishment—and it [is] expedient 

that all temperate & loyal ways should be adapted to deter 

him from an act—by which he or we or both are more likely 

^ "A Letter to the King on the Irish Church Bill," 
B.M., May, 1835. 

^ This is a reference to Archibald Alison's series 
of articles: (l) "Ireland. No. ly" B.M.. January, 1833; 
(2) "Ireland. No. II. The Dismemberment of the Empire," 
B.M., February, 1835; and (5) "Ireland. No. III. The 
Administration of Justice," B.M., March, 1855. The series 
ended with "Ireland. No. IV," which appeared in May, 1855, 
along with Croly's article. 
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to be undone than by any excess or folly within the memory 

of corrupt & desperate legislation. Let me know whether I 

am next to send you a continuation of the papers on Burke 

(there might be two or three more, for we are now only com

ing to the portion of his life that bears on English 
1 p 

politics—) or the paper on Alison's book —which I have 

only glanced at, but which I should conceive to be manly & 

intelligent. Of course I was not able from being busy with 

the Church Essay, to write the paper on Burke for this forth

coming No. But your letter will tell me what to do.— 

Yrs truly G Croly 

You have now an opportunity to use the papers on Home Tooke 

w[hic]h I should be glad to see use[d]. They are in fact 

a sketch of Jacobinism in the middle of the last century— 

in the person of two knaves, a cunning one 8c an enthusiastic 

one—^but both foul 8c base to the full extent of Jacobinism. 

The papers are a general historical sketch of the times & 

people, who formed the School of the French Levelers. 

^ The first paper, "Edmund Burke," api>eared in the 
month in which this letter was written, March, 1835. Ten 
papers were to follow. 

^ The first two volumes of Alison's History of 
Europe During the French Revolution (published by Blackwood) 
came out in April. 1̂ :̂ :̂ - Croly's srticle, "Alison's Fmnch 
Revolution," appeared in B.M. of June, 1833. 
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LETTER 120 

Friday—March 11—[1835] 

My dear Sir 

Here you have the paper on Burke—it brings his his

tory up to the verge of the India Bill—& the Fox connexion—.-^ 

As a good deal is said in other articles on Home Tooke and 
2 

Wilkes, & America — I have kept as clear as possible of 

touching on the same topics in this paper—. I have read 

the last No of the Maga—with great pleasure— You have no 

rival in the field*—& your steadiness does you no less 

honour than your ability.— But the Church must go—2t the 

State after it—^ 

Yrs. GC 

LETTER 121 

Mamh 21— 1833 

Romford Essex 

M|y dear S i r 

Do you think you will have room in your next months 

No for about eight or ten pages—on the Irish Clergy 

^ "Edmimd Burke. Part III," which appeared in B.M. 
of July, 1835. 

^ "The Life of a Democrat—A Sketch of Home Tooke" 
appeared in two parts, the first in B.M. of June, 1853; the 
second in B.M. of August, 1833. Both articles, as Cmly 
avers, contain a considerable amount of material on Wilkes 
and on America^ 

^ Croly's letters throughout this period reflect his 
anxiety concerning the future of the Anglican Church. 
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Bill. I mean to write them, as a Letter to the King^—in 

the hope that something or other may catch the eye of him

self or the people about him, so as to make him awake to 

the ruin, that he is drawing mund him 3c his thmne, as sure 

as there is a providence in Heaven. If he suffers the over

throw of the Church in Ireland he will be as surely undone 

in some shape or other—as any Charles or Louis that ever 

mounted the Scaffold, or as rambled a beggar & an exile. 

For the point of the case is unquestionably this. The Irish 

Church may have been lazy or worldly, or worthless in any 

degree in its government—& if so—let all abuses be mended 

as soon as possible—^but it is a branch of the Church of 

God—& is the chief minister of God to Ireland for education, 

divine knowledge, morals, & the propagation of the Scriptures. 

Ireland without it, for many an age would have been rotting 

in the deepest pit of ignorance human & divine. The object 

of the papist orators is to destroy, not simply the protestant 

present Clergy but by destroying forever all property con

nected with their support—to prevent the possible existence 

of protestantism—which is the only true form of Christianity— 

& thus to make popery totally paramount in the land. The 

Ireland's most pronounced grievance was the Irish 
Church which stood in the awkward position of possessing 
the property of a wealthy national establishment, while the 
great majority of the Irish people belonged to a hostile 
faith. 

^ "A Letter to the King on the Irish Church Bill," 
B.M., May, 1833. 
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English Bill—a bill brought in merely to obtain popularity 

(not from those who would improve the Chumh by Reform but 

those who utterly scorn all mligion—the infidels 3. rebels 

in & out of the Legislature)—actually pmpose to aid this 

papist object—by confiscating the whole of the permanent 

Spiscopal property, & instead of merely applying it (if in

dividual Bishops had too much) to the general support of the 

church & its schools [&] tearing it away to throw it into 

the treasury—fast seizing on property consecrated to God— 

& which, (long, or briefly abused) is still applicable to 

his Service & the only means of sustaining a Church in 
_ 1 

Ireland. In fact I go still deeper than the politics of 

Oconnel [sic]—or the weakness of the Cabinet. I look upon 

the whole transaction, as a plain revenge of the Enemy of 

Souls for the efforts made within these late years in the 

propagation of the Scriptures & in Scriptural education. 

As of old, he feels that his Kingdom is shaken, & as of old, 

he rouses himself to retort the blow by persecution & is 

now actually let loose among the Irish Clergy. They are 

plundered, driven from their Churches, exiled from their 

honors, or live in famine & perpetual terror, or are murdered. 

^ The "English Bill," as Croly terms it, was actually 
a compromise measure which produced hostility from the 
conservative opposition on the one hand, who thought that 
the principles involved presaged destruction of the Church, 
and from the economists and radicals on the other, who 
felt that the bill left too much of the Church untouched. 
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This is persecution & of a very effectual & terrible kind-

second only to the public scaffold. And persecution is the 

old weapon of Satan. If this goes on—Christianity in 

Ireland must be followed by popery. You may rely on this 

view being true. [In the letter—I should preserve all 

decorum—attacking no one, priest papist, or rJinister—^but 

briefly stating the case of the Irish Church—of which I 

am sufficiently informed—& beseeching of the King to pause 

before he gives his consent to a Bill, which I have no doubt 

whatever would finally plunge him & his dynasty into utter 

ruin. 

Yrs truly. G Croly 

Have the kindness to throw this into the fire as soon as 

you have read it. 

LETTER 122 

April 9—[1835] 

My dear Sir 

I don't wish to reiterate precautions necessarily— 

but I am particularly anxious not to be supposed to write 

upon these subjects or indeed any temporary ones at present. 
2 

^ The bracket is Croly's. 

^ Croly may be referring to the series of papers on 
Burke and the two papers on Home Tooke previously mentioned; 
quite possibly, writing in haste as he so often did, he 
jotted down temporary for temporal. Croly was still seeking 
preferment and, as we have observed before, doubtless felt 
that his secular writings would not help him pmfessionally. 
In this connection remark his postscript to Letter 118. 
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I have reasons for this—which I may mention yet to you. 

Yrs truly G Croly 

The Bill is not likely to pass before the publication of 

your next No. If it should—you will of course be cautious 

of inserting any peculiar paragraphs of this paper that 

might give offence. But I think I have avoided anything of 

the kind. The remarks are all general* 

LETTER 123 

Monday—16—Apr—* [1835] 

Vicarage Romford 

Essex 

My dear Sir 

I am glad to hear of yo\ir intention of coming to Town* 

But as I am occasionally much occupied here, & as the time 

of your coming is uncertain—allow me the pleasure of seeing 

you here* I can give you a nights slumber—& you can breathe 

the air of green fields of which you are not likely to enjoy 

iBUCh in London* The Coaches set off from Whitechapel at all 

hours in the day—till five. I generally come by the four 

oclock [sic] coach from the Saracen's head Aldgate. The 

journey is just an hour 8c a half. And if you love the out

side—the travelling expenses are half a crown. So you have 

the history of all your difficulties between London & 

The Irish question was far from settled; Croly's 
article probably appeared as originally written. 
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Romford—^but send me a line the day before—that I may have 

a bed ready for you. We may then dismiss our affairs over 

a bottle of port—which is worth a legion of privy council

lors. I wish to know as soon as you can tell me—whether I 

am to write on Alison's book or Burke. I have been waiting 

for your decision. Alisons I have merely glanced over—but 

I see that it is written with great spirit—& with what is 

better, good spirit. Send me a line to say that I am to 

have the pleasure of seeing you. I sometimes find a con

siderable difficulty in going to Town—as there are various 

things to be done in the parish—& there is no other clergy

man at hand* 

Truly yrs G Croly 

LETTER 124 

April 22—[1855] 

Romford, Essex 

My dear Sir 

I wish when you send me Moore's book (Capn Rock in 

search of a Religion)^ you would make Cadell bormw for me— 

^ "Edmund Burke. Part II" appeared in B.M., April, 
1853. Therefore Blackwood signified to Croly that he wanted 
the review of Alison's book, an article which appeared in 
June, 1835 as "Alison's French Revolution." 

^ Thomas Moore's Memoirs of Captain Rock, the 
Celebrated Irish Chieftain; With Some Account of His Ancestors 
(iondon, 1824), a partisan politic pamphlet written in the 
author's triple role of Whig, Irishman, and Catholic. 
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(a single volume—of'-^a view (or history) of popery in 
1 

Ireland—by Dr Phelan —Sb also the vol. of minutes on the 

Evidence before the Committee on the Catholic Bill (by 

Phelan & OSullivan [sic]). They would be convenient for 

illustration.^ I intend sending Alison about the 8 — of 

jjay—the book is manly & clever—& will do both the author 

5 ^'publisher much credit.^ 

I hope you reached the great City safe & without 

much indignation at our little one— In writing on Moore's 

work I would avoid all personality—I always avoid it—from 

a conviction that it is wrong in principle & unproductive in 

argument—that it deprives the tmth of its full influence, 

8c it makes one more inveterately malignant, with almost the 

certainty of making all others forget the merits of the 

case in the peevishness of the controversy. But, on the 

principles of the work, as such—I should have no mercy. 

Yrs very truly G Croly 

^ William Phelan, History of the Policy of the Chumh 
of R.«e in Ire^^nd (London, l6^)). 'l̂his was kn eight volume 
work. 

2 William Phelan and Mortimer 0'Sullivan, Digest of 
Eyidence on the State of Ireland (London, 1826;. 

5 For the series of articles f^^i^Ji^^.^^^.^^^f .a^^ 
Union," the first of which appeared m B^k in October, 1855. 

^ "Alison's French Revolution," B.M., June, 1855. 

5 Alison's work was published by Blackwood. 
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LETTER 125 

Apr 29 1855 

Vicarage Romford 

Essex 

Uy dear Sir 

Unless something untoward prevents me—I shall hope 

to be in Town on Friday next—when perhaps I may take the 

Article on Alison with me—at all events I hope you will 

have it the next day, I am slow about it."̂  

The Magazine is—^as always very clever— Your East 
2 

India Article supersedes for the present any thing I could 

say—for my view was merely general & historical. I regret 

you changed your mind as to coming down—for I should have 

been extremely glad to see you—but I should not have wished 

to see you on Sunday—for my Sermons are very rough, desultory 

& local affairs—^spoken rather than studied—& suited merely 

to the ears of an English Country Congregation—fellows more 

capable of comprehending sound doctrine, the less artificially 

it is robed. The rouge, curls & cambrick that make so es

sential a part of the costume of the Goddess of Elegance in 

the fashionable chapels of either London or Edinb\irgh would 

be thrown away upon the people, here. They love plainness. 

^ "Alison's French Revolution," B.M., June, 1855. 

^ Archibald Alison, "The East India Question," B.M., 
May, 1855. 
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directness & the tmth in its boldest attitudes.^ If I 

should fail of finding you in Town—the Article shall fol

low you immediately. ?/e have escaped the influenza hitherto. 

I hope you & your son have been equally fortimate. 

Truly yrs 

G Croly 

LETTER 126 

May 5~[1855] 

My dear Sir 

I have taken in this Article the chief points which 

struck me as likely to give a fair view of the work & the 
2 

writer —the volumes are very interesting & I hope Mr A. 

will be encouraged to complete the war. He should give a 

map at least of the European campaigns of Nai>oleons Si one 

of Wellington. He should also endeavor to have some English 

writer to look over his Mss—it abounds in Scotticisms. I 

marked a few slightly—but abstained—soon—to avoid invid

iousness— For instance he constantly uses—These for those. 

Sprung for sprang. Whole, for all—as his whole enemies—for 

all his enemies. For long, instead of long— In all his 

Croly's comirents on his congregation remind us that 
he was of an evangelical bent and certainly not inclined 
toward High Church formality. At the same time he was an 
eloquent speaker, a magnetic preacher (D.N.B.). 

^ Archibald Alison, History of Europe During the 
French Revolution, Vols. I & II (Edinburgh, 1853). 
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dates he omits the of—he writes 10^^ August— These he 

must cormct in his next Edition—. But the work on the 

whole is very vigorous & clever. He is mistaken in his 

notions that the Fmnch Revolution purified itself in to a 

Constitution— It was vellington & Waterloo that did it. 

If Nap. had not been swept away there, the Fmnch would 

have had a despotism to the last. They owe their charter to 

the British bayonet— I am anxious to see Home Tooke^ in 

print— 

Yrs. GC— 

LETTER 127 

May 31—[1855 ?] 

Romford 

Essex 

My dear Sir 
2 

I send the paper on Burke, the subject is so full of 

curious speculation 8c so applicable to the scenes before us, 

that I have not been able nor been inclined to narrow it. 

But you will tell me—whether to go on or not. 

Yrs truly GC— 

I have not yet seen the No of the month—but I expect it 

daily. 

^ "Home Tooke. Part I," ̂ ^M., June, 1853. 

^ "Edmund Burke. Part III" appeared in B.M. of July, 
1833; "Edmund Burke. Part X" in that of August, 1834. Hence 
we cannot date this letter with certainty. 
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LETTER 128 

June 21,— 1855— 

Vicarage 

Romford 

Essex 

My dear Sir 

I have to acknowledge your letter 3: its enclosure 

for both of which I am much obliged. You ought to be made 

one of the Commissioners of the National Debt—as you would 

discharge your public function as exactly & handsomely as 

your private one. You shall have the Burke by the parcel 

of the 8 of July—. I have not had time (being pressed 

here by a variety of duty &> other things,) to do it yet—but 

you may rely on it. You see how the vote of the Lords on 

the Portuguese question (tho answered by a most singular 

bravado from the Ministers)^ has frightened them out of a 

part of the Church robbery in Ireland—a robbery merely meant 

-̂  "Edmund Btirke. Part III," B.M., July, 1855. 

^ Croker on May 6, 1855 reports of this business that 
"A thing has just occurred which, by giving the Lords an 
opportunity of doing something, may postpone the necessity of 
coming into direct collision with the Commons at present. A 
strange, wild, Navy captain, half mad, of the name of Charles 
Napier, became a radical in hopes of being returned for 
Portsmouth. Failing there, he has tumed his energies towards 
Portugal, has engaged with Pedro to take Sartorius's place, 
and has collected and sailed with a large steamer, a couple of 
transports, and 1000 men. He calls himself, I am told, Don 
Alphonso de Leon, or some such thing, and means to pass for a 
native officer. The D\ike asked Lord Grey last night in the 
Lords if he knew anything of this expedition. Lord Gmy said 
•No more than he had, like the Duke, seen in the newspapers ; 
upon which the Duke gave notice of a motion for Monday, of an 
address to the King to maintain a bona-fide neutralitv" (Louie 
J. Jennings, ed.. The Croker Papers, II [London, 1884], pp. 
210-211). 
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as an indulgence to papist spite & rabble insolence 8c which 

would undoubtedly msult in additional insolence on the part 

of the malignant miscreants whom that most criminal 8c god

less of all Legislative iniquities the Popish Bill, has suf

fered to get into parliament. As for Ireland, it never was 

pacified by concession & never will be pacified by cowardice. 

So feel the Ministers at this hour, & the heavier evils will 

yet be found in National Rebellion. 

Yrs very truly G Croly 

I hope Alison's book goes on. He ought to complete the wars 

soon 8c Lockhart ought to do something for it in his Review.^ 

It is well worthy of a higher distinction. 

LETTER 129 

July 7. [1853] 

My dear Sir 

This goes to Cadell tomorrow & I hope will reach him 

in time for your parcel. The present part is chiefly con-
2 

nee ted with Hasting^ s trial, but Burke displayed so much of 

Lockhart edited the Quarterly Review from 1825 to 
1853. 

^ "Edmund Burke. Part IV," B.M., September, 1835. 
The name of Warren Hastings is one of the great names in the 
history of England's Indian Empire. Burke accused Hastings 
(1732-1818) of mismanagement in the affairs of India with 
which he had been entrusted and also of personal corruption. 
The latter was acquitted ultimately, but not until his trial 
(extending over a period of seven years and three months) 
had ruined him financially. The East India Company, how^ 
ever, came to his aid. 
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his peculiar mind on it, & the fragments of his eloquence 

here & there are so admimble that I could not bring myself 

to pass over the topic lightly. Hastings' trial—from its 

final failure is the most neglected part of Burke's ex

ploits—but it exhibits great powers of thought 3: memorable 

eloquence. The next part will pmbably touch on the commence

ment of the French Revolution— 

Yrs. truly. GC— 

P.S. Have you seen Sir Jonah Barrington on the Irish Union^— 

a striking paper or two might be made of it—if you like the 

idea. But if so tell me whether you wish to have it—or to 

go on with Burke or to have both together. 

LETTER 130 

July 51 [1853] 

My dear Sir 

I have time only to say that I have received your 

letter & its enclosure today for both which I am obliged. 

The present article closes Hastings' trial (which abounds 

in some of the finest specimens of Burke's speeches) & be

gins the period of the French affairs. 

Truly yrs. GC— 

Sir Jonah Barrington, Historic Memoirs of Ireland 
(London, 1835). The first of a series of articles entitled 
"The Irish Union" appeared in B.M. of October, 1833. 

^ "Edmund Burke. Part IV," B.M.. September, 1835. 
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I shall attend to what you say about extraneous matter—. 

I have just got Captain Hamiltons book."̂  I shall be glad to 

be of any use to it I can. He is a very lively & intelligent 

writer— 

LSTTER 131 

Augs. 25 [1835] 

Vicarage Romford 

Essex 

l&y dear Sir 

I have put the parts of the papers on Burke together 

as you wished. You were right in giving Hastings all in one. 

The part which I now send^ begins the speeches on the French 

Revolution, for which I think Burkes whole previous course 

had been only a discipline, 8c in which he certainly laid the 

pei^anent foxindation of his fame. I see some slight blunders 

in the printed copy—(such as at the bottom of page 545 first 

column. "The chief destruction to the effectiveness 8cc which 

must have been "obstruction"—but those are trifling, however 

you will have the kindness to correct (tuo judicio, & meo 

periculo) any strong absurdities on which the Mss may be 

^ Thomas Hamilton, Men and Manners in America (Edinburgh, 
1833). 

^ "Edm\ind Burke. No. IV" (B.M., September, 1833) was 
devoted to the speeches on Hastings. 

' "Edmund Burke. No. V," B.M., October, 1835. 
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doubtful or the printer positive.^ You shall have the paper 
2 

on Barringtons book by the parcel on the first of the month-

if I can—if not on the 8 ^ . I desimd Cadell to bormw the 

book if he could—if not, to biiy it. He has bought it & 

sent that & Harrington's Memoirs (by my desire) to me.^ The 

books shall be sent back to him to dispose of when I am done 

with them—which however will not be for sometime—as they 

are full of oddity & anecdote—& I think will make some two 

or three very amusing & characteristic papers (aided by my 

own Irish recollections). You will however tell me what you 

think as to their continuation. I am much obliged by the 

enclosure. You see how our policy works on the foreign con

cerns. It has already actually alienated the whole of the 

ancient Thrones of Europe—from us, 8c forced them into secret 

alliances against us 8c Jacobinism leaving us but the slippery 

connexion of Louis Philips who is but the employe [sic] of 

For purposes of gathering the papers together for 
publication in a volxame. The errors remarked occur in 
^Edmund Burke. No. IV." 

^ Sir Jonah Barrington, Personal Sketches of Hie Own 
Time (London, 1830). The first of "The Irish Union" papers 
appeared in B.M. of October, 1833. 

^ Apparently "The Irish Union" articles were conceived 
by Croly as the result of his contact with the just published 
Historic Memoirs of Imland (London, 1835). Through this 
work he became familiar with the older Personal Sketches of 
His Own Time (London, 1850). 

^ Two more articles were to follow: the first in 
B^M. of February, 1854; the second in B.M. of March, 1854* 
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the Paris Mob & the bolstering up of the decrepit infants 

of Sovereignty—Leopold & Donna Maria.^ But the great & 

pregnant mischief is the total vassalap;e of Turkey which is 

now bought & bound by the Mxtscovite—& which will undoubtedly 

strike on us in India Greece, & the Ocean. But all the 

liberal governments of England have pumhased their power by 

ill luck in the whole scale of British dominion; & this even 

without any voluntary desire of mischief—^but solely fmm 

the antinational nature of the thing— 

Yrs very truly G Croly 

LETTER 132 

Septr 1. [1835] 

Hjr dear Sir 

I hope this will reach you in time. It contains but 

the commencement of some of the most curious features 8c in

cidents of National character & public life that can be 

furnished by the oddest of times & the most excentric of 

people. I have varied the political details with the per-
2 

sonal anecdotes—to make the whole more amusing. The 

subsequent papers will be even more interesting. 

truly yrs G Croly 

^ Leopold of Belgium and Donna Maria of Portugal. 

^ This paragraph refers to "The Irish Union" 
articles. 
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I have just got the Magazine-it is a capital number^ i 

go on with Burke^ for next month—tell me what I am to do 

with Barrington—. 

LETTER 133 

Sepr—24. 1833 

Vicarage 

Romford 

Essex 

My dear Sir 

I am glad to find that the papers will answer your 

purpose—8c much obliged by your more than punctuality & the 

enclosure. The Nos have not yet come—but this is too early 

in the month to expect them. But what I now chiefly write 

about—is to know what you wish to be done as to the contin

uation of Sir Jonah."^ I am now writing the Article on Burke 

which will be ready, I hope by the last day of the month as 

usual. But I do not clearly comprehend whether you wish to 

have the article also on Sir Jonah for the next month. I 

should have some difficulty in sending it as I am a good 

^ "Edmund Burke. Part VI," B.M., November, 1833. 
Part V, which appeared in B.M. of October, 1853, was sent 
off on August 25 (See Letter 151). 

^ The first paper of "The Irish Union" triad came 
out in B.M. of October, 1853. 

^ Sir Jonah Barrington. The reference is to "The 
Irish Union" articles. 
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deal occupied with other matters at present—but if you de

sired it.>-.it should be written in time for the 8 ^ of Octr— 

if you wish this—let me hear from you by retum of post 

that I may have as much notice as possible. Burke may go 

on—if you think proper.'^ The Revolution is a magnificent 

subject—but his works on the subsequent periods—his "Letters 

on a Regicide Peace" &cc are at least equally fine— I think 

more vivid still for Burkes mind, perhaps in consequence of 

his virtuous temperament, & regular life, seems never to 

have suffered a touch of decay. Years had not the pov/er to 

subdue its fiery quality 3; the wisdom of time which so often 

chills & loads the imagination, seems in him to have only 

added vigor to his original strength & at once broadened his 

flame & pointed it upwards. As to Sir Jonah—his personal 

anecdotes are frequently mere extravagancies, tho highly 

amusing, but my object would be to make his book the ground 

work of papers giving specimens of all that was amusing, 

brilliant. & excentric in one of the most animated periods 

of a people whom you justly term an extraordinary one. I 
2 

should introduce in their proper places fragments of Curran — 

whom I look upon as the most touching of all advocates, & 

^ The Burke papers were to run for a year more; the 
last one appeared in B.M. of September, 1834. 

^ John Philpot Curran (1750-1817) was an Irish states
man and advocate, renowned for his wit and conversational 
powers. Although his speeches were often turgid and pompous, 
they were relieved by passages of extraordinary eloquence. 
He was considered the first orator of his day. 
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Grattan who (with him) bears the palm from all the public 

speakers of our own or perhaps of any other age. The 

panegyric can be fully justified—as you shall see. I had 

intended to write only these lines—but I have to apologize 

for giving you a long letter— 

Yrs very truly 

G Croly 

LETTER 134 

Sept 29. [1833] 

My dear Sir 

You will have the kindness to let me know how far you 

wish me to proceed with Burke. At the present rate by inter

spersing my own views, Sbc with his—. three or four more 

articles might be written without wire drawing the subject — 

but you will do as you please. I have much more to say about 

the Revolution. Also let me know when I am to resume Sir 

Jonah-̂  whose two works, reinforced by what I know of Irish 

^ Henry Grattan (1746-1820), like Curran, was an Irish 
statesman. After the Union, he devoted himself to the issue 
of Catholic emancipation. Grattan's oratorical style was 
marked by terseness and epigrammatic force. He showed to 
disadvantage, however, whenever he found himself \mder the 
necessity of carrying on a train of sustained reason. 

Six more papers on Burke were to appear. 

^ Barrington. Croly has submitted the first of "The 
Irish Union" papers (B.M., October, 1835). Two more are 
forthcoming. 

^ Personal Sketches of His Own Time (London, 1850) 
and Historic Memoirs of Ireland (London, 1855). 

file:///mder
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things & persons might be almost made an anecdotical history 

of Ireland for the last fifty years. This goes in the moming 

to Cadell & I hope will reach you by his parcel— 

Truly yrs G Croly 

In the mean time, if I should not hear from you, I shall go 

on— 

LETTER 135 

Octr. 29—[1835] 

My dear Sir 

I think there may be about two numbers more of Burke 

without unnecessary distention—. They contain extraordinary 

parallelisms of the present Be perhaps of the future times. 

Unless you should want the Barrington at some particular 

moment (of which you will give me notice)—it may be better 

to postpone it until the Burke is done—. I should propose 

to connect with it in some degree a general broad sketch of 

the history of Ireland—previous & subsequent—• 

Yrs truly G Croly 

The Magazine has not yet come—but I send this to Cadell 

before the time. 

But for some reason unknown to me the Barrington 
articles (The Irish Union) were cut short; there were but 
three. The Burke articles, as remarked before, were eleven 
in ntimber and ran through September, 1854. 
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LETTBR 136 

Octr—31 1833 

Vicarage 

Romford 

Essex 

My dear Sir 

I have just received & have to thank you much for 

Tom Cringle which was one of the "bright spots" of the 

Magazine—& which always delighted me by its mixture of the 

picturesque & the pathetic—both excellent in their way. 

This induces me to beg another work—the Diary of a physician. 

I have not seen it in its separate shape—but it well de

serves to be remembered. However, this must suit your con

venience . Your parcel did not contain the usual note—I beg 

you to believe that this is not said from any financial 

motive—for matters of this kind I always wish to leave to 

your own disposal. But I always wish to hear from you— 

what you desire for the next No—Scc &ccc 

Truly yrs in haste 

G Cmly 

^ Michael Scott, Tom Cringle's Log (Edinburgh, 1835). 
Tom Cringle's Log ran serially in B.M. "over a period ex-
tending from September, 1829 through August, 1853. 

^ Samuel Warren, From the Diary of a Physidan 
(Edinburgh, 1852). This volume was not the whole of the 
work, which ran serially in B.M. over a period extending fmm 
August, 1830 through August,"11937. AllibOne shows an American 
edition of the work to have been published in 1831. This, 
of course, was a pirated editton. 
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LETTER 137 

Novr 2 8 — 1833— 

Vicarage Romford 

Essex 

My dear Sir 

I yesterday received your letter 8c its order. I am 

always obliged by your recollection on those subjects I 

shall, as you wish, go on, & leave the publication of the 

articles to your leisure, you will of course have a double 

No sometime in the spring when the overlying papers may ap-

1 2 

pear. I shall send for Croker's pamphlet when I come 

again to Sir Jonah^—-which however will not be till I have 

done with Burke,^ which will be I think in about another 

Number—. There is however ample material for more even 

two or three Nos. But on this let me know your opinion. If 

those papers are found interesting to your friends, they 

possibly might be continued—to the length I say. 

•̂  For the past several years B.M. had two double num
bers a year, generally one in the spring and one in the fall. 

^ Croly may be referring to any one of the following 
three items: "Speech on the ^^o^m Question" (1831); "Speech 
on the Question that 'The Reform Bill Do Pass'" (1351); 
"Resolutions moved by Mr. Croker on the Report of the Reform 
Bill" (1852). 

5 Sir Jonah Barringtpn. whose previously mentioned 
hnoka Personal 5̂ v«i:̂ hftB of M s Own Time (London, 1850) and 
^^^^Ai/SZirs of Ireland (Lond55rif35), formed the^back-
ground for Oroly*s articles entitled "The Irish Union." 

^ Five Burke papers were yet to appear. 
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But my present object in writing is to ascertain 

whether you would wish to have a Memoir on the subject of 

Gustavus the Swedish King- The public here are full of the 

subject—from the popular play—& the quarml in Paris with 

the Swedish Ambassador on the disrespect &c to the Kings 

memory. I could give you an interesting paper fmm good 

soumes—which tho once before the public have I believe 

been almost totally nrtirnni,̂ ,, I send the article on Burke 

today or tomormw to Cadell— If you wish to have the paper 

on Gustavus immediately let me have a line by retum of post-

But I may be in time for your parcel of the 9^. If the 

article is to appear at all, it ought to appear immediately— 

Truly yrs G Cmly 

The Magazine has not yet come—but doubtless it will in a 

day or two— I am much obliged for the Diary—pray are the 

authors of it—& of Tom Cringle permitted to be named. .Vho 

are they—they are both very able— 

P.S. I find some desperate errors of the press now 3t then 

in my articles—. Those probably arise from the rapidity of 

The play in question is probably Henry M. Milner's 
Gustavus of Sweden, or the Masked Ball (1853), the chief 
protagonist of which is Gustavus III (1746-1792), who in 
life had been an enlightened monarch and had written some 
esteemed dramatic pieces and academical discourses. I am 
unable to procure data with regard to the quarrel which 
Croly mentions. Quite possibly the information is available 
in Hansard's Debates of Parliam.ent, the specific volume of 
which is not available to me. 

^ See Letter 136. 
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printing— In the last—I find something about "pleading 

the parliament" which I meant—crowding; viz with Lawyers 

& others of the same kind. However, perhaps this escapes 

the general reader who looks more to the substance than the 

letter—' 

LETTER 138 

Novr 28-T-[1835 ?]^ 

My dear Sir 

This paper is a few pages longer than the others— 

but I recollected your mentioning that I need not restrict 

my self closely in these articles—Sc the immediate topic 

could not be compressed without injury—. As I have written 

to you today—I shall say no more— 

Yrs. G C— 

LETTER 159 

Deer. 25 1833^ 

Vicarage Romford 

Essex 

My dear Sir 

I am much obliged by your letter 2c its enclosure of 

the 1 7 — inst. I always wish to have a line from you—to 

^ "If the legislature is to be reformed, a more ef
fective mode could not be adopted than pleading it with 
lawyers" (B^M.,"Edmund Burke. Part VI," November, 1833, 
p. 751). 

^ Dated at the National Library of Ocotland. 

5 This letter is a fragment. 
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enlighten me on the subject of my future proceedings. I 

shall send you the Sir J. Barrington article —about the 

st 31'=̂ . It & its following ones may be made amusing—^but 
o 

you will give me notice when to stop. The Burke will 

No after—& will be 

pamphlets on the was among his finest— 

but the Series may be finished at any time you please. In 

the Article I have last sent yoû ^ the mention of Rousseau 

& Mirabeau was for the purpose of varying the subject. They 

are not likely to be obsolete for they Sc Voltaire were the 

great Mischief makers of Europe. If I should go to Town in 

the course of the month—I might give you a slight sketch 

of the Exhibitions Sb odd things that one meets in rambling 

thro London at this Season. 

LETTER 140 

Deer. 30—[1833] 

dear Sir 

I send this^ by the Coach tomorrow morning. I hope 

^ "The Irish Union," B.M., February, 1834. 

^ The Burke series? 

5 "Edmund Burke. Part VIII," B.M., Febmary, 1834. 
The sketch of Rousseau appeared but not that of Mirabeau. 
In this connection see Letter 141. 

^ But nothing came of this business. 

5 "The Irish Union. No. Ill," B.M., Febmary, 1834. 
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it will mach you in time-... The present paper consists 

chiefly of private anecdotes, but excentric & amusing ones, 

chiefly selected from Sir Jonah, but with occasional recol

lections of my own.— Let me know whether I am to send you 

a last no of Burke for your next number^~or one of 

2 
Barrington. 

Yrs truly G Croly-

LETTER 141 

[1834 ?]^ 

My dear Sir 

It strikes me that Mirabeau had better be a separate 

article—«*it will give more variety to the niamber—. I have 

paged the printed part as well as the Mss—to show where it 

should come in— 

Truly yrs GC 

Croly had already submitted "Edmund Burke. Part 
VII" (B,M., January, 1834) and "Edmund Burke. Part VIII" 
(B.M., Fet>ruary> 1834). In this connection see Letter 
139. Presumably, Croly intended these articles to be one 
and to appear as "Part VII" in January. 

p 
"The Irish Union" papers based on Sir Jonah 

Barrington's Memoirs. 

^ This letter was written sometime between December 23, 
1833 and mid-February of 1834. "Mirabeau" appeared in B.M* 
of May, 1834. 
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The next article on Burke will conclude—^ It will be from 

his regicide peace—with his death^ 

LETTER 142 

Jany 7. 1834 

Vicarage 

Romford 

1^ dear Sir 

I see in your catalogue that you have published 

Alison [sic] two other volumes of the French Revolution. I 

reviewed the first two—in the Magazine—& if you wish it— 

shall find time to review the present ones—^ The subject 

is one capable of being made interesting as an Article—. 

Let me hear f3X>m you—at your convenience—& believe me 

truly yrs 

G Cmly— 

Three articles on Burke were to follow. 

Burke felt that peace with Jacobinism amounted to 
a "regicide peace." 

^ Croly's review of Vol-umes III and IV ("Alison's 
History of Europe During the French Revolution") did not 
appear in B.M. until August, 1855. The earlier mview to 
which the writer refers appeared in B.M. of June, 1833. 
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LETTER 143 

Jany 27* 1834 

Romford Essex— 

My dear Sir 

I have received your obliging letter & its enclosure 

both very gratifying as always— I shall send a No. of 

th the Irish Union, for the 8 = of Feby. to Cadell as I have 

not time to finish it for the first of the month—.^ But 

you may rely on having it. The time following I may send— 
2 

one of the two concluding Nos of Burke. In all those 

matters I always consult your own judgment. I shall also 

when I am a little more at leisure send you some tales— 

Yrs GC— 

LETTER 144 

Jany 29—1834 

Vicarage 

Romford 

Essex 

My dear Sir 

I regret to find by your son's letter yesterday that 

you have been so long & seriously an invalid. In your former 

mention of your illness I thought that it, at worst, was 

^ "The Irish Union," B.M., Febmary, 1834. 

^ "Edmund Burke. Part IX," B^., April, 1834. Two 
more papers were to follow. 
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surely some temporary cold. However, your time of life, 

the strength of your constitution, & your understanding are 

elements of recovery in themselves—& I very sincerely hope 

that a short period will see you restored to that health, 

of which no man has made a more public & patriotic use, & 

those enjoyments which no man has better earned by a wise & 

honorable application of the very important means within his 

power. The third & concluding part of the Spanish tale had 

been so far written when your letter came, that I thought it 

best to complete it—& send it to you, to insert it either 

in your next No—or when you find convenient. It will not 

th be in time for your parcel on the 5 0 — but you may rely on 

its being sent in about two days—. I shall also, if I pos

sibly can send you the article you desire on Burke—which 

will be the last but one as you direct. This I hope to send 

by the 8 ^ to be in time for the next No—. 

I have to acknowledge the Enclosure for which I am 

as usual obliged—. Sir Jonah shall be kept up from time to 

time, the subject is redundant—& likely to amuse those who 

can be attracted by touches of oddity & character. The 

papers on Pitt will follow. I could send you a Sketch 

^ This must refer to "The Conde del Indelfonso" which 
appeared in two parts in the issues of May and July, 1854. 
The third part was never published. 

^ See Letter 151. 
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(striking with reference to these items) (of the rise of 

Puritanism [&] the revolutionary spirit of the reigns of 

James I & Charles closing in the Democracy 3: the Despotism— 

of 1648—. I have also some curious fragments 3; Memoranda 

of the German War. Your sons' well expressed letter says 

something of your obliging intentions relative to the volume 

which I have lately published.^ I sent it to you without 

the most distant idea of your taking it in any other point 

of view than as a mark of personal remembrance—. At the 

same time—I cannot be insensible to the service which it is 

in the power of a publication so important 3: influential as 

yours, to render—& only beg that in this matter you may con

sult your own convenience— 

Believe me truly yrs 

G Croly. 

LETTER 145 

Feby 3—1834 

Romford Essex 

dear Sir 

I send you a No of the Irish Anecdotes-^—of which 

^ Articles featuring these proposed subjects do not 
appear in subsequent articles. 

^ Divine Providence; or the Three Cycles of Revelation, 
Showing the Parallelism of the Patriarchal, Jewish, and 
Christian Dispensations (London, 1834;.Perhaps Alexander 
Blackwood had promised a review of the work in B.M. However 
this may be, notice was not accorded the volume in subsequent 
issues of Maga. 

5 "The Irish Union," B.M., March, 1854. 
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them are still abundance—8c which I think may answer the 

purpose very pleasantly of interspersing with your graver 

articles— The next will be an Article on Burke then one 

of the Irish—& by this alternation all that is wearisome 

in the succession may be best obviated.-^ The present paper 

is one chiefly of amusement—& perhaps so much the better-

but the plot will soon thicken & become tragic enough. The 

seeds of the Rebellion its mattirity-the anecdotes of 

Wolf [sic] Tone —the Oconnell [sic] of 30 years ago—but a 

ruffian of a high heart & a fierce hand—&cc all are open— 

8c tho once much thought & talked of—I think now almost en

tirely new from being almost totally forgotten. However,— 

1 know them well—. In the meantime I shall think of some 

Tales as you mention—but I am at present much occupied— 

[George Croly]^ 

This plan, however, was not adhered to. for the paper 
he sends with this letter is the last of the Irish articles. 

^ Theobald Wolfe Tone (1765-1798) was the founder of 
the United Irish Society. He attempted secret negotiations 
with the French, was found out and forced to flee Ireland. 
Ultimately, he wound up an officer in the French Army and 
was captured by the British. He was condemned to die on 
the gallows as a traitor despite his French commission but 
thwarted his captors by committing suicide. 

^ The signature has been tom from the letter. 
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LETTER 146 

Mamh 14 [1854] 

Romford 

Essex 

i6y dear Sir 

Thanks for your note 8c its enclosure—. I shall send 

a No—the last of Burke for the May No. & a story—then we 

may proceed with Barringtons (St my own) recollections—. I 

shall send you from time to time fragments of German journals— 

& tales which I gathered abroad—& at home. I hope you will 

come to Town annually-*-for the next fifty years—if that is 
2 

not too short a lease for you— Remember me to your Son 

& Believe me with Mrs Crolys regards. 

Truly yrs 

G Croly 

LETTER 147 

March 51. [1854]^ 

My dear Sir 

I have only time to say that this tale will be continued-

^ But "Edmund Burke. Part X" appeared in B.M. of 
July, 1854. 

^ Alexander Blackwood, who was helping his father in 
the literary work of lisRa and who would take oyer the responsi-
bilities of editorship after WilUam Blackwood's death on 
September 16, 1834. 

^ This letter may be dated from the reference to the 
tale, the first part of which appeared as "The Conde del 
Indelfonso" in B.M. of May, 1834; the second part appeared in 
B.M. of July, 1854. 
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as successive scenes of the interesting points of the Spanish 

Revolution of 1822— I should be better pleased if your 

double Ko. were not for May—as I cannot send anything more 

this time—being busy on the Theological book^—next time 

you shall have two articles 

Yrs in haste 

G O -

LETTER 148 

May 1. 1854 

Romford jCssex 

My dear Sir 

I received a day or two since your kind Sc welcome 

letter— I am not without hopes of sending you the continiia-

tion of the Tale this Month—8c if I can possibly make time— 

but I am just concluding a large volume on divinity^ which 

must be out in a day or two—3^ which occupies me intoler

ably—. If I can possibly send it in time for the No—it 

Divine Providence; or the Three Cycles of Revelation. 
Showinp: the Parallelism of the Patriarchal, Jewish, and 
Christian Dispensations (London, 1834;. 

2 
"The Conde del Indelfonso," the first part of which 

appeared in B.M. of May, 1834; the second part in B.M. of 
July, 1834. 

pivine Providence; or the Three Cycles of Revelation. 
Showing the Parallelism of the Patriarchal, Jewish, and 
Christian Dispensations (London, 1834). 
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shall go-^. Your idea of the Pitt papers might do very 

well—every thing must depend on my finding some valuable 

material— In the mean time I shall finish Burke—in a 
2 

number or two* Sir Jonah may be of considerable extent— 

if we give some extracts of the fine eloquence of the Irish 

parliament—to which I see nothing equal in the eloquence of 

Greece or England. They may however stop when you please—^ 

Do not inconvenience yourself about waiting for me but I 

shall do what I can—& be more punctual in future.—by being 

less occupied. 

Yrs truly. G Croly 

LETTER 149 

May 30—[1854]^ 

Romford 

Essex 

dear Sir 

I have only a moment to say—that I am writing this 

^ The first of the Pitt papers appeared in January 

of 1835. 

2 "Edmund Burke. Part X" appeared in B.M. of August, 
1834; "Edmund Burke. Part XI" in B.M. of September, 1834. 

^ Not having Blackwood's letters to Croly precludes my 
having any idea as to why "The Irish Union" articles wem 
discontinued. 

^ Croly*s Romford addmss on this letter provides as
surance that the "continuation of the Spanish tale" is "The 
CMd2 del Indelfonso" (B^a^, July, 18342, for no other tale of 
this description was coStlSued during the three year period 
(soon ?o be ended) in which Cmly had the living at Romford. 
Identification of the tale establishes the year in which the 
letter was written. 
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continuation of the Spanish tale which shall be with you 

certainly by or before the 8 ^ . Tho I shall not be able to 

send it by the first--we shall henceforth go on I hope with

out interruption— 

Truly Yrs. G Croly 

LETTER 150 

June 3. 1834 

Romford 

My dear Sir 

There will be another part of this Story—& no more—. 

It will come to the reentrance of the French troops into 

Spain Sc the close of the Revolution in Cadiz—^ 

I still hope to send you a paper on Burke for this 

No^—by the 8^* 

Yrs truly 

G Cmly 

LETTER 151 

June 7. [1854] 

dear Sir 

I send the 2 part of the Tale*^—it shall be finished 

^ "The Conde del Indelfonso. Part II," B.M., July, 
1834. The story is written in such a manner that it could 
have been continued indefinitely. However, it never pro
gressed as far as Croly here indicates that it will. 

^ The next Burke paper appeared in August, 1854. 

^ "The Conde del Indelfonso," the first part of which 
appeared in B^M. of May, 1834; the second part in B.M. of 
July, 1834. 
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in a third. I shall probably also send you for next month-

a paper on Burke^-either the last-or the last but one as 

the subject may allow-- We shall then go on with Barrington 

or Pitt^ as you like-. ' I am busy-but am always glad to 

have something for ,you-. I regmted [sic] to hear of your 

illness—but have heard of your recovery. The summer will 

restore you—. I was gratified by being able to send you my 

book which I wish you may have time to read—its plan is 

perfectly solid—but it requires some care to ascertain its 

gmunds, & some habit of Theological study to follow its 

typical explanations— 

Truly Yrs. G Cmly 

LETTER 152 

July 8—[1854] 

I send you now the last paper but one on Burke.^ The 

Two more Burke papers were to appear, the first in 
August and the second in September of 1834. 

2 
But the last of "The Irish Union" papers (based on 

Barrington's works) had been written, and the first of the 
new series on v/illiam Pitt did not appear in B.M. until 
January, 1835• 

•X 

piviae Providence; or the Three Cycles of Revelation. 
Showing the Parallelism of the Patriarchal, Jewish, and 
Christian Dispensations (London, 1834;. 

^ "Edmund Burke. Part X," B.M., August, 1854. 
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next will contain with some extracts fron his ST̂ eeches 

something more of the personal anecdotes of his closing 

life—* Thanks for your inter.tions about my Book.^ I ded

icated it to the Chancellor as the only 3; the first means of 

acknowledging his patronage—slight as it may have been—^ 

I see some of your correspondents attack him angrily—. I 

wish this could be avoided— The fact is—I believe him 

the best of his set-^ not at all willing to be separated 

from the best of a better—if he could without compromising 

his popularity. In another point of view—the attack may 

not be so secure as heretofore—. The Moming Post has been 

brought into a scrape on the subject of personality, right 

or wrong. I know your intrepidity—& that your principle is 

steady—but let us endeavor to treat those men as public 

characters alone—if we can 

Yrs truly G Croly 

^ "Edmund Burke. Part XI," B.M., September, 1854. 

^ See Letter 144. 

^ Brougham, fa?om whom Croly received an offer of 
preferment in 1854. The living pmposed, however, was so 
wild and solitary that Croly did not accept it. «Vhen 
Brougham retired this same year, he recommended Oroly to his 
successor. Lyndhurst, who in 1855 presented him with the 
living at St. Stephen's Walbrook. 

^ Bmugham was severely attacked by Samuel .iarren in 
"Lords Broughim, Lyndhurst, and Local Courts, which ap
peared in B.M. of April, 1834. 
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LETTER 153 

July 28—[1834] 

Romford 

Essex— 

My dear Sir— 

I am glad for your sake—& sorry for my own that you 

are so much engrossed by your London friends— vVill you 

say the Sunday after next—to breakfast & dine here—or if 

not, any subsequent day which may be agreeable to you—• I 

shall try to see you on Friday—Be shall take one of the con

cluding papers of Burke with me—. Let me have a line in 

answer soon 

Truly yrs G Croly 

LETTER 154 

July 30— 1834 

Vicarage 

Romford 

Essex 

My dear Sir 

I have just received along with the Magazine your 

Sons' very interesting; & intelligent letter in which you wish 

to know what I am doing.^ I send by Cadells parcel—the 

^ See Letter 152. 

^ William Blackwood's health had been failing for some 
time. References to the son (Alexander) become increasingly 
frequent. 
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concluding part of Burke^—so far as his public Memoir is 

concerned. The Series may stop here—if you think pmper—. 

But there are many curious & characteristic anecdotes of the 

manners conversation i circumstances of his personal life 

which laifiht make a No more. However, it must rest with you 

to say how far this is desirable—let me hear from you or 

your Son. I have arrived within a few pages of the close 

of the Spanish tale which comes to the French attack on 

Cadiz—. This shall be sent by the parcel on the 8 — — 

There is then an end of it—. The next I propose sending to 

you will be a paper on Barrington—(unless your letter 

directs me to give the personal anecdotes of Burke previously). 

I greatly regret to hear of your illness—^which must 

be so peculiarly irksome to habits so active 3: vigorous as 

yours. But you live in the region of Medical Science—& I 

rely on it that your family, who seem to feel the kindness & 

respect due to such a parent as yourself, have already taken 

care that you shall have the best advice— Yet as opinions 

may differ in peculiar cases, & as our London practloners are 

men of high fame—.if you thought proper to have a state of 

your case, accurately drawn up--which even I need not see-— 

•̂  "Edmund Burke. Part XI," B.M., September, 1834. 

^ The third part of "The Conde del Indelfonso" which 
was not published in B.M. (See Letter 150). 

^ There were no more Barrington papers, the last— 
"The Irish Union"—^having appeared in B.M. of March, 1834. 
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I shall take it to Astley Cooper^ or Brodie^ or any of our 

leading men— I shall take care that it is laid before 

them & get you an answer as to the due tmatment. I mention 

this the more particularly, as a lady, an acquaintance of 

mine, advanced in life, & altogether a wor[sej. subject for 

illness than your Constitution could be—after suffering for 

Months by a complaint similar to yours—& being actually 

left to herself by a whole Boaa?d of Medical Men, was suddenly 

brought round by (I think) Brodie, who adopted a new tmat

ment & gave her almost instant relief— She is alive still— 

and this was t?/enty years ago. I am glad to hear that pain 

& confinement do not subdue your spirits— Pain is a severe 

trial of any man's fortitude. But I know no man who from 

his sick bed can look back upon his career with more cheer

ing & elevating feelings, whatever your political antagonists 

may have conceived of your views-they must all acknowledge 

the intrepidity, decision, 8c honesty of your course. When 

I see the nothingness of the lives of Men bom to the highest 

advantages of Society & look upon the manliness of your prin

ciples, the integrity of your public life, the purposes with 

which you began, 8c the objects which you have accomplished. 

^ Sir Astley Paston Cooper (1768-1841) was a famous 
surgeon and anatomist who had studied in both Edinburgh and 
London. In 1827 he was president of the Royal College of 
Surgeons, in 1828 surgeon to the king. 

2 Sir Samuel Collins Bmdie, the elder (1783-1862) 
was sergeant-surgeon to the queen and a member of the Royal 
Society. He was president of the Royal College of Surgeons 

il844) and first president of the General Medical Council 1858). 
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it is only doing you justice as a citizen of England, not 

less than as a friend to honor, freedom, & virtue. [I] say 

that you have a right to look back with singular self re

spect on what you have [done.] 

tmly yrs G. Cmly 

LETTER 155 

August—28— 1834 

Vicarage 

Romford 

Essex 

My dear Sir 

I received your Son's letter only last night—. When 

I had finished within a page or two the Story of the 

Spaniard —which concludes. I shall send it by the next par

cel to Cadell—but, of course you may insert it at your 

leisure. As you desire a separate paper, I shall hope to 

send you by the 8th of Sept^—a paper on a very curious 

Memoir of Sampson, one of the Irish exiles of 1798. who was 

deported after the Rebellion to Portugal where he was im

prisoned & met with a number of odd & characteristic adventures 

in the prisons of Oporto & Lisbon. He was finally sent to 

America where he became a leading barrister. The Memoir was 

published in America, & tho' it has been republished here, it 

But for some unknown reason this third and conclud
ing part of "The Conde del Indelfonso. A Tale of the Spanish 
Revolution" was never published (See Letters 150 and 154). 
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is I believe very little known. I never met any body who 

had read it. On the whole I think that particularly at this 

time, when Portugal has come so much into play, the paper 

may make a very curious &. striking narrative. You shall have 

it as soon as possible. I can send you for the following 

number, a Sketch of the life of the celebrated Suwarrow — 

\;daich the Polish war of our time makes interesting—3: which 

is, so far as I can perceive, unknown to the public. It 

treats of the Turkish 8c Polish wars—. If you think that 

this paper will variegate the other articles of your Magazine 

let me hear from you— I shall be still more gratified to 

hear of your convalescence—. Your Son* is a very good cor

respondent— But I hope the time may soon come when you 

will again take up the pen— 

Believe me very 

truly yrs G Croly 

^ See Letter 158 with regard to the bad feeling 
precipitated between author and publisher by this article. 
For biographical data relating to Sampson see Letter 109. 

2 Count Aleksandr Vasilievich (1729-1800) was a 
Russian field marshal who was born in Finland of owedish 
delce^. He defeated the French at Cassano d'Adda, the 
Trebbia River, and Novi in 1799, and was Commander in chief 
of toe Russia^ Armies in 1800 (Webster's Bior.ra:.hical 

Dictionary). 

^ Alexander Blackwood. 




